
FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

Regular Meeting
	 9 September 1976

Edwin Bronner, Clerk	 4:17 P.M.

1. Mr. Bronner described the Quaker ideas which underlie and support the manner
in which the Faculty of the College goes about its business, and offered to
discuss these ideas further with any new faculty member who wished to do so.

2. One correction was offered to the minutes of the regular faculty meeting of
6 May 1976.

In Item #3, line 4, one word is to be added, thus:
"One change in procedure was proposed by the Board (Committee) namely..."

The minutes were approved as corrected.

3. New members of the faculty were introduced by chairmen of the various departments
or their representatives (see Annex I) ','

Biology 	  Slavica Matan6
Chemistry 	  Charles Lerman
Classics 	  Frances Coulborn Kohler

John F. Gummere
Catherine Robert
Kathryn Slott
Jay Julian Rosellini
Mira Ann Mihelich
Roger Alperin
Dante Giarrusso
Rosemary Desjardins
Evans Harrell
Peter Bachrach
Eleanor Gubins
Alexander Wilde
Ronald Thiemann
	  JUrgen HabermasSociology and Anthropology

Michael Hogan

4. Report of the President
a. The President introduced and welcomed the acting provost, Harvey Glickman
b. The President presented a review of his "State of the College" opening

Collection speech of the previous evening.
(1) He praised the quality of the freshman class, but regretted that it

did not reach expected numbers (enrollment: 835). Since there had
been more students in recent years than expected, the College's
financial picture is better than expected; but lower numbers of
freshmen this year will mean a deficit rather than a surplus.

(2) Annual giving last year $494,000 -- the equivalent of 160 students.
Among young alumni, the giving percentage was over 50%.

(3)	 Development campaign. The President described the launching of the
campaign; the pledge by Mr. Bush, '45, of $1,000,000; and the
promise, by Howard Marshall, '31, of $4,000,000 at least -- the
latter the largest gift in the history of the College. He sketched
the process of developing large gifts.

English 	
French 	
German 	
History 	
Mathematics 	

Philosophy 	
Physics 	
Political Science 	

Religion



(4) He announced that Haverford had received one of two Luce Professor-
ships in Ethics and the Professions: five year support at a level
of $45,000 per annum, with the possibility of extension for three
more years. The Academic Council was now at work appointing an ad
hoc committee to search for a person or persons to occupy the chair.

(5) Alluding to the reduced number of freshmen, the President again
summarized the view of the Admissions Office that not only will it
be increasingly harder to expand, but that statistical expectations
for students attending college in the next 15 years are sharply 
lower than in the past 15 years. Therefore the Board, in considering
the consequences of expansion (at the 850 level, as previously
planned) has taken two actions. It has reaffirmed the goal of
expansion to 1000 but has decided to impose no rigid timetable for
the achievement of that goal. It is to be achieved if and when
students of appropriate quality are available. The Board reaffirmed
that expansion would take place without lowering admissions standards
or the quality of students. Secondly, the Board decided to restudy
the auestion of the admission of women students. A decision will
be made at the meeting of 10 December. The President suggested that
if the faculty wished to make maximum impact of its views on the Board,
they should be prepared and presented to the Board before its retreat
in November. The President emphasized strongly that this decision
(to reconsider coeducation) was taken without animus or rancor toward
our sister institution of Bryn Mawr College. On the contrary, the
action to restudy was taken in view of the very discouraging admissions
picture for the years 1980-1995. The Board stated that it continued
to view coeducation as valuable to both institutions, and decided
that all discussion of coeducation should take place in the context
of extending cooperation with Bryn Mawr College.

5. Remarks of the Acting Provost.
a. The Provost announced the forthcoming completion of the new Faculty

Handbook.
b. The Provost announced a new Faculty Activities record, and added that

the Board was very interested in complete information. He therefore
urged quick and complete replies to his questionnaire when distributed
and promised continued requests until all had complied. The listing
of activities is to cover the past two years.

c. He announced that Rhodes Scholarship applications will now be evaluated
by the Honors, Fellowships, and Prizes Committee. Professor Partridge
volunteered that he would continue to provide applications and informa-
tion. The competition is open to women this year.

d. The Provost announced that he was developing a Center for Information
concerning Grants for Faculty in his office and would distribute in-
formation to chaiLmen from time to time. Any faculty member may stop
in his office to read the materials gathered there.

6.	 Announcements and reports.
a.	 David Frazer, sneaking for the Library (see Annex II).	 -

	

(1)	 The Library has purchased, with Bryn Mawr and Swarthmore, a microfilm
Union Catalogue of Pennsylvania libraries. This is supplemented by
computer access to the contents of over 500 libraries outside



Pennsylvania. The service is available upon personal application at
the Library or at Ext. 286, Mrs. Miehle.

(2) He described the weekly approval shelf of new publications and urged
faculty members to develop the habit of dropping in to look over the
collection regularly and offer the library advice concerning the
purchases it should make. He also reviewed purchasing policies and
reintroduced staff members charged with ordering new books in the
various disciplines.

(3) He stated that the library found it necessary, because of rising
subscription costs, to reduce periodical subscriptions as sharply as
possible. In order to relieve the most serious consequences of this
reduction, the library is developing a xeroxing service for articles
contained in periodicals available only at Bryn Mawr.

b.	 John Chesick, for Distinguished Visitors Committee.
(1) Professor Chesick reminded the faculty of the retirement of Janet

Henry and introduced Betty Davis, who will now be in charge of the
Distinguished Visitors office.

(2) He announced the visit of Congressman Bob Eckhardt of Texas, who will
teach a political science course in Spring 1977.

c.	 Professor Holland Hunter, for Committee on Faculty Compensation, Study
and Research. Professor Hunter described opportunities and resources
for supporting faculty research, and urged the faculty to present
projects for the consideration of the committee.

d.	 Professor Kosman for the special committee on Admissions.
(1) The Chairman reminded the Faculty of the wording comments b and c

under Item #6 in the minutes of the faculty meeting of 22 April 1976,
which described the conclusions and recommendations of the Committee
on Expansion Issues. He believed that the Board decision described
by the President had raised certain questions about the functions of
his committee, and asked the faculty to clarify its mandate to this
committee.

(2) Professor Kosman proposed this wording: "this Committee is designed
to study what changes, if any, should be made in admissions policies
to facilitate the desired expansion." This wording was approved by
the faculty.

(3) When asked for clarification, Professor Kosman and others (including
the President) said that such changes explored would include co-
education but not be limited to coeducation, since the admissions
crisis coming upon us might well require more than one manoeuver in
order chat it might be met creatively and dynamically. Among
other changes suggested for consideration: more active recruiting;
exploring poSsibility of recruiting students from age groups other
than 18-22.

(4) Professor Kosman proposed a special faculty meeting for 4 November to
discuss the Committee's report and for preparing recommendations for
the November Board retreat. The Provost suggested that if we schedule
such a meeting, the topic might expand to fill the extra time, and
offered the modification that we could place such a special meeting
tentatively on the calendar, while leaving open until later the
question of whether it should actually be called. The proposal as
modified was approved. The date has since been changed to 28 October
by memo from the Acting Provost.

The meeting was adjourned at 5:42.

Richard Lumen,
Secretary of the Faculty
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HAVERFORD COLLEGE

NEW FACULTY APPOINTMENTS

1976-77

CHEMISTRY

Chairman:	 Robert Gavin

Charles Lerman - Assistant Professor of Chemistry.
(Three-year appointment.)

B.S.	 Yale University, 1969
A.M.	 Harvard University, 1970
Ph.D.	 Harvard University, 1974

Formerly Assistant Professor, Juniata College, 1974-76.

CLASSICS

Chairman:	 Joseph Russo

Frances Coulborn Kohler - Assistant Professor of
Classics, for the year.

B.A.	 Wellesley College, 1960
A.M.	 Radcliffe College, 1961
Ph.D.	 Harvard University, 1973

Formerly Lecturer, University of Pennsylvania, 1974-76.

John F. Gummere - Lecturer in Classics, for the year.

A.B.	 Haverford College, 1922
M.A.	 Haverford College, 1925
Ph.D.	 University of Pennsylvania, 1933

Faculty, William Penn Charter School, 1923-68.



,,ew Faculty Appointments
Page 2

ENGLISH

Chairman: Jack Lester

Catherine Robert - Instructor in English, for the year.
(Part-time.)

B.A.	 Connecticut College for Women
M.A. University of Pennsylvania
Ph.D.	 (expected), University of Pennsylvania

Presently Instructor in English, part-time, at Beaver College.

FRENCH

Acting Chairman: Marcel Gutwirth

Kathryn Slott - Instructor in French, for the year.

B.A.	 University fo Pennsylvania, 1970
M.A.	 University of Pennsylvania, 1972
Certificat C

' 

Universite de Bordeaux III, 1973
Ph.D. expect ed., University of Pennsylvania, 1977
Teaching Fellowship, University of Pennsylvania, 1971-72, 1973-75•

GERMAN

Chairman: John Cary

Jay Julian Rosellini - Assistant Professor of German,
for the year.

B.A.	 University of Illinois, 1969
A.M.	 University of Illinois, 1972
Ph.D.	 Indiana University, 1976

Formerly Associate Instructor, part-time, Indiana Universit
1972-75.

HISTORY

Chairman:	 Linda Gerstein

Mira Ann Mihelich - Instructor .in History

B.A.	 University of Uashington, 1967
M.A.	 Cornell University, 1971
institute for Humanistic Studies, Kyoto University, 1973-74
Osaka University, Osaka, Japan, 1974
Ph.D. expected, Cornell University

Research Assistant, Cornell University, 1974-75.
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MATHEMATICS

Acting Chairman: Harvey Glickman

Roger Alperin - Assistant Professor of Mathematics, for
the year.

A.B.	 University of Chicago, 1969
Ph.D.	 Rice University, 1973

Formerly J. D. Tamarkin Instructor of Mathematics,
Brown University, 1973-76.

PHILOSOPHY

Chairman:	 Richard Bernstein

Rosemary Desjardins - Assistant Professor of Philosophy,
for the year.	 (Part-time.)

B.A.	 University of Melbourne, 1948
M.A.	 University of Melbourne, 1951
Ph.D.	 University of Pennsylvania, 1975

Formerly Instructor, Haverford College.

PHYSICS

Chairman: Jerry Gollnb

Evans Harrell - Assistant Professor of Physics, for
the year.

B.S.	 Stanford University, 1972
Ph.D.	 Princeton University, 1976

Formerly Teaching Assistant, Princeton University, 1975-76.

POLITICAL SCIENCE

Chairman:	 Sara Shumer

Peter Bachrach - Lecturer in Political Science for the
first semester.	 (Part-time.)

Reed College, 1942
Ph.D.	 Harvard University, 1951

Presently Professor of Political Science at Temple
University, formerly Visiting Professor at Haverford.
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POLITICAL SCIENCE (Continued)
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Eleanor Gubins - Visiting Lecturer in Political Science
for the first semester. 	 (Part-time.)

B.A.	 Brooklyn College, 1964
M.A.	 Johns Hopkins University, 1966

Presently Assistant Professor at Rosemont College.

Alexander Wilde - Assistant Professor of Political Science
for the year.

B.A.	 Lawrence University, 1962
Oxford University, 1962-64
Ph.D.	 Columbia University, 1972

Formerly Assistant Professor, University of Wisconsin, 1970-76.

RELIGION

Chairman:,, Richard Luman

Ronald Thiemann - Assistant Professor of Religion.
(Three-year appointment.)

B.A.	 Concordia Senior College, 1968
M. Div. Concordia Seminary, 1972
M.A.	 Yale University, 1973
Ph.D.	 Yale University, 1976

Formerly Acting Instructor, Yale University, 1975-76.

SOCIOLOGY AND ANTHROPOLOGY

Chairman: Wyatt MacGaffey

Jurgen Habermas - Visiting Professor of Sociology,
first semester.

Undergraduate study:	 University of GOttinzen,
Graduate Study:	 University of Marburg
Presently Director, Max Planck Institute for Research on

Lue Social implications of Science and Technology, 1971-



New Faculty Appointments
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SOCIOLOGY (Continued)

Michael Hogan - Assistant Professor in Sociology,
for the year.	 (Part-time.)

A.B.	 Fordham University, 1967
M.A.	 University of Pennsylvania, 1976
Ph.D.	 expected, University of Pennsylvania

Formerl.y Instructor of Sociology, Cheyney State College,
Spring 1976.



ADDENDUM

NEW FACULTY APPOINTMENTS

1976-77

BIOLOGY

Chairman:	 Irving Finger

Slavica Matacic - Lecturer in Biology, for the first semester.
(Part-time.)

M.S.	 University of Zagreb, Faculty of Pharmacy,
Yugoslavia,	 1959.

Institute for Nuclear Research "Rudjer Boskovic,"
Zagreb, 1959-62.

Ph.D.	 University of Zagreb, Yugoslavia.

Formerly Assistant Professor, Haverford College, 1969-70.
Presently Research Associate, Haverford College, 1964- 	 .

MATHEMATICS (Continued)

Acting Chairman: Harvey Glickman

Dante Giarrusso - Assistant Professor of Mathematf_cs,
for the year.

B.S.	 LeMoyne College, 1966.
Ph.D.	 Yale University, 1973.

•Formerly Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Fordham,
1973-75.

Assistant Professor of Mathematics, Haverford, 1975-76.
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FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

Regular Meeting	 21 October 1976
Edwin Brenner, Clerk	 4:19 p.m.

1. The News asked permission to photograph the faculty assembled in deliberation.
Permission was granted for the photographers to be present during the first
minutes of the meeting.

2. The minutes of the meeting of 9 September 1976 were approved as circulated.

3.	 Report of the Acting Provost:

(a) The Acting Provost called the attention of the faculty to the activities
reports he has requested for the Board. He asked that those members
of the faculty who had not yet replied to his request do so as quickly
as possible.

He praised the response to his request for the shorter reports. "We
are near 100% and hoping to go over the top soon."

(b) He announced the membership of the ad hoc committee for the Luce
Professorship: Robert Mortimer, Political Science, Chairman; Marcel
Gutwirth, French; Dietrich Kessler, Biology; Aryeh. Kosman, Philosophy;
President Coleman and Provost Glickman, ex officio. Bryn Mawr Repre-
sentative: Howard Clark Kee, History of Religions. Student representatives:
Michael Baime '77, Andrew Schiff '73.

4.	 James Lawrence Canan '77, President of the Students' Association, presented
the Martin Foss Award to LOUIS GREEN, Professor Emeritus of Astronomy. The
Foss Award is presented each year "by the Students' Council to that member
of the Haverford College Community whose life speaks directly to the lives
of his brothers by its powerful harmony of intellect, compassion, and courage."
The honoree was given a standing ovation by the faculty.

5. Report of the Academic Council, Asoka Gangadean.

At the time of the exchange between the two faculties concerning cross-majoring,
a committee was proposed by the Bryn Mawr faculty to carry discussion forward.
The Haverford representatives were to have been Colin McKay and Mary Naus.
That committee was not organized. Now, a new group is to be formed to discuss
the new proposal of the Bryn Mawr Board on cooperation and the alternatives
to the admission of women as Haverford freshmen. With good humor (analyzing a
"number of metaphysical questions") Professor Gangadean proposed that to Professors
McKay and Naus should be added Professor Kosman and this group be accredited to
the new Bryn Mawr Committee. After discussion, centering on the relations of
this group to previously established groups examining cooperation, and to the
upcoming discussion of coeducation by this faculty meeting and the Haverford
Board, the proposal was approved.

6. The Library:

The Librarian, Professor Brunner, announced that the Library had just received
$22,000 at auction for one of the sets of Audubon quadrupeds in the Library's
collection.

David Fraser presented again the problems the Library has with escalating costs
of periodical subscriptions. The Library is developing a single periodical



collection for the three colleges, cancelling "fringe" periodicals. He
described Current Contents, a periodical presenting contents pages of
learned journals weekly. It will be in the Periodicals Room. Xeroxes of
articles can then be ordered.

Each department will shortly receive computer printouts listing subscription
to periodicals of all three colleges, for criticism or revision.

	

7.	 Educational Policy Committee, Professor Jerry Gollub.

(a) The Minority Coalition has "shared certain concerns about the curriculum.
The committee is currently discussing these issues and shortly will
engage the departments."

(b) The committee is also discussing the language requirement and the academic
advising system.

(c)	 The Chairman presented the list of course changes in the offerings of the
various departments which had been approved by the committee. The list was
approved without change by the faculty. (Annex I) -

	

8.	 Report of the Admissions Committee, Professor Aryeh Kosman (See Annex II).

The committee concentrated on the question of the admission of women and presented
two recommendations, of which the faculty was asked to choose one. The committee
had a clear preference, expressed in the Report, for alternative #1, the admission
of women in the context of continued cooperation with Bryn Mawr College. The
Chairman said he believed that neither alternative would resolve all admissions
problems; that all alternatives involved risks (e.g., the first involved the
risk that Bryn Mawr College might not deem it advisable to continue cooperation
at the previous level); inaction, in view of the dark admissions prospects for
1980-1996, would, however, clearly be disastrous. We cannot choose not to choose.

The discussion considered the following questions:

(a) Upon what numerical and status basis would women be admitted? For example,
on a status and numerical equality with men, or would there be differential
admissions requirements and/or quotas? Would Bryn Mawr College find one or
another of these possibilities more attractive? What legal limitations
might there be on these proposals? Mr. Ambler, replying to some of these
questions, said he thought it possible that we might recruit about 50
women per vear; and that would mean a total of 300 by 1981. Beyond that

year he did not care to speculate.

(b) What would be the estimated costs associated with admitting women? The
administration has projected about $70,000 per year (an estimate only).
Would there be costs associated with not admitting women, and if so, what
costs? The admissions office has prepared a double budget: that prepared
in anticipation of not admitting women shows an immediate increase of $130,000
per annum for that office, in order to double the size of the staff, since
it is absolutely clear that an increase in the number of men applying could
be secured only by "lowering standards or spectacular new recruiting
techniques." Haverford would need to admit 280 men each fall, more than
Swarthmore or Amherst admit. In the long run the committee thought there
would he other costs: possible budget cuts, retrenchment in offerings,
abandonment of expansion. Questions were asked about the projected
"contingency cushion" expected from expansion. Reply: that was an optimum
projection: inflation, rising costs, failure to complete expansion would
reduce or destroy such a cushion.



3.

(c) What alternatives to the admission of women might there be?

(d) Dropping expansion and returning to the status quo ante was suggested.
Professor Kosman replied that the committee regarded that as a closed
issue in view of Board decisions.

(e) A number of people, both on the committee and outside it,.felt strongly
that it is immoral not to admit women, in accord with what they discern as
the spirit of the age. Various statements were made in support of this
position.

(f) A number of people argued that it would be immoral to admit women if the
College could not supply the proper "role models" and the proper atmosphere
for living and working. It was urged that in a faculty 70% tenured,
relatively young, largely male, in a bad market, it is unlikely that such
role models could be provided within a quarter of a century. Others replied
that there is no evidence that successful intellectual exemplars need be
of the same sex or race as the student.

(g)
	

Does the proposal to admit women take seriously a "two college community",
its effect on Bryn Mawr College, the consequences of the creation of a
largely female community, and the like?

In response to a request by the clerk, the discussion concluded with questions
members of the faculty wished the committee to answer at the beginning of the
next meeting:

(a) What is the view on the admissions situation developed by the Bryn Mawr 
College admissions office? The request was made that such a review be
presented by a member of that office.

(b) What are the criteria by which the morality or immorality of admitting or
not admitting women are determined?

(c)	 What is the definition of "coeducation" used by the committee? There was
a feeling by some that the committee had provided assertions rather than
arguments, but Professor Kosman replied that he believed these questions
to be answered in the Report.

The faculty did not reach a consensus on the committee's report. In accord with
the decision of the meeting of 9 September, a meeting for further discussion of
these matters will therefore be held at 4:15 p.m. 23 October.

The meeting was adjourned at 6 P.M.

Richard Luman,
Secretary.
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All Faculty
From:	 EPC
Re:	 Course changes and additions

EPC recommends approval of the following course changes and additions.
Under the Faculty's rules, they will stand approved unless challenged at the
November 21 faculty meeting.

	

1.	 Political Science

A. Approval is requested for limiting the enrollment in Political Science 323b, to
be taught by Congressman Eckhardt. An enrollment limit is necessary in part to
permit Mr. Eckhardt to read students' written work. The Department believes
that the quality of the course will be improved by giving preference to majors,
but it is anticipated that space will be available for 15-20 non majors.

323b	 American Political Process: The Congress	 S-3	 Mr. Eckhardt

A functional and behavioral analysis of the policy-making process as it emerges in
Congress, from the electoral process as it affects Congress to the distribution of
power and influence in Congress and the relations of Congress with the Executive
Branch. Prerequisite: Political Science 201 or 202 or consent. Limit: 35 students.
Preference to political science majors, then first come, first served.

B. The two following courses are to be taught by Mr. Wilde, who is replacing Harvey
Glickman this year. Both are upper level courses with the normal introductory
level prerequisite and with unlimited enrollment. P.S; 336h is a theory of
political development course similar to ones given in the pas. P.S. 360b
is in the area of Latin American politics, an area of special interest to
Mr. Wilde. Political Science 324b will not be offered this year.

336b	 Topics in Political Development 	 S-3	 Mr. Wilde

Colloquium on selected themes and problems of political development and modernization.
Among topics to be considered are democratic regimes and authoritarianism, pluralism
and corporatism, and political change and breakdown. Prerequisite: one course in
comparative politics or consent of instructor.

360b	 Church and State in Latin America 	 S-2, V-1	 Mr. Wilde

Changing institutional character of Church and State. We will study modern conflict
between them over "human rights," "politics," "development," and compare present
authoritarian situations with more open regimes and with historical dictatorships
to illuminate the ethical and political implications of present relationships.'
Students will do research papers on selected national cases. Prerequisite: one
course in comparative politics or consent of instructor.

	

2.	 Astronomy

Permission is requested to offer Astronomy 102 as a half credit course this year
only, if Bruce Partridge is on leave in residence. EPC is satisfied that the subject
matter lends itself to the half credit format.. In subsequent years the course would
revert to its previous format.



A. Permanent approval is requested for the following course, which utilizes the
particular interests and skills of Tamara Brooks and integrates several areas
of music. Faculty time will be made available by making Music 116b and 212b
alternate year offerings.

216b	 History and Analysis in Performance
	 L-2, E-1	 Miss Brooks

A study of the application of historical knowledge and analytical techniques to
the problems of performance. Representative pieces of music literature from various
historical periods will be researched, analysed, discussed and-performed. Prerequisites:
Music 113a - 114b or consent of instructor.

B. A slight change in the major requirements is proposed. In place of "two
semesters of music history on the 200 level or above" the department would
like to substitute "two semesters drawn from Music 012b, 211a, 212b, 216b,
or music history offerings at Bryn Mawr. The purposes of the change are
1) to include 012h, a survey of music history, and 2) to include the new
course described above.

4.	 General Programs

A. Temporary approval is requested for the following new course. The French
Department normally teaches two General Programs courses per year.

311b	 Personal Integrity	 L-2, V-1	 Mr. Cook

Its chief characteristics and the sacrifices it requires, as studied and dramatized
in the following works: Stendhal's The  Red and the Black; MoMre's The Misanthrope;
Cide r s Strait is the Gate; Hawthorne's The Scarlet Letter; Conrad's Typhoon;
Camus' The Plague; James's Washington Square; and Nietzsche's Twilight of the Idols.

Prerequisite: Some experience in the reading of good novels, a serious interest in
literature, and consultation with the instructor prior to registration.

B. Temporary approval is requested for the following course, for which time will
be provided by dropping the second semester of Biology 400, a research tutorial.

291b	 The Biological RevOlution - Its Methods and Meaning. 	 N-2, V-1	 Mr. Loewy

A reading and discussion course of 1) the process whereby man is gaining understanding
of and control over the molecular machinery of living things and 2) the human
consequences of this process. We shall look at modern biology from the point of view
of what it tells us about the world as well as what it tells us about how we attempt
to understand it. We shall examine topics such as, the directionality of evolution, a
natural selection model of the scientific method, the critique of science as a
reductionist process, molecular biology and the criterion of truth, free will and
molecular analysis, and the future of evolution.

We shall discuss history to illuminate biology, biology to illuminate philosophy and
philosophy to illuminate our ignorance. Prerequisite: A year's work in two of the
three divisions of the college.



3.

Note: The prerequisites for these General Programs courses as originally
proposed were different. In place of the phrases "consultation with the
instructor prior to registration," and "a year's work in two of the .three
divisions of the college," the proposers suggested simply, "Not open to
freshmen." EPC does not favor prerequisites stated in terms of a student's
class, which may not reliably indicate whether the student has attained
the requisite degree of maturity. However, some faculty view the matter
differently. EPC will consider this question further. It should be
kept in mind that these particular courses are being presented only for
one-time approval.

	

5.	 Sociology and Anthropology

A. Temporary approval is requested for the following new course. The enrollment limit
is necessary because of the supervised field work.

271b	 Ethnomethodology 	 S-2, E-1	 Mr. Hogan

Close examination of face-to-face episodes in urban environments. Each student
will conduct a field study, gathering material to be analyzed in the context of
urban social structures and in the light of pertinent sociological theory.
Prerequisite: one course in anthropology or sociology. Enrollment limited to 20.

B. Addition of a prerequisite for Sociology 254b, which is not intended to be
an introductory course. Although the prerequisite "Sociology 152a, 155a,
Anthropology 101 at Bryn Mawr, or consent of the instructor" appears in the
Catalogue, it does not seem to have been approved by the faculty.

	

6.	 History

Approval is requested for an enrollment limit of 15 for History 347b, "Topics in
Far Eastern History," Mira Mihelich. The material is difficult, reading sources
exist often in only one copy, and the course is structured around oral reports.



REPORT OF THE COITT_ITTEE ON ADHISSIONS POLICY

I. HISTORY OF TIT ISSUE 

In April of 1976, the faculty approved several recommendations of the
Committee on Expansion Issues. Among these was the recommendation that the
faculty commission a study of alternatives to the current admissions policy,
specifically direct that admission of women be one such alternative considered,
and ask for a report and recommendation by the lovember faculty meeting.

This is that report and recommendation. It comes a month earlier than
requested because the Board of Ilanagers, deciding to maintain a long range
enrollment goal of 1,000 students, and affirming the need for maintaining the
College's present high admissions standards, passed at its meeting of hay
1976 the following minute: "We feel the necessity of re-examing our policy
on the admission of women. That re-examination should be prompt and should
be in the context of trying to preserve and extend our co-operation with
Bryn ilawr College." In light of the Board's intentions to reexamine Ilaverford's
policy on the admission of women, this committee felt the desirability of
prompt and resolute action on the part of the faculty concerning this question.

As a committee established to examine admissions policy, we considered
several ways of dealing with the admissions problems outlined below. Finally,
however, we focussed on the admission of women for three reasons: (1) the
faculty specifically directed that we do so, (2) the board resolved explicitly
to reexamine the question of the admission of women, and (3) the admission of
women was the one issue about which we had available to us from past consider-
ations sufficient material to make an intelligent decision in a short time.

While the question we are asking the faculty to consider is thus twofold:
(1) what steps if any should the college take to increase its applicant pool,
and (2) should the college admit women students, it is the first question,
the question of the admission of women, which we must address now.

II. THE NATURE OF THE ISSUE 

It is thus primarily an admissions problem which occasions the decision
concerning women students which Haverford faces. It is not the case, however,
that admissions is the sole, or even the central issue with which we are
concerned. It is important that we distinguish between the conditions which
occasion a decision and the reasons for that decision. The issues which we
consider in this report and which the faculty now faces are complex and
important ones, and it is not surprising that they have been considered before,
nor that we are now consid ering them again. The fact that the circumstances
which now occasion our reconsideration are determined by problems of admission
and enrollment doesn't mean that these circums tances will or should govern our
decision, nor that our decision will arise solely in response to them.

If admissions were the sole consideration in our decision, that decision
would be swift and bad: swift because the admission of women is an obvious
and convenient solution to our problems, bad because no decision to admit
women students can be made without careful and intelligent consideration of
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the complex and important issues surrounding that decision, issues such as
our relations with Bryn 71aur and our capacity to educate women. In fact, the
committee has tried to direct its attention to the question of the admission
of women in all its aspects, and hopes the faculty will do the same in its
deliberations.

Haverford College has proceeded deliberately on this issue, with careful
consideration and thoughtfulness. Should the college now decide to admit
women, the prudence and care which we have exercised should be a positive
factor in our ability to attract and educate qualified women. Should we again
decide not to do so, we will have shown clearly that that decision was not
taken rashly. In either case, there will be many people unhappy with our
decision: but there there will be no reason, in a world of fad and of facile
and instant decisions, to feel apologetic about the slow, deliberate and careful
consideration of an important decision.

III. HAVERFORD'S AIraSSIo!"IS PTIOBLE11

Despite increased expenditures and efforts by the Admissions Office,
Haverford has encountered difficulty in meeting its enrollment goals for the
past three years. The problem is reflected in the steady upward trend of the
ratio of men admitted to men who apply; that figure was 24% in 1970, 33% in
1973,46.5% in 1976. In the need to meet our enrollment goals, we are in
danger of becoming less selective.

In the fall of 1974, we met enrollment goals with no margin to spare.
Last year, the number of freshman matriculants was twenty less than the
number sought. This fall, it was thirty-five less, despite the substantial
increase in the acceptance/ applicant ratio noted above. Our enrollment is
presently below that planned: indeed it is below that of last year. If next
year's entering class is the same size as this year's, and attrition remains
the same, we may expect an enrollment slightly below that of this year. These
facts suggest that an admissions problem exists even in the absence of expansion.

The problem we face is not due to any lack of zeal or excellence in the
Admissions Office; we face difficulties in site of the very best efforts of
a fine admissions staff. That staff has worked hard to increase our applicant
pool and to widen our appeal. The :.agill-77hoads Scholarship program was
designed in part to attract attention outside the middle Atlantic region.
::ore effective use of students and alumni as recruiters is being made. Even
with many fewer alumni to help in recruiting, we attract as many applicants
as Bryn liawr and as many male applicants as Swarthmore. Our use of SEARCH
has expanded from 1000 contacts in 1972 to 6400 in 1976; we now reach all
male students with scores of 65 or above on both the mathematics and verbal
PSATs and with a high school average of 33 or above.

Greater efforts are of course always possible, and we hope that greater
efforts will be made in the future. But it is important to recognize that
although we are making a greater effort now than we were several years ago,
the admissions problem has nevertheless become more acute. That problem, as
we know, is the result of changes in demographic patterns, changes in the
attitudes of young people toward liberal education, and the College's financial
need to expand.
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The crux of the problem was brought to our attention last April in the
report of the Committee on Expansion Issues;

Admissions prospects are the source of our greatest concern. As
Bill Ambler reported previously, in 1959, following the development
of our first promotional literature, aplications jumped from 750 to
1164. They peaked over the next two years in the mid 1200's and
then declined to an average of close to 1100 over the next four years.
This decline occurred despite increased use of direct mail solicita
tion (20% of applicants and matriculants now come from SEARCH lists),
and despite increased alumni and student efforts. (Organization of
a national alumni admissions representativeS program was begun in
the fall of 1974 and is just being completed.) Over the past four
years the fraction of applicants admitted has averaged 41%. This
is the highest in a representative group of selective colleges with
whom we compete for male students. SWarthmore and 7.7esleyan are
close, admitting an average of 30% of male applicants. Amherst,
Uilliams, Bowdoin, Brown, Dartmouth, Harvard, Princeton, and Yale are
all in the 20-25% range. tie seem close to a limit beyond which we
may have difficulty in maintaining the power which being selective
gives the college to define its own nature.

That are our prospects for the future? The birth data are not con-
soling, showing in the 30's a 29% decline in the states from which
we draw 607, of our students. Indeed shoulG we attempt to maintain
current admissions policies, these data may be overly optimistic
since the decline in births in the groups from whom we draw most of
our students is nrobably even more pronounced. They cast serious
doubt on our ability to reach and sustain an enrollment of 1000
within the current policy, and even call into question our ability
to maintain both the current enrollment of 050 and the quality of
the student body through the 80's.

In a preliminary report, the Committee on 7,xnansion Issues asked:
What is the prospect for increasing our drawing power? We have
already made major efforts in this direction in order to carry out
the expansion begun in 1962. Our enrollment has increased over
85% since then, more than three times the increase at Swarthmore
and Hamilton over the same time. These schools showed the second
highest growth rate in the group of selective colleges with whom
we compete for students. In carrying out our expansion we have
far outrun the natural constituency of 7riends, alumni sons, and
graduates of independent schools upon which we were based originally.
Thus we have had to make major efforts to draw students from other
groups. Substantially greater efforts would be required merely to
attempt to maintain ourselves at current levels in the 50's.''

Haverford's situation is made more precariOus by a special problem faced
by the few remaining single-sex male colleges. Three separate studies have
shown that about 30% of male high school seniors nrefer a coeducational school;
only 3% prefer an all male college. Worse, one study showed that fully 50%
of seniors wol.I.d not attend an all male school. A college which admits only
men thus suffers by comparison with fully coeducational colleges like Swarth-
more or Williams.
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We have tried hard and earnestly to portray ourselves as part of a co-
educational two-college community. Our primary admissions document states
that 'while Haverford only admits men, the environment is coeducational.
The relationship between Haverford and Bryn :Iawr is real and close." But
this attempt has not been wholly successful. Coeducation is more difficult
to explain to prospective students than coeducation within a single college,
and it is clear that even many within the community do not regard it as
truly coeducational.

Even if we could convince males, however, that this is a coeducational
college, it is not clear that our admissions problems would disappear. They
are serious problems and problems which clearly affect the college at its
most fundamental levels.

IV. HOW CAN WE DEAL WITH THE ADItISSIONS PrIOBLET?

After an examination of our admissions problem, the committee considered
possible solutions. The admission of women was not the only option considered.
The committee looked at a range of alternatives, including the admission of
older students, of special part-time students, and of additional transfers.
We felt that these alternatives did not in sum or in part solve our admissions
situation. Several were attractive on their own merit, however, and we urge
the faculty to recommend their consideration to appropriate committees. We
also studied the possibility of altering admi s sions standards, but eventually'
rejected this because it was extremely unattracti -TE- and, far from solving
problems, would probably be counter-productive in admissions. We also dis-
cussed what additional programs and facilities would make Haverford more
attractive to male applicants (e.g. engineering, a performing arts center),
but felt that these programs would require large-scale funding and shifts in
the use of resources with no predictable results for admissions.

The committee also considered at some length the sections of the Bryn
l'awr Trustees' proposal which addressed our admissions problem. We felt that
however attractive the proposal might be on other grounds, the prospect of
dealing with the situation by the admission of transfer students carried
with it considerable problems and little promise. The problems we felt were
several. In the first place it did not seem to the committee that the
transfer proposal would provide qualified students in the numbers needed.
Even if it could, we felt that such a program would not create the kind of
coeducational college we think desirable. Upper class women transfers alone
would lack the eouality and institutional support we felt necessary to true
coeducation. Since these students could not share in the critical first
year of Haverford's education, men and women would still not be full and
equal participants in the Haverford community. Any program which dramatically
increases the number of transfer students raises serious questions concerning
the nature and integrity of Haverford's four year educational programs the
committee felt uneasy about a program in which such transfers would be
Haverford's only women students. Although the committee entertained these
and other serious doubts, such as are set forth in the administrations's
reply to Bryl Wawr, we do not think we should now foreclose debate on this
set of proposals.
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Indeed, with the exception of the lowering of standards, none of these
possibilities was completely ruled out. Tut for the reasons outlined above,
our attention centered on the admission of women. 7ssentiallu, we considered
three questions 1) "an 7averford provide an excellent education for women,
2) "mat reasons are there for -daverford to admit women, and 3) That would be
the costs, financial and other, of Faverford's admitting women?

17727LLE - IT	 77rf_ -rrrf - ?

The committee believes that an essential condition for the admission of
women is some strong indication that Haverford will be able to offer women
the same high quality education it offers -en. It is important to ask in
what ways eaverford is well prepared to provide such education for women, in
what ways it is weak, and whether it will be possible to improve in the areas
of weakness.

There are many resnects in which 7.:averford is extremely well prepared to
take on the task of educating women. One of the most obvious is our considerable
experience in providing an excellent education for men, and the experience we
have in educating women from Tryn 7:awr. in addition, Ilryn - :awr itself is able
to offer us the benefit of its experience in educating women, and can provide
advice and example to the 7Javerford Faculty and administration. The traditions
at averford of care and concern for the individual, of thoUghtful and direct
dealing with problems of community life, will make possible the integration of
women into a formerly male community.

A less obvious but equally important virtue is that we have been thinking
about the admission of women for a number of years,'and have given careful
consideration to all asnects of the question. ' 72 have the experience of
other institutions which have become coeducational in the past decade to help
us, and are clearly aware of the commitments and efforts which will be re-
quired to make coeducation succeed.-

There are nevertheless areas about which we feel concern and in which
important changes may be required should we admit women. In the first place,
we will need to be concerned about the general sensitivity and awareness of
a faculty not used to large numbers of women students. The facUlty must be
open minded to possible differences between men and women students in areas
of intellectual interest, intellectual training, and learning style. Such
differences may require curricular changes, greater flexibility in teaching
styles, and modifications in course offerings and content. "any such changes
would not be able to be budgetted or dealt with in committee, but would require
the effort and commitreent of individual faculty members.

Secondly, the presence of women students will make more urgent the desir-
ability of greater numbers of women faculty at all levels and in all divisions
of the college. This will be important both to Provide appropriate role
models (especially in traditionally male areas such as the natural sciences)
and to provide different intellectual perspectives, most notably in the
humanities and social sciences. It will not be easy to achieve this goal in
the immediate future, given the relatively young, highly tenured, and pre-
dominantly male composition of our faculty. The committee recognizes this as
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a serious problem. Eventually, we hope, the proportion of women faculty at
Haverford will increase, whether or not we admit women: in the meanwhile,
however, it may be necessary in addition to develop ways of bringing more
women faculty onto campus outside normal channels. We need to recognize that
in this area our situation will not be ideal though no worse and perhaps
better than the situation at comparable coeducational institutions. The
committee also felt that a significant representation of women in the college's
administration would be highly desirable. Mere there seemed less of a problem,
since a number of women already occupy important administrative positions, and
more flexibility is possible in administrative than in faculty hiring.

:tany changes outside the immediate academic area would have to accompany
the admission of women. Our health services would need to expand to include
gynecological staff and facilities, athletic staff and facilities would have
to be changed and expanded, and some additional staffing and planning would be
required in the Security Department to make our campus safer for all students.

On the whole the committee felt that should the faculty decide that the
admission of women is desirable, the college is able to offer quality education
to these women, though not without the serious and conscious commitments of
financial, intellectual and emotional resources. It clearly will not be
enough to put great thought into the admission of women prior to making the
decision. Making the decision to admit women is only the beginning; energy
and effort will have to be expanded in order to insure the continued quality
education of both our men and women students. This is something however which
we can do, and something from which, the committee  feels, we would all profit,
-- faculty, men and women students alike.

VI. THE REASONS FO' AIVIITTING WOMEN 

As we indicated earlier, the committee was most moved not by arguments
concerning admissions and enrollments, but by considerations of the desirability
from an educational and moral perspective of admitting women as regular students
to Haverford. The question of admissions however was always with us, and we
always came back to the question of how any possible course of action would
affect our future admissions situation. Essentially, the committee saw three
compelling arguments in favor of the college's admitting women students.

1) It is wrong for Haverford to discriminate in its choice of students on
the basis of sex alone. This is not to say that no case can be made for single
sex institutions. It is rather to say that it is prima facie unjust for an
institution to discriminate on the basis of sex alone. An institution is
obliged to justify any such discrimination on the basis of some compelling
reason, such as its inability to provide certain kinds of education, or its
mission to educate one or another group in a way specific to that group. In
the absence of such justification in Haverford's case, the committee found
forceful the argument that it would be unjust for this college to continue to
deny admission to qualified women applicants. If we are truly committed to
equality between men and women, as we claim to be and as we must be, then we
are obliged to admit well qualified women who have sound academic reasons for
wanting to come to Haverford -- individuals who would be admitted if only they
were men.
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In addition, the present situation delivers an undesirable message, both
to the outside community and to Haverford College itself concerning our
attitudes toward and estimation of women. For us not to admit women at this
time, given the problems we face, would be to deliver that message even more
clearly for it would announce our willingness to risk lowering our standards
and jeopardizing the quality of our educational enterprise rather than admit
women.

2) Coeducation would be more fully realized on the Haverford campus through
the admission of women. The committee took as a given the desirability of co-
education for the intellectual and academic life of the community as a whole.
Tie rehearsed again the arguments for a coeducational college and found them as
convincing as they were three years ago and as convincing as they have been
found by those major educational institutions which have in recent years
embarked upon coeducation. These arguments are not founded only on the rights
of women, but equally upon the desirability for men students and for the
community as a whole of a coeducational institution.

We recognize that many people feel strongly that coeducation can be fully
realized through cooperation with Bryn lawr College. The committee, however,
felt equally moved by the many arguments which suggest that thorough coeduca-
tional equality can be achieved only when Haverford women are living and
studying as full participants in the life of Haverford College. The many argu-
ments for the educational desirability of a coeducational college thus indicate
to us the wisdom of creating a full and authentic coeducational college by the
admission of Haverford women to Haverford College.

3) The admission of women would provide new sources of admissions prospects,
thus alleviating future difficulties in the recruitment of quality students.
Each year, the college receives approximately 303 inquiries from women interested
in applying to Haverford. There is no reason to doubt that this number will
increase should a decision to admit women be made, and that our experience would
reflect the experience of other formerly single sex institutions. In addition,
for the reasons outlined above in section III, we may expect an increase in
the number of applications from men who will be attracted to a more visibly and
convincingly coeducational Haverford.

VII. THE FINANCIAL COSTS OF ADMITTING WO1MN 

The committee considered at some length the costs, both real and imagined,
of admitting women to Haverford. The financial costs of admitting women are
the most obvious, and in some sense the easiest to guage. If we admit women,
we must be prepared to make Haverford for them what it is for our male students.
Certain financial costs will be involved which will diminish -- but by no means
cancel -- the advantages of fuller enrollment. "e here record additional costs
due solely to the admission of women rather than of a corresponding number of
men. The figures are derived from estimates made by the heads of various
administrative departments, They are based on our own experience in providing
for 180 women who live here now, and on the experience of similar institutions
who have admitted women more or less recently. It should be emphasized that
the figures are estimates only in some areas the costs will be higher, in
others lower.
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One-time Expenses 

1) Athletics 
conversion of old gym
equipment for women's teams

2) Security 
additional lighting*
additional vehicle and supplies

3) Infirmary 
equipment for gynecological service

4) Bathroom additions and conversions 
Library, Roberts, Dining Center,
and one north dorm

TOTAL

$91,000
20,000

50,000
6,000

5,000

10,000

1102,000

*A high-priority need t iheither or not Haverford admits women. Is it really
a cost of coeducation?

Yearly Expenses (in 1976 dollars)

1) Athletics 
additional salary
cost of maintaining intercollegiate and
intramural program for women

2) Security 
full-time guard (4 shifts)
maintainence and operation of
additional lighting

3) Infirmary 
salary (consulting gyng..cologist or
nurse-midwife)

4) Dean of Students 
full-time, rather than 1/2 time,
dean. Differential cost

$15,000

12,000

32,000

1,000

4,000

7,000 

TOTAL	 $71,000

These capital costs are modest, and they, together with the increase in operating
costs, are more than offset by the strengthening of our financial situation which
would be the result of the admission of women. These figures do not reckon with
additional costs which might be incurred should the reaction from Bryn naur lead to
a reduction in the level of cooperation. Nor do they include possible additions
to the faculty which we may want to make specifically in light of the admission of
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women. Even considering these factors, the financial costs of admitting women are
within reason, and must be considered in light of the overall financial health of
the college.

VIII. LTIIAT TIGHT BE LOST T•, 	 HOIEN 

Some projected costs of admitting women evaporated on closer examination. It
was feared, for example, that the admission of women might bring about a decline
in the competitive quality of male athletic life at the college. Here the
experience of other institutions proved helpful, and indicated that although there
might be some loss of secondary teams, athletic life flourished in newly coeduca-
tional institutions, and was even enhanced by the addition of women's sports.

Again, our fears that the admission of women would change enrollment patterns
across departments and divisions appeared to be founded on an obsolete vision of
the kinds of courses women take. Recent evidence, particularly from Tcilliams
College, shows, in the words of the L'illiams Report of July 1975, that the overall
impact of differences between men and women in the choice of enrollments and in
the choice of departments can only be termed modest. -

roe real costs of committing our efforts and energies to providing quality
education for women have been discussed above. These costs must be recognized by the
faculty and seen in the context of what will realistically be lost and what will
be gained by our admission of women. If we decide to admit women it will have to
be because on the whole it seems a wise and correct move for us to make, not because
it will be without costs and possible losses. Jnless we are aware of this and
willing to incur these costs and risk these losses, we will be doing ourselves and
our women students a disservice.

In this same category is the fact that in admitting women, Haverford may be
surrendering the opportunity for a radical and unique coeducational arrangement.
We realize that many people believe that the present two-college situation has a
special coeducational strength. If we are to admit women, we must be willing to
face the possibility of giving up this arrangement for the challenge and oppor-
tunities of working in a more fully coeducational college in cooperation with a
neighboring institution which remains a predominantly woman's college.

Realistically, we must also face the possibility that the admission of women
would have deleterious effects on our cooperation with Bryn 'Mawr. It seems likely
to many that it will have such effects, in the short run, and it surely will have
such effects if Bryn 'lawr sees the competition for freshmen women as so destructive
that it chooses to restrict some of the current cooperative activities between the
two colleges. It is our hope however, that over the long run, the real advantages
of cooperation to both institutions would convince each of the desirability of
continuing cooperation.

The committee was also troubled by the possibility that the admission of women
would have bad effects upon Bryn - iawr's efforts to remain a quality women's institu-
tion. Here we felt much will depend upon the resolution of both colleges to
maintain an active cooperative relationship in years which will be difficult for all
institutions of higher education. While the committee felt strongly our obligations
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to Bryn Iiawr's independent well-being, we were also acutely aware of the importance
to that well-being of the existence of a strong and healthy Haverford. Ultimately,
we were encouraged in our considerations by our perception of the great strength
and resiliency of Bryn nawr College.

IX. THAT WE REcoir LEND 

Three desiderata govern our thinking: 1) we want a more truly coeducational
Haverford, 2) we want to increase our pool of qualified applicants, and 3) we want
to maintain our cooperative relationship with Bryn Ilawr. It is in light of these
that Ijaverford's decision whether to admit women must be made. Given our conviction
that Haverford can provide a quality education for women, there is much which points
unambiguously in the direction of an affirmative decision. It is clear that we
must weigh these issues carefully in light of the effects of this decision upon
Bryn - awr and our cooperation with it.

A. One point seems clear. No single action will guarantee the success of our
admissions efforts in the difficult years of the next two decades. This committee
therefore recommends that the faculty commission a further study of additional 
wa s to increase the number of ualified asslicants to Haverford no matter what
the decision be concerning the admission of women.

B. The decision whether or not to admit women is a decision which will be made
by the Board of lianagers of the College. It is our hope that the faculty will be
able to relay a strong and clear message to the Board. The Board looks to the
faculty for advice and counsel on this question if we come to them with a divided
or uncertain recommendation, we must recognize that our influence in their decision
will be considerably lessened.

In the committee's view, there are only two courses of action possible at this
time. We urge the faculty to forward to the Board a united recommendation to take 
one or the other of these courses:

(1) Haverford College will admit women on the same basis as men, starting
immediately, with the aim of achieving a fully coeducational college
within 10 years. The college recognizes that cooperation with Bryn
Mawr, may decrease, and will attempt everything within its power to
minimize this possibility, and further cooperation'uith Bryn navr. The
college commits itself to the efforts and expenditures necessary to
insure education of the highest quality for its men and women students
in a coeducational college.

(2) Haverford College will not admit women students, at least women in their
first year of college. The college commits itself to more intensive
cooperation with Bryn lawr along the lines of the Bryn nawr Trustees'
proposal, in hopes that such increased cooperation will eventually
provide for our admission needs and for the coeducational environment
Haverford desires. 7e recognize that neither benefit may be immediately
forthcoming. Since it is therefore likely that our admissions problems
will - not be solved in the short run, it will be necessary for us to
plan extensive reductions in budgeted spending.



The first of these models envisions a coeducational Haverford in which, we
hope, our admission problems will be significantly alleviated, expansion can continue,
and women will become full and equal members of the Haverford community, but in
which relations with Bryn 7lawr may be strained, at least in the immediate future.
Ue hope and trust that should we follow this course of action, cooperation with
Bryn :iawr would very soon return to its present level, given the clear financial
and educational advantages which accrue to each college from such cooperation.

The seond envisions a coeducational two-college community, probably confederated,
in which extreme budget cuts will be necessary for the next few years. The college
will risk the danger of not being able to expand or even to maintain itself at
its present size without some deterioration of its standards and selectivity.

C.	 This committee, as a result of its discussion and study, feels convinced that
the first course of action is the better for Haverford to take. Not everyone on
the committee held this conviction with equal intensity, and the committee is far
from unaware of the risks and difficulties attendant upon this course of action.
But no action which the college might take at this time is without risk, and there
is no way for the college to avoid action and maintain its position as a quality
institution. Finally, the committee was convinced that both coeducational and
admissions needs of the college will best be met by the admission of women.

Aryeh Kosman
Jack Coleman
Harvey Glickman
Ilary Naus
Bruce Partridge
Tom Sutton
Bob Waldman
Jane •idseth



MINUTES OF THE FACULTY
Special Meeting	 28 October 1976
Edwin Bronner, Clerk.	 4:15 P.M.

A. Consideration of the minutes of the regular meeting of 21 October were postponed on
motion of the Clerk. The faculty concurred.

B. The meeting was devoted to further discussion of the Kosman committee report on
admissions (see minutes of 21 October, Annex II). A number of persons expressed
their appreciation of the quality of the report. The meeting began with Professor
Kosman's considered answers to the questions directed to the committee at the regular
meeting of 21 October. There were then a number of set speeches from several
members of the faculty and administration who had asked recognition by the Clerk
before the meeting for that purpose. This was followed by free-form discussion.
At the end of the meeting a proposal was presented by Professor Hunter, as a
substitute for the two alternatives offered by the committee. The President of
the Students' Association also asked the faculty for support of a plan of the
Students' Council for a day of discussion among the students to be scheduled before
the decisive meeting of the Board. Action was taken on these two proposals, but
not on the committee report itself. As a consequence, another special faculty
meeting was scheduled to meet 4 November 1976, at 4:15 P.M., to continue the
quest for consensus.

C.	 The discussion ranged widely: from one member who expressed deep commitment to
what he believed to be the unique ethical component of Haverford's education, which
he feared might be diluted or destroyed if Haverford were to tie itself too closely
to any other institution, to another member who thought the discussion indicated an
eagerness to reach a conclusion regardless of the consequences there might be for
other institutions with whom the College has close relations. Rather than attempt to
find leading themes or inner voices in the loose fugue (perhaps better: rondo) of
the discussion, the Secretary has decided it presents itself best through summaries
of various speeches. He does not pretend to have caught all the ideas voiced or all
the nuances and subtleties, but hopes the following will encompass the most important
elements. Speakers will not be identified by name, except where handouts of material
were prepared to supplement the speech (e.g., as in the case of the President's
address) or where a speaker officially represented a committee (e.g., Aryeh Kosman).
Sex-neutral words, impersonal passives, and numbers will be used liberally so as to
avoid identifying phrasing.

One might ask for an apologia for so detailed a presentation. Coeducation is an
issue which has been considered at this college since 1870. It was in part the attitude
on this subject at Haverford which led to the foundation of Bryn Mawr College. The
current discussion has now continued for seven years, and has become deeply involved
with the transformation (if not transvaluation) of values in the larger society, with
the various revolutionary ideologies which have become a part of academic commonplace
in recent years, and with this institution's relation to Bryn Mawr College and to
the future of private academic education as a whole in this country. This is one of
the few remaining all-male institutions in America. Whether this is a to '	 •int
in the history of the world is doubtful; but it is a turning point in th history of
this institution, and in this case, the institution points beyond itself to the ex-
perience of other like institutions, and perhaps in a very small way microcosm at
least reflects macrocosm and in some sense instantiates it. Hence, regardless of
the instrinsic merit of the many individual contributions, it would seem that future
historians of this College and of the sort of education it represents will be interested
in the various positions presented, and those endorsed or disallowed by the faculty.



The views of various groups and "spokesmen" will no doubt be presented in the NEWS:
and the views of some people will be represented by the numerous memoranda circulated
some of which will be attached to these minutes). But it would be unfortunate if the
`full flavor of the faculty's debates and reflections were to wither away before the
bitter blighting wind of time. A future historian may well see in these remarks many
things which we as contemporaries miss, being blinded by the Zeitgeist. This again
argues that the faculty should appear in its insissima  verba rather than by summary
reviews. Both the clerk and the secretary are historians, and both interested in
the behavior of communities striving to achieve unanimous consent to the decrees
needed for the times; the clerk is himself an achivist of some distinction. One
hopes, therefore, that this attempt to provide a aide-memoire to this generation's
contribution to the long life of this institution will be received kindly. Later
minutes will return to the jejune pattern , more usual in matters of this kind.

D.	 1.	 Aryeh Kosman, speaking for the committee, answering questions from last meeting:

a. In regard to the moral argument: the committee feels that, in the current
climate, the burden of moral proof rests upon those who wish to maintain a
single-sex male college. Chairman Kosman read the previous meeting's
meaning as follows: those who argued for a single-sex college were really
expressing concern for the relationship which had been built up with Bryn
Mawr College; and with that concern his committee felt deep sympathy.

b. He further cited this argument: that society is just which a total stranger,
without knowing in advance what status he would occupy within it, could embrace
freely. (If this is misstated, the fault is the secretary's).

c. The committed defined "coeducation" as that state of affairs in which men
and women would be equal partners in all activities of the College.

a. Without coeducation it seemed likely that the College must move to confederatic
with Bryn Mawr College, an option not presently offered, or suffer very
severe restrictions in program; on the other hand, coeducation at Haverford
might indeed have a negative effect on admissions at Bryn Mawr. Whatever
decision is made now, it must be understood to have long-range and largely
unavoidable consequences; the College cannot temporize nor, once a decision
is taken, back away.

e. The "October 13" committee at Bryn. Mawr College met with Haverford's represen-
tatives this morning: the conviction of the Bryn Mawr committee is that
coeducation at Haverford will result in the dwindling of cooperation with
Bryn Mawr. The speaker emphasized that this was not necessarily the intention 

of the committee members: it was their prediction.

	

2.	 President Coleman presented a statement to the Faculty (Annex I) strongly
urging the Faculty to consider coeducation through the admission of freshmen
women students because it is necessary in order to MAINTAIN "SELECTIVITY AT A
TIME WHEN THE DEMOGRAPHY IS RUNNING AGAINST US AND WHEN NEW ECONOMICS FORCES
MODEST GROWTH UPON US." (Capitals in original). He argued that the key words
to Haverford's situation are SELECTAVITY, DEMOGRAPHY, and ECONOMICS. There
follows a brief summary of the statement:

a. Selectivity: There have been criticisms that (a) standards are too high,
or (b) more vigorous recruiting would produce more candidates with the
announced qualifications. But the President believes lowering standards
would drive away the very students most wanted and consequently fatally erode



morale at home and yet further undermine the college's ability to attract
good students. In response to (b) he argued that greater admissions
efforts under present restrictions could be undertaken only at prohibitive
expense.

b. Demography: the declining birth-rate will create a scramble for students in
the next years. Already Haverford is having difficulty maintaining expansion,

and all indications for the immediate future are toward shrinking back to
about 740 rather than expansion. A new addition to the applicant pool is
needed, and the costs of waiting another three or four years to decide
could be very high.

c. Economics: the case for expansion is the basis for this part of the argument;
a balanced budget is necessary for survival and for the health of the
$20,000,000 development campaign. Unless there is a sharp (and unlikely)
increase in male applicants for the class of 1981, the College faces two
economic choices only: SHARP CUTBACKS IN PROGRAMS, or ADMIT WOMEN. Some
have urged that the same effects may be secured by accepting transfer
women students or enlarging cooperation along the lines of the Bryn Mawr
trustees' proposals. However desirable in themselves "the prudent person
cannot count" on these possibilities "to give us even the minimum security
we seek." This leaves the College with the two options outlined. If there
are cutbacks, they will be substantial, and in time self-defeating. The ad-
mission of women also has risks, many of which cannot be accurately
assessed at present. It is the President's view that one of those risks
(the decline of cooperation) can effectively berminimized by mutual self-
interest and by persuasive cooperative behavior and conversation by the
Haverford faculty and departments. The report attaches a check list of
areas of cooperation.

3. Faculty speaker 1: it was argued that the principle support for the admission
of women students was financial; that the real alternatives are an autonomous
Haverford and a federated Haverford/Bryn Mawr; that therefore the justice of
admitting women depends upon the unit under consideration. The speaker believed
that the admission of women would prevent further discussion of federation for

a long time to come.

4. Faculty speaker 2: the arguments which have convinced this speaker to support
admission of women are as follows:
1. Demography: declining population, and declining appeal of single-sex

institutions.
2. Educational advantages: a) If standards go, what is left?

b) Coeducational atmosphere favors educational
quality.

c) Presence of women would create a better educationz
environment -- for example, it would stimulate
the College to address both men and women in its
curriculum.

3.	 Moral argument: this made the speaker uncomfortable, since the supposed mora:
imperative has been present for 140 years. The speaker argued that in the
spirit of the present age unless a special mission for the education of men
could be demonstrated, there is no justification for not educating women. Su(
a mission may have existed in the past; if so, said the speaker, "I absolve
us." But the speaker believed there is no present special mission.



4. "The bi-college community" -- the speaker does feel a moral commitment to
that phrase and to Bryn Mawr College. It was argued that a stronger Haver-
ford will strengthen Bryn Mawr if cooperation continues. Steps by the two
admissions offices were urged to reduce friction.

5. Cooperation. How to signal to Bryn Mawr Haverford's real intentions? The
speaker believed that cooperation will not dwindle, since "realities are
stronger than emotions": Bryn Mawr will act in accordance with its own best
interests, and so should Haverford.

5. Faculty speaker 3: The two colleges have different programs. Admitting women
to Haverford would permit women to choose. Women do not need female models in
every activity. Indeed, one could argue that it is good to have some female
models for men. The speaker thought the only real alternatives are an autonomous
coeducational Haverford and federation with Bryn Mawr.

6. Faculty speaker 4: The Quaker ethical tradition is at least as important a
component in Haverford education as academic excellence, and differentiates
this College from other good Colleges. This component of Haverford education
might decline if there is continued association with other institutions which
do not emphasize the ethical dimension of education as fully as Haverford.

7. Administration speaker 1: The best education for persons is an equal coeducationa:
situation; the speaker urged the Faculty to consider that the question is the
best education of persons. Bryn Mawr College will respect Haverford if it
decides what is best for itself; Bryn Mawr has of course been looking after its
own interests as well; both institutions are stronger when that is the case.
It was pointed out that federation has not been suggested by Bryn Mawr, and it
would be presumptuous of Haverford to suggest to them that they have. The economic
situations of both Colleges is a matter of concern. Two weak institutions
together will not make a strong. Haverford this year -- full-time faculty --
19% women; full-time and part-time -- 28% women; part-time (those who have

contact with many freshmen) -- 38% women. Bryn Mawr, which defined itself as a
"women's college" until recently: this year -- full-time faculty, 35% women;
all faculty listed in catalogue, 39%. The success of coeducation and cooperation
is a matter of attitudes. This speaker believed the attitudes are healthy.

8. Faculty speaker 5: Suggests that Haverford admit women but not in the fall of
1977, rather in the fall of 1978 or 1979; or that there should be a graduated
increase in the number of women admitted in the first few years, thus giving time
for Bryn Mawr, and also giving Haverford time to reflect.

9. Faculty speaker 6: This speaker did not believe that Bryn Mawr would dismantle
cooperation out of pique; that cooperation is too valuable to both Colleges to
be dismantled. Economics should not be the sole or principal reason for admission
of women. Can women be treated as equals when they do not have the backing of
an institution sensitive to their needs?

10. Faculty speaker 7: One major issue in this decision ought to be: what will
happen to Bryn Mawr College? Admissions is the key problem here. It is very
important to keep channels of communication open between Haverford and Bryn Mawr.

	

11.	 Administration speaker 2: At present there is a limited commitment (through
cooperation) to women by Haverford; and there is a limited commitment to the
institution by women. The speaker would like a situation in which the institution
made a full commitment to women and women's issues, and in which women made a
full commitment to the institution.



12.	 Faculty speaker 8: The faculty seems determined to approve coeducation
regardless of the effect on Bryn Mawr; it was suggested that the October 13
committee should be invited to the next faculty meeting. This speaker believed
that the Faculty should endorse committee alternative #2 and be prepared to work
for the requisite number of years to achieve needed goals in concert with Bryn
Mawr.

D. Professor Hunter offered a resolution different from those presented by the committee
(Annex II), which would seek, with Bryn Mawr, alternatives to the admission of fresh-
man women by Haverford. The sense of the meeting was that there was too little time
for an adequate exploration of these possibilities before the faculty had to make
its decision, and there was some doubt expressed by some that any new proposals would
emerge from such a search. The faculty declined to implement the proposal, therefore,
but left Professor Hunter free to explore the possibilities and report to the next
faculty meeting if he discerned any significant progress.

E. The President of the Students' Association asked for the Faculty's support in a plan
to permit the students to discuss the issues before the Board meets. He proposed
that there should be no classes on 3 November; the Association would sponsor
seminars in the day, a meeting in the evening, would invite student speakers from
other institutions recently adopting coeducation. Classes could be made up at another
time if the faculty member wished. Some people asked why the meetings could not be
held on a weekend; it was pointed out by others that Swarthmore Day intervened, as
well as other important events, and also that many students might not find it possible
or desirable to attend such meetings on weekends. Objection was raised to the
suggestion that ad hoc arrangements for making up classes would be in practice
impossible. The Faculty therefore voted to agree to cancel classes on Wednesday,
3 November, and add Wednesday, 15 December, to the class calendar; although there
was some objection to the latter provision since it would shorten an already very
short reading period it was approved.

F.	 It was apparent
names of people
another special

The meeting was

that the discussion was not complete: the clerk still had several
who had asked to speak. It was therefore decided to continue at
meeting at 4:15 P.M., 4 November.

adjourned at 6:12
Richard Luman,
Secretary.
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HAVERFORD, PA. 19041 215-649-9600

October 19, 1976

TO:	 The Haverford Members of the Joint Cooperation Cominittee
The Committee to Study Admissions Policy

SUBJECT: The Bryn Mawr Trustees' Proposals
	

FROM:	 John R. Coleman

To aid your analysis of the proposals transmitted to our Board of Managers
by Bryn Mawr's Board of Trustees on October 2, I have prepared this administrative 
analysis. It represents our best judgment but clearly commits no one here to any-
thing except to continue the discussion.

The numbers preceding each item correspond to the numbers in the Trustees'
"Proposed Agreement." The main part of this analysis focuses on the admissions 
implications of the proposals; other implications are discussed tangentially here and
will surely get further attention -- but the immediate concern on campus and in our
Board of Managers is with an admissions question.

1. A FORMALIZED CONFEDERATION
The use of a name to describe our unique relationship is desirable. We pre-

fer a short name such as "The Bryn Mawr-Haverford Consortium", and specifically urge
that the title not be one using the words "university" or "graduate schools" in ways that
might lead a stranger to link Haverford with work beyond the B.A. or B.S. Much as we
?Ake this idea of putting a label on what we now normally agree to do, we doubt that
it will have much of a favorable admissions impact. Guidebooks will still describe us
as admitting freshmen men.

2. JOINT COUNCIL OF MANAGERS

We welcome this idea. There are sufficient joint concerns which trustees sharE
to make desirable some formal way of communicating with one another. Further we accept
the desirability of better communication between the two board chairmen -- but we wonder
if this isn't better done through channels other than ex officio board memberships.
We assume that the aim of the Joint Council is not to plan an eventual merger of two
proud, distinctive colleges. We assume further that the Council is not designed to
realign the basic and separate responsibilities of the Board, the faculty, the student
body or the administration on the Haverford campus.

3. JOINT FACULTY COUNCIL

We welcome this too, but might prefer earlier draft wording in which there was
no reference to "supervising" the joint degree program. We think it best to leave it
to the respective faculties and administrations to work out in time whether or not they
wish to delegate supervisory responsibility to the Council. Whatever the decision there
the Council is a constructive idea. Its direct effect on admissions however will be
small.

4. CROSS-MAJORING AND JOINT DEGREES

It is inappropriate for this administration to anticipate our faculty's reacti,



rn this suggestion, the topic clearly being one that is within the faculty's jurisdi-
..on. But even if the reaction there is strongly favorable -- and we hope it is --

we do not imagine that the admissions impact will be strong.

We did not have the joint degree possibility before 1976, but we in effect
had the cross-majoring possibility for men prior to 1976. It did not prove a major
drawing-card for men even though we welcomed it as an enriching option. Few men have
availed themselves of the option, and still fewer came here because of it. We do not
see why it would be significantly more attractive in the future if we advertise this
option. Not many people are likely to enter one college for the privilege of majoring
at another.

5. GRADUATE ENROLLMENTS

We thought this was the current policy and hope very much it will continue
to be so, regardless of our admissions policy. We feel that the opportunity to take gra-
duate courses at Bryn Mawr under the same limited terms as Bryn Mawr undergraduates is
a distinct plus in our admissions work, but, once again, few students avail themselves
of this opportunity.

6. UPPER DIVISION TRANSI, ERS OF EITHER SEX

This is the core of the proposal so far as the admissions issue is concerned.
The key question is not, "Are transfers of either sex desirable beyond the freshman level?'
for in reasonable numbers they clearly are. The issues are rather, "Will this route
bring in sufficient students to meet Haverford's goals?", and "Will Haverford's need to
attract substantial numbers of transfers from Bryn Mawr be seen as imperilling the coopera.
tion we seek?"

A reminder about numbers: we estimate a need for 100 transfers a year to meet
our enrollment goals if we do not admit freshman women. (The source of that number:
experience with the class of 1980 leads us to expect a shortfall of 75 freshman male s

each year if we do what we've done. For four years that's a short fall of 300 students.
But since the transfers are confined to the three upper years, we need 300 divided by
3 transfers each year.) We believe we'd do well to attract an extra 25 male and female
transfers from outside of Bryn Mawr, over and above the 15 or so males we now attract
each year. That leaves 75 women per year who would have to come through the Bryn Mawr
transfer route.

Bryn Mawr admits over 55% of its applicants today. Of those admitted, approxi-
mately 40% come. So, to produce the 60 transfers we'd hope to get from Bryn Mawr each
year, it would have to have 340 additional applicants with its current acceptance ratio.
(Put another way, if its pool did not rise and it wanted to produce 75 transfers for us,
it would have to change to at least an 80% acceptance ratio.)

Why should we expect Bryn Mawr can achieve such a dramatic rise in women's
applications (that's almost a 30% jump) in the face of the same demography, comparative
costs, and doubts about liberal arts education that we face?

Suppose however that Bryn Mawr does experience the big increase in applications
which they assume once the Proposed Agreement is announced. There is no assurance that
75 would want to transfer to Haverford. The competition and pressure that would develop
for transfer students would, in our judgment, be the unhealthiest imaginable. Any com-
petition between the two colleges that Bryn Mawr feared over relatively unknown high
school seniors (or that the Bryn Mawr faculty feared last spring when liberal cross-
majoring was rejected) would surely be pale compared with competition to get or to hold
able first-year women already here. The pressures and counterpressures of loyalties and
cross-loyalties would surely strain the students -- and, in turn, the total cooperative
effort.
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But set that aside. Suppose it worked and Haverford had, say, 700 men who
had been here from their freshman year and 300 transfers, mostly women who came
thereafter. Most men would be well established before any women came; what chances
would there then be for men to meet women on fully equal terms in the internal life
of the College? The first year at college is critical for most students in making friends
and finding a role for themselves. We assume too an integrity to our educational pro-
gram, built in part on the freshman advising and the freshman seminar. That integrity
is not disturbed by small numbers of transfers. But what happens when many students
get one education and many others get another in the course of pursuing the same Haverford
degree?*

We wonder too about the kinds of students we would get through the transfer
process. Will Bryn Mawr be able to meet the first-year financial needs of the extra
75 Haverford-bound women on at least the same terms as apply to today's students? Will
Bryn Mawr be able to help us recruit the sort of mix-- in economic background geography,
race, likely majors-- that we'd seek if we had free choice among women applicants?

*Some of these same arguments about the workability and the cooperation impact of the
"transfer model" were suggested by Harris Wofford in his letter of December 2, 1971 at
a time when Haverford had suggested transfers as a way to bring more of a coeducational
environment here:

"The same points, however, apply to the proposal that Haverford accept
transfer students. If the number of transfer women is very small, the
effect on cooperation will, of course, be less, though some confusion
and competition between your own women students and Bryn Mawr students
at Haverford will be inevitable. It sets up two very distinct classes
of women at Haverford. We saw some of the difficulties in this with the
visiting students you had from other colleges. If the numbers are small,
I do not see the gains, from your point of view; if the numbers grow to
substantial proportions, then the losses in terms of cooperation will be
larger....

"I note with pleasure that the Green Committee report does not include the
idea Bill Ambler proposed, that women students would be encouraged to apply
to Bryn Mawr as a way of getting to Haverford. We would not want a group
of freshmen at Bryn Mawr who came for the purpose of transferring to Haver-
ford. That kind of compulsion would hardly be conducive to a happy commu-
nity here or to two-college cooperation."



But why do we feel it is unlikely we'll draw large numbers of women transfers
from elsewhere? The stumbling block there is that we're likely to run into a storm of
protest from competitors if we try to lure many sophomores here. Moreover, the success
of such a drive is likely to be severely limited; women are surely likely to have re-
latively little interest in a college that wouldn't take them in their first, exciting,
and formative year of college but that urges them to come in the second.

There is yet another problem with the transfer model. If it achieved the
numbers we seek, it would give Haverford a disproportionately large number of students
at the sophomore level and above. That has academic and/or economic costs associated
with it. On the average, the cost per student of freshman classes is lower than that of .

upper classes because of typically larger enrollments. We imagine therefore that, with
fewer freshmen and more upperclassmen here, either the most popular of our upper classes
will be expanded disproportionately, to the detriment of the educational process, or
our costs will escalate, to the clear detriment of our financial position.

In sum we do not see the transfer model as working. We don't see it producing
all the students we need. We don't see it giving women equal status with the four-year
men. And we don't see it letting us foster either the cooperation we seek outside or the
educational integrity we seek inside.

We conclude that transfers of either sex should be accepted, but not as an al-
ternative to Haverford's admission of women as freshmen.

7. JOINT RECRUITMENT

There is always more we can do together, and there will always be better ways
to present the unusual story of our two-college cooperation. But we are not as optimi-
stic as Bryn Mawr is that just trying harder and more cooperatively will bring us the
much larger numbers we need.

To begin with, our story is rather well knowa to the guidance people at the
Friends' schools nearby. They've seen how much more we do together in the past few
years. Yet Haverford is drawing no more applicants or matriculants today than in the
past from these feeder schools, and Bryn Mawr is actually drawing fewer.

Moreover it is our feeling here -- and we believe that we have heard the Bryn
Mawr admissions director express this same feeling -- that the joint efforts to date
have been of limited value. The two college option impresses some people before they
get here to see us, but it doesn't appear to impress nearly enough.

Haverford continues to face the fact that full coeducation is preferred by
the vast majority of high school seniors. Any story to the effect that we have a somewhat
coeducational environment through our relations with a sister institution is bound to
be harder to tell than is the simple story that we treat men and women on an equal basis. :

Yet we believe that the intense academic cooperation, and the choice of living
arrangements here, will always be a story worth telling to prospective students even if
Haverford admits women. It may not excite large numbers of students until they get here
and experience the richness of the options, but it will continue to have some advance
appeal.

We have quite different reservations on the subject of participation by the re-
presentatives of one college in the selection of students for the other. Our colleges
have many similarities; they also have differences in what they are looking for. We



b ..eve that the criteria for each college fit it well and see little to be gained by
cross-pollinization in selection processes. Our joint arrangements are healthier and
more interesting if we preserve this one area of difference.

8. CROSS REGISTRATION IMBALANCE AND THE TERMS OF TRADE

The two Presidents have already acted on the major point here and have in-
structed the Provost at Haverford and the Dean of the Undergraduate College at Bryn
Mawr to come up this year with a plan either to erase the imbalance in registrations or to
reflect its true cost realistically in our budgets. We welcome the extension of this
search for realistic terms of trade to other areas. This effort, necessary for both
colleges in times of economic stress, will however have no positive effect in attracting
more students.

9. - ECONOMIES OF MANAGEMENT FUNCTIONS

This area should be explored once again. It is so long since the McKinsey
Report came to us that it is time to go back to the same areas (and others) and ask what
can be done to combine parts of our business operations. Places where cooperation or
even selected mergers of business functions can achieve true economies should be explored
regardless of admissions policy at Haverford.

10. JOINT FUND-RAISING FOR SPECIAL PROJECTS

We welcome this but must point out one limitation on Haverford's ability to
put much development effort into fund-raising for joint projects. Bryn Mawr has just
completed its $21 million campaign. But we have only begun ours for $20 million, and that
effort must have top priority on our time and energies.

We welcome the opportunity to explore joining the Associated Fellows Program
as partners and will be happy to meet at any time to discuss this.

11. LENGTH OF AGREEMENT

We do not see how Haverford can prudently bind itself to one particular pattern
of admissions for as long as four years. Even if we were to accept the transfer model
under Point 6, we would surely have to remain ready to reconsider the admission of women
or other policies if the model produced as few students as we believe likely. The timing
of Haverford's discussions this fall is dictated by economic realities, and our Board
must remain ready to face new choices at any time as the economic story unfolds.

* * * * *

In conclusion we recommend:

(1)	 an acceptance of all but Points 6 and 11 in the "Proposed Agreement'
with such modifications as are suggested above.

(ii) an expression of strong misgivings that the transfer model proposed
by Bryn Mawr's Board will give us anything like the number of women students we will need,
or that it will foster healthy cooperation.

(iii) a rejection of a four-year moratorium on any revision in our ad-
missions policy.
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We believe Bryn Mawr's Trustees have offered helpful, forward-looking
suggestions to make still better what is already a remarkable story of inter-college
cooperation. We believe most of their ideas are workable regardless of our admissions
policy. And we urge our faculty, students and Board to embrace these proposals while
still keeping open the option of admitting freshman women to Haverford in the fall of
1977.

JRC:nc
cc: Board of Managers

The Faculty
Harris Wofford
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FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE 
Special Meeting
	

4 November 1976
Edwin Bronner, clerk, presiding 	 4:17 P.M.

1. The clerk announced that there had been objection to the decision to add 15 December
to the class calendar, and that therefore the question would be put on the agenda for
the 18 November regular faculty meeting. He announced that there would be a meeting
at 10:15 P.M. this evening in Sharpless, for the presentation of certain minority
group views. He reported on the Corporation meeting of the previous week-end, where
there had been spirited discussion of the question of admitting women. The Corporation
plans another meeting to continue the discussion, before 10 December. He reported
the meetings of the students yesterday, 3 November. He urged the Faculty to consider
the view that its decision was but one of a group of judgments going to the Board, and
that the final review belonged to the Board. 	

A_
2. Professor Kosman, speaking for the Admissionsl

`.6

 Cotmittee.
"n:; 

a. A new proposal was presented (Annex	 The previous two proposals were with-
drawn. The committee felt that the rhetoric of the first statements did not
express adequately (1) the Faculty's concern for Bryn Mawr College and the
relations between the Colleges; or (2) the determination of the College to
provide high-quality education for women.

b. The previous proposals provided no room for implementation of institutional
safeguards.

The committee had observed what seemed to be an emerging consensus; it hoped
the new proposal would capture the enthusiasm of those in favor of the admission
of women while tenderly caring for the fears and concerns expressed by others.

The recommendation: admit women on equal basis with men. Timing left open.

e.	 In addition; the committee presented a schedule of examples of step,s,Which
might be taken to implement continued cooperation (Annex

3. resolutions as alternatives to the
committee's reconimendations (Annexes III and IV). It was decided to hold a general
discussion of all three proposals, reaching first toward a consensus as to which
proposal most nearly expressed the Faculty's best thinking; and then toward consensus
on what changes, if any, should be made in the resolution so favored.

4. Faculty speaker 1: The mutual dependence of the Colleges, encouraged by Haverford,
was cited as the basis of the need to take Bryn Mawr's problems seriously; on the
other hand, demography seemed to render a coeducational Haverford inevitable. Is there
some way to give Bryn Mawr an opportunity to state its case before Haverford makes
a decision?

5.	 A member of the Haverford liaison group accredited to the 13 October committee observed
that there seemed to be no new proposals coming from that committee, but that there
was a different spirit, willing to work with Haverford. The speaker did believe->
that cooperation would change, but not for the worse. It does seem likely, however

that admission of women at Haverford will slow down further development of cooperation.
Bryn Mawr realizes that it too has a serious admissions problem, brought about by
demographic changes and changes in women's attitudes. Bryn Mawr will survive --
perhaps by becoming coeducational without sacrificing its strength in women's education.
They promise more; what "more" means is not clear. The speaker felt that if the
decision were delayed in anticipation of the promised "more" there would be serious
results at Haverford: deterioration of morale, admissions problems, procrastination
in dealing seriously with women's problems. The speaker did not wish the admission
of women "to be a last-ditch solution to other problems."

c.

d.



6. Faculty speaker 3: The speaker had (a) favored cooperation, and (b) hence, not
coeducation. The speaker had changed views on (b) but not on (a). Approving attention
was called to the phrase "no difference between men and women" in the new proposal, and
to the appointment of a "strong commission" to deal with problems of coeducation
and cooperation. It was argued that many previous problems had arisen because of
Haverford's difficulty in dealing with a strong women's institution. The speaker
urged the Faculty to take to heart the last paragraph of the committee's supplementary
document (Annex II): personal and group commitment to cooperation is more significant
than any structures of cooperation. The speaker believed that the decision should not
be delayed, for delay would misrepresent Haverford's intention. It might be read,
for example, as a threat of punishment ("If you will not do as I wish, I will...").
It would also be bad for morale at Haverford if the acrimony, strain, and divisiveness
were to continue another year.

7. Faculty speaker 4: This speaker believed that there is no justification for an all-
male institution. All-male institutions are a direct expression of a male-superiority
model. Bryn Mawr College cannot offer a solution, since its relations with Haverford
do not effectively deal with "elitism" (the speaker explained the word is meant here
in its pejorative snese, not in the sense of intellectual excellence). Cooperation
amounts to "subleasing" women's problems to Bryn Mawr College, and thus failing to
face them. For this speaker, male chauvinism, male elitism, is the major Question,
and a little "sensitivity" and extra bathrooms, it was argued, will not touch this
basic problem.

8. Faculty speaker 5: There is also an admissions crisis at Bryn Mawr. #5 believed
that Bryn Mawr sees itself as having three options in dealing with the crisis:
(a) to concentrate greatly on the graduate school; (b) to expand education to
include older women: (c) or, to adopt coeducation. It is the speaker's under-
standing that it is thought at Bryn Mawr that (c) is best, and is likely in the
near future. It is the speaker's belief that Bryn Mawr should do what is best for
them. In reply to the prophecy that cooperation must inevitably suffer from
coeducation at Haverford, the speaker said that the strongest argument which had been
presented was that Bryn Mawr women would feel second-class at a coeducational
Haverford; the speaker did not think it a strong or very relevant argument.

9. Faculty speaker 6 believed that the committee resolution would preclude genuine
cooperative solutions, and that a one year delay in decision would not be serious.

10. Faculty speaker 7 argued in support of Professor Hunter's resolution and Professor
MacKay's (Annexes III and IV). #7 pointed out the many positive results which would
arise from increased cooperation ("Imagine a joint catalogue!") and the deleterious
effects (deterioration of cooperation) of adopting the committee resolution.

11. Faculty speaker 8 poin ted out that Vassar had not succeeded in enrolling men; that
the only women's colleges which had succeeded had done so through confederation with
their historic allies. So confederation with a place like Haverford is probably
better for Bryn Mawr. However, the speaker thought Haverford should admit women in
the fall of '78 if no confederation is forthcoming.

12. Faculty speaker 9 said he had heard the same arguments for over thirty years. Bryn
Mawr, #9 thought, "moved like syrup, while Haverford ran like alcohol". But now
Bryn Mawr seemed to be moving: Haverford should not slam the door in their faces.

13. Faculty speaker 10 argued that revolutions begin at the bottom: merger at the top
was defined as a "coup d'etat". . "At the bottom are women wanting admission to
Haverford.... In revolutionary times you have to make certain tough decisions." The
tough decision advocated was that women should be admitted immediately, with no
deliberate pace, no quotas.



14. Speaker 11, representing the admissions committee: the committee has heard the
frequently expressed concern about the "timing" of the admission of women (the second
sentence of the proposal), and acknowledged that they were "waffling" in that state-
ment. The committee had not "wished to be brutal." The speaker had reflected on
what it meant to be "coeducational", and had concluded that only by the admission of
women as degree candidates could Haverford truly be coeducational. #11 felt there is
nothing Bryn Mawr could do to help. Buying time is too expensive; it will make
Haverford only another year older and deeper in debt. In addition the speaker did
not see what Haverford could reasonably expect to receive from Bryn Mawr in this
interval.

At this point, the clerk asked for a show of hands to determine whether the meeting
should be extended until 6:30 P.M. It was so ordered.

15. Faculty speaker 12. The speaker represented a department which has had much experience
in cooperation, and the speaker valued cooperation very highly: '-: the department
could not offer the range and depth of program it does without cooperation. However,
their experience is that Bryn Mawr goes as far as they must, "battered by the economy
and circumstances: a continuing retreat to unprepared positions." Some doubt that
enough has been done to inform Bryn Mawr; but the speaker argued that there had been
"enough signals over the past seven years" and especially three years ago.

16. Faculty speaker 13. This speaker urged that the two institutions should "go ahead
jointly." Why is it that Haverford is not attracting enough students NOW, when high
school graduating classes are the largest they have been or will be in many years?
The problem is not with the future, but with the present. Haverford and Bryn Mawr
both have strong identities; in the speaker's experience, Haverford's strongest
impact was not on brains but on values. Merger of the two institutions, however, would
risk the destruction of the distinctiveness of each. "To what extent are Haverford
and Bryn Mawr willing to abandon control over those things with which they have made
their distinctive impact?" In what way can they solve their problems together without
surrendering individuality?

17. Adminstration speaker 1. In Quaker language, said this commentator, referring to
speaker 11, "I hear you, and you have spoken my mind." This speaker believed there
could be no refurbishing of image by advertising more "coed-like environments" --
that that gesture had been exploited as much as was possible. But the speaker wished
that the decision should be made on educational grounds: that the rule should be
that the best students are admitted: no quotas, no discrimination. The issue should
be quality, not sex.

18. Faculty speaker 14. The new proposals of the committee opened the door, they do not
slam it. They show "the context of the decision"; indeed, in this speaker's mind,
cooperation and even federation were still possible even though Haverford adopt the
committee recommendation.

19. The clerk thought that the kairotic moment had come to discover whether a consensus
had been achieved. He asked the faculty if it be willing to agree upon the new
recommendation from the admissions committee. The following exchange might illustrate
the feeling of the meeting. Faculty member: "Are we going to choose between A, B,

and C?"
Clerk: "When you seek consensus, you don't do it that way.
Faculty member: "I guess there are times when I miss the

opportunity to vote."
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The clerk then told of another occasion when he had been seeking consensus, and one
young Friend had asked, "Are we going to do this the democratic way or the Quaker
way?"	 (Appreciative laughter)

20. There was, however, some discussion still left in the faculty. Faculty speaker 15.
This speaker disagreed with speaker 3. In the speaker's several years at Haverford
#15 had not seen more genuine efforts for mutual understanding; no divisions or
acrimony had been apparent to the speaker. The speaker thought "slamming doors" is
a bad figure, since 1115 detected no such intention. The heart of successful cooperi
is not administrative devices, but honest straightforward dealing between departmen

21. Faculty speaker 16. One of the sponsors of a counter-proposal, sensing the coming
agreement, asked that there be no publicity of the decision until a document or
delegation could be sent to Bryn Mawr, perhaps to their next faculty meeting. In
reference to publicity, it was then revealed that a NEWS representative was present
who said, in answer to a question by the clerk, that the NEWS was holding its front
page in anticipation of immediate publication of the decision.

22.	 At the request of the clerk, the faculty declared its support for the new committee
recommendation (Annex I). A somewhat different wording has since been released by
the committee chairman with the approval of the President's office (Annex V). The
following members of the faculty declined to support a consensus approving the
recommendation, but did not block the rest of the faculty in forming such a consensi
JOHN CHESICK, LOUIS GREEN, PAUL DESJARDINS. No amendments or changes of wording
were offered by the faculty.

The revised wording of the committee recommendation approved by the faculty follows:
In light of the concerns expressed in the report of the Committee on Admission:
Policy of October 19, 1976, and as a result of serious and optn deliberation,
the Facility of Haverford College recommends that:

(1) The Board of Managers resolve to admit women to Haverford College on the same
basis as men. The time, pace, and circumstances of such admission will be
determined by the Office of Admissions, in consultation with the Educational
Policy Committee. The faculty, however, urges that the admission of women
begin as soon as is consistent with the concerns outlined below.

(2) There be established a Committee on Coeducation, consisting of members from the
Faculty, the Administration and the Student Body, charged with overseeing the
institution of full coeducation at Haverford. This committee, which will invi
Bryn Mawr representation, should embody the concerns expressed in the report
of the Committee on Admissions Policy that the college commit its resources an
energies to maintaining the quality of education and life at a coeducational
Haverford. It will be concerned with insuring

(a) the quality of education for women and the general quality of life in a
newly coeducational institutional, and

(b) continued close cooperation with Bryn Mawr College in light of our decis
to admit women.

In addition, this faculty looks to already existing institutions such as the Joint
Committee on Cooperation to pursue suggested areas of cooperation as outlined in th
proposal of the Bryn Mawr Trustees.



	

3.	 The clerk declared the meeting adjourned at 6:02 P.M.

	2 4.	 Faculty speaker 17. This speaker. asked that the faculty take note of the excellence
of the committee's report (applause) and especially of the work of the chairman,
Aryeh Kosman (applause).

Richard Lumen
Secretary



FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

Regular Meeting	 16 December 1976
Edwin Bronner, clerk	 4:15 F. M.

1. The Minutes of the meeting of 18 November 1976 were approved as distributed.

2. President Coleman, presented a report to the faculty. The recent Board decision
on coeducation, he believed, and the decision making process which led to it, re-

vealed once again something of the uniqueness of the College. The faculty had
had a significant contribution to make to the process, and, he believed, had
lived up to the demands of the task in ways for which he was grateful and of
which he was proud. While he felt that he might have represented the concerns
of the faculty on coeducation more forcefully and successfully to the Board,
he also believed that the issue was not yet resolved, the affair was not yet
over, and he had confidence in the future course of the decision making process.

3. Acting Provost Harvey Glickman called the faculty's attention to the President's
decision to establish review committees, of which the faculty had been informed
eariier by a flyer (Annex I).

Provost Glickman reported that he, along with Linda Gerstein and Richard Bern-
stein, had met (14 December) with the Bryn Mawr administration, for the purpose
of explaining the Board's decision to the Bryn Mawr administration. He reported
that a forceful presentation of the faculty's position was made by the two
Haverford faculty members present at the meeting.

He distributed the resolution adopted by the General Faculty of Bryn Mawr Col-
lege at its meeting of 14 December 1976. That faculty established an Academic
Planning Committee as well as a subcommittee which is to discuss cooperation
with the Haverford faculty (Annex II)-In' rresponse to a question, asking why
only members of the Bryn Mawr Faculty of Arts and Sciences would sit 'upon that
Bryn Mawr faculty subcommittee, rather than a more representative selection
of campus population in keeping with the recommendation of the Board, the Pro-
vost replied that this committee can and will add such members and that the
Haverford faculty can and should make suggestions about the composition of the
committee.

4. Linda Gerstein, one of the faculty representatives to the Board and member of
the Academic Council, reported to the faculty on the Board meeting of Friday,
10 December, 1976.

( 1

The Board was presented with a'report (which has been distributed to the faculty
and which appears as Annex III) prepared by a special subcommittee of the , Board,
composed exclusively of members of the Board and chaired by Robert MacCrate.
The report was distributed only a very few days before the meeting. When the
Board assembled, thft Chairman, John Whitehead, asked for clarifying comments
from the chairman of the subcommittee. Mr. MacCrate reported that the committee
wished to make several changes in the report, whereupon a number of such changes
were inserted into the document.

In the course of the discussion of the report, the Board as a whole made suggest-
tions toward clarifying the intent of the committee. These changes explain the
somewhat disjointed form of the final version of the report. After the discus-
sion for clarification, critical comments were offered by faculty and student
representatives to the Board, and by some members of the administration about

1. The Secretary wishes to thank John Cary and John Spielman, without whose excel-
ent notes and willingness to sacrifice time and effort to prepare them,
these Minutes could not have been prepared.



both the substance of the report and the procedure by which it was produced.
Finally, the report was received with gratitude by the Board, but its recommend-
ations were not approved in their entirety. The three recommendations which
were accepted were:

a. The proposal of a joint council to be formed from the Haverford Board
of Managers, and from the Bryn Mawr College trustees. This council
is to meet regularly to improve, enlarge, and develop relationships
between the two colleges.

b. Cooperation between the two colleges at all levels is to be ecnouraged
and enhanced in every way possible.

c. Women transfer students (but not women freshman students) will be ad-
mitted to Haverford College, beginning in the fall of 1977.

Professor Gerstein added that it is clear that the full implications of the
Board's decision can only be explored and realized by the people who have to
live with, administer, plan, and carry out those decisions. "That is, the ball
is back in our court." It is up to the faculty, along with the administration
and the student body, to see if there are ways in which cooperation with Bryn
Mawr College can in fact be increased and to seek measures to implement and
effectively realize the intentions of the Board's decisions so as to meet the
needs and goals of Haverford College.

Richard Bernstein, the other faculty representative to the Board, added that
Linda Gerstein and he had attempted to convey as vigorously as possible the
strength of the consensus behind the faculty's recommendations, the seriousness
those recommendations had received as the faculty discussed and adopted
them, and the probable effects which the various options before the Board
would have on the faculty. He stressed the open-ended nature of the decision
which was made, however, pointing out that the duration of the decision,
as specified in the Appendix of the Report, Part C, had been greatly modified
from the original "in perpetuity" to the final"forseeable future". That is,
he interpreted, the present terms of our relationship with Bryn Mawr are not
irrevocable, but are subject to further experience.

He noted that the student representatives to the Board in particular had
pointed out to the Board the ambiguity of terms such as "cooperation" and
"confederation" and "consortium" and the gap in meaning between these terms.
The ensuing discussion had revealed the flexibility of the intent of the Board.

5. It was moved that faculty express its appreciation for the vigor and effective-
ness of the job done by the faculty's representatives to the Board, that it
commend the dedication and leadership which President Coleman has given to the
College for the past ten years, and that it praise the remarkable work
of the two student representatives to the Board. The faculty indicated its
assent by long and enthusiastic applause.

6. In response to a question asking in what way being instructed to admit women
on a different basis from men could be equated with being presented with new
opportunities ("the ball is back in our court"), Linda Gerstein reported that
there had not been time to discuss the transfer model, and that it was her
impression that it had been accepted by the Board because a consensus on that
model seemed possible, at least with respect to the fall of 1977. 	 Other ways
of admitting women students had not been discussed, but it seemed to Professor
Gerstein that if transfer students proved insufficient for the educational and
financial vitality of the college, the Board would be willing to examine al-
ternatives.
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7.	 In response to a question which asked whether the Board should not have taken
more than one meeting to consider a decision to which the faculty had found it
necessary to devote three meetings, Linda Gerstein replied that the Board did
not wish to discuss the matter further at this time. The Board now wants to
see what can be done under the present decisions, and to reassess the situation
at a later time in the light of this experience. 	 Further, the Board

ewished to emphasize the importance of Bryn Mawr College for the continuing
development of this institution.

8. In response to a question asking if the weight of faculty unity on the recom-
mendations offered the Board by the faculty could be more impressively con-
veyed to the Board by a vote, Professor Gerstein answered that the Board seemed
to grasp the extent of faculty consensus--they certainly had the documents
expressing that consensus before them, as had the Board subcommittee--but
the Board believed that it had to respond to a wider constituency than that
formed by the faculty, current students, and the administration. Particularly
the Board believed itself responsible to listen to alumni and the Corporation,
for example. Professor Gerstein said that she believed that what was most
needed is closer communication and cooperation between the Board and the
campus community.

9. One of the student representatives to the Board noted that what had seemed
at issue at the Board meeting was indeed this matter of constituency, and
that the Board seemed to perceive more clearly after this meeting than before
that it should listen more carefully to the campus community before attending
to other segments of what it considers its wider constituency.

10. A member of the administration reported that the eloquence of both the faculty
and the student representatives at the meeting had been very impressive, and
that it had been received by the Board with close attention. He urged the
faculty to realize that the Board is not monolithic in its opinions, that it
was in fact deeply troubled and divided during the process which led to the
decision of 10 December. There is no "single mind" on the Board: it is a divided
mind. This lack of unity led the Board to turn the question over to a blue-rib-
bon committee. Confusion in this committee, in turn, was clearly reflected
in the report which the committee presented to the Board. Chairman Whitehead
sensed this confusion. The decision not to admit freshman women was a reflection
of pressure from Bryn Mawr and from some alumni. The decision was a compromise,
arrived at in order to avoid the deep rifts any other decision might have
created. The decision leaves it primarily to the faculty to see if something
can be worked out with Bryn Mawr. It is not an irrevocable decision. He
said further that the admissions problem has not yet been clearly perceived
by the Board: there is still some disbelief present. Finally, he noted that
while the budget situation arising from the decision is not encouraging, it
must be borne in mind that the Board is not willing to interfere with budget
decisions made on campus, and that a balanced budget is no longer, on the
Board, an absolute expectation.

11. President Coleman agreed that there is not a "single mind" on the Board. He
reported that alumni mail is running against coeducation at present, but it sems
probable that the "negative vote is in" while those in favor may not have been
heard from. The same holds for the sentiments of the members of the corporation:
it is not at all clear what the Corporation thinks, since we do not have reactions
from a majority of its members.



12.	 A faculty member called the faculty's attention to the words of President Sharpless
displayed above the Common Room fireplace, asking that a portion of that quotation
be recorded in the minutes. That portion reads:

"See you to it no other institution...put such chains on you as would tempt
you to sacrifice one iota of the moral freedom of your consciences or the
intellectual freedom of your judgments."

The speaker then asked two questions: a. Whom did Chairman MacCrate consult
during the preparation of his committee's report? b. What were the bases upon
which the decision was reached not to admit freshmen women?

In response, one of the faculty representatives reported that Chairman Whitehead
had met with representatives of the Bryn Mawr trustees and administration to
propose a plan of his own to admit women, including freshmen, on a quota system
so as to establish a balance in the bi-college student population. This was firmly
rejected on the grounds that such quotas are immoral and unacceptable to Bryn
Mawr College. As a consequence, Chairman Whitehead -- in the interest of securing
a workable compromise decision -- felt he had no choice but to go along with the
recommendation of the MacCrate Committee with its foreclosure of the admission of
freshman women. The faculty was reminded that the committee had had ample documenta-
tion of the views of the various campus groups before it.

At this point the clerk declared the meeting prorogued for tea.

4:30 P.M.

The clerk, usually the most dignified of men, summoned the faculty to reassemble
"by a raucous whistle."

13. One of the student representatives, taking up the question of #12, answered that
he believed the earlier replies (made before the interval) were overcomplicated:
the simplest answer to question b was "Bryn Mawr."

From this point, the faculty discussion can, it is thought, be best presented by
a summary rather than by detailed individual reporting.

The next group of speakers were trying to explore the implications of the 10
December decision of the Board. Issues raised included:

(a)	 A perceived breakdown in communication between the faculty and other campus
groups and (1) the Board and (2) the Alumni. There was also concern of some
to increase and/or regularize better communication with Bryn Mawr College,
or who believed the Board decision to admit transfers would permanently damage
communication with Bryn Mawr College.

Op)	 Some people were concerned that the Board decision was, in their perception,
discriminatory.

(c) Is the decision temporary or permanent? If the former, is it a step toward
an independent, coeducational Haverford, or one toward merger with Bryn Mawr?

(d) What will be the effects of the anticipated large deficits have on (1) Board
financial planning; (2) the $20,000,000 campaign; (3) recruiting?



(e)	 What will be the costs and physical changes made necessary by the admission
of transfer women? Could Bryn Mawr bear part of that burden?

There was a move among several members to reject the Board's decision (a)
as a simple act of rejection or (b) as a means to push urgently reopening
of discussion with the Board.

(g)	 The Board's decision, it was argued, did not address Haverford's major
problems: admissions and finances. How would these problems be met?

Y
14. Aryeh Kosman, Chairman of Committee on Admissions,-distributed then read aloud

a report in response to the Board's decision (Annex IV), a series of recommendations
which would permit us to move forward hopefully.

Reactions to the statement centered on the list of desirable goals of cooperation.
A number of revisions were suggested, including the wording concerning the
maintenance of the "distinctiveness" of the College, and the addition of (a) a
request that free open access of all undergraduates of both colleges to all
undergraduates facilities of both colleges and (b) a determination that if agree-
ment to implement the list is not achieved by 1 April 1977, then an agreed reason
for not implementing must be produced by 1 April 1977.

After further editing, the report was returned to Professor Kosman with the request
that it be rewritten to incorporate the criticisms and rewardings; Professor Kosman
promised to return with a new text as soon as possible; and the faculty gave
approval to the report as rewritten.

15. Professor Jerry Gollub, Chairman of the Educational Policy Committee, reminded the
faculty that Mr. Ambler and his staff act under direction and mandate of the faculty.
The Board's decision, therefore, requires that the faculty adopt a program for
implementation which it then directs the admissions staff to carry out. The committee
presented such a program (Annex VI).:

One member urged that the faculty reword the recommendation so that the admissions
office be ordered to refuse admission to transfer women. Much discussion followed.

The clerk then asked if the faculty was prepared to decide on the EPC minute.
Significant indication to the contrary from the faculty. The clerk therefore
prorogued the meeting until 9 A.M., 17 December.

The faculty meeting was reconvened by the clerk at 9:05 A.M. The clerk expressed
his regret for assembling the faculty, perhaps rather arbitrarily, at this ungodly
hour. He then called attention to the promised Draft II of the Admissions Committee
Report (Annex V).	 1j-'

(a) A member of the administration explained the possible constitutional implica-
tions of any faculty rebellion, sullen or otherwise, which would include
rejecting the Board's decision and directing the Admissions Office to do other-
wise than what the Board has mandated. He thought it possible, for example,
that if the worst happened, the Board might decide to hire an admissions staff
which would carry out its will. Did the faculty intend to place the admissions
staff in so difficult a predicament? He expressed his concern about the faculty
responding sharply without careful thought.



(b) Jerry Gollub once again presented the EPC statement: it was intended, he
said, both to make a statement to the Board of the faculty's feelings and to
offer guidance to the Admissions Office.

(c) Another member of the faculty proposed a group of changes in the wording of
the statement. (1) The statement should reaffirm the faculty's judgment on
behalf of complete coeducation; (2) it should express the faculty's regret
at the Board's decision; (3) it should direct that the Admissions Office
furnish accurate factual information to prospective women students about the
situation, and to admit transfer women students.

(d) Another speaker disagreed with this statement. He sees more options open, and
urged that the faculty should go back to the Board and ask for reconsideration
of the faculty's consensus as the basis for a new decision. The speaker was
not surprised that groups (other than campus groups) did not agree with the
faculty's consensus given the time they had had to study the situation. The
speaker opposed supporting the Board's decision, but would cooperate with it
if, after consideration, the Board reaffirms it. But before implementation of
the decision, he would wish the Board to reconsider its decision, or have
the faculty review its consessus.

(e) Discussion followed, exploring the lines opened by these speeches: should
the faculty implement the Board decision; what would bP the 	 desirable con-
sequences (such as "dialogue" with the Board); what were the positive elements
of the decision (e.g., the principle of coeducation has now been established --
it is only the precise tactics which are being debated); what responsibilities
now lay -- morally -- on the two colleges toward each other?

16.	 President Coleman proposed that the faculty not take precipitate action. 	 He
suggested instead that a delegation of weighty friends be sent to call upon John
Whitehead in New York; he praised the latter highly, and thought he would listen.
One member asked in what way this would differ from a faculty resolution, adopted
and sent, or was an alternative to that procedure? Reply: Because the Board is
not clear about the faculty reaction to its decision, indeed knows little about it.
People can open dialogue better than paper.

After much discussion, this proposal was approved, and the Academic Council directed
to appoint such a delegation. The delegation was empowered to lay before the Board's
officers the documents approved at this meeting and to convey the faculty's reactions
to the 10 December decision of the Board, both as to its substance and to the
procedure by which it was achieved.

17.	 The clerk asked if the faculty ha ,!. done with discussing, proposing, and amending,
and would accept the EPC report as reworded. The clerk interpreted the response as
a consensus, but this was questioned by a number of members ("I noted voices objecting.")

(a) Another member questioned the manner in which consensus procedures were in fact
employed at Haverford, or admitted that he did not understand consensus pro-
cedures; he gave as an example the listing of those who do not concur with
consensus, and the practice of interpreting such lists as showing numerical
strength of certain positions. Some discussion of this issue.

(b) There was then considerable discussion and rewording of the EPC proposal, which
produced this sentence: "It is the faculty's judgment that women should be
admitted to Haverford College on the same basis as men; therefore, it can



accept the Board's decision only as a temporary expendient". Document approved.

‘c)	 A member of the administration said that he hoped the delegation to John
Whitehead will explore whether there remain any undeclared elements of the
discussions of the executive meetings which the Board had, and examine closely
the meaning of possible building of such secret procedures into future
deliberations as appears to be the case in the phrasing of the new decision.
These questions can be raised best in context, in a small conference. Others
urged that the language of the Board proposal is not to be construed so precisely,
and that there is less danger of secret procedure than might be thought:
the Board does not know its own will. It is in confusion, and hence its
words are not always to be taken precisely.

(d)	 Is Bryn Mawr College considering coeducation on its own? Rumor and elements
of the present discussion suggest that to be the case. Reply from the two
Board representatives: yes: the Bryn Mawr committee set up is to consider
admissions problems.

18. Aryeh Kosman, for the Admissions Committee, presented the revised draft. Accepted.

The clerk adjourned the meeting at 10:30.

Richard Lumen,
Secretary.



_l Members of the Faculty

December 8, 1976

Program of Visiting Review Committees

1. The President has decided to establish a program to review
the activities of academic departments by Committees of experts
from outside the College.

2. Visiting Review Committees will examine the total program
of a given department with the purpose of helping the department
make a more effective contribution to the life of the College.
In addition, Review Committees will be interested in the profes-
sional activities of faculty within a department for the same
purpose.

3. Review Committees will base their work first on a self-study
by the department reviewed. Such a study should include long and
short-run goals of a departmental program, the role of research of
departmental members, the disposition of time and resources of the
department, plans, ideals, suggestions for improvements, etc.

4. Committee members will be drawn from outside the College, from
academic and non-academic life. Suggestions for membership of
Review Committees will be solicited from departments reviewed and
from the Educational Policy. Committee, but membership will not be
confined to names so suggested.

5. Review Committees will be asked to meet two or three times
on campus: alone, with members of the department reviewed, with
other departments engaged in allied programs, with EPC, and with
counterpart Bryn Mawr departments (the last-named to the extent
deemed appropriate).

6. Reviews should take 3-5 months to complete. A comprehensive
written report with suggestions for the future will be expected.
This report will be available to the department and to the Educational
Policy Committee.

7. Departments to be reviewed will be chosen by the President,
in consultation with the.Provost.	 Departments will be asked for
their views on the timing of reviews.'

8. The "pilot project" for this program is the present review
of the Chemistry department by a Visiting Committee.

Harvey Glickman
Acting Provost



Resolution Adopted by the General Faculty - December 14, 1976 

Whereas, the October 13th Committee of the Faculty of Arts and Sciences
has been unable to carry out its charge,

Whereas, the Board of Trustees of Bryn Mawr College and the Board of
Managers of Haverford College have called for a systematic study of
further cooperation between the two Colleges,

Whereas, the Faculty stands ready to explore further areas of academic
cooperation with Haverford that will add to the strengths of both
institutions,

Whereas, a broad review of the long-term goals and priorities of the
entire College (including the relationship of the Undergraduate College
with the two Graduate Schools) is fitting at this time,

Be it therefore resolved:

1. That an Academic Planning Committee of the General Faculty shall
be formed to study the long-term future of the College, including
institutional ties with Haverford College, and to bring appropriate
recommendations to the General Faculty.

2. That a Subcommittee, consisting solely of members of the Faculty of
Arts and Sciences, shall be designated (a) to meet with the appropriate
committee of the Haverford Faculty to study and consider the proposal
of the Board of Trustees of October 2 and the report of the MacCrate
Committee of December 7 to the Haverford Board of Managers, as
well as other specific proposals for improving cooperation between
the two Colleges, and (b) to bring to the whole Committee recommenda-
tions regarding the future course of cooperation. Those aspects that
deal solely with the concerns of the Undergraduate College shall then
be brought by the Subcommittee to the Faculty of Arts and Sciences for
its action. Those aspects that relate to more than one School, or
to the academic organization and governance of the College, shall
be brought to the General Faculty for its action.

3. That the Academic Planning Committee and its Subcommittee shall
study, and shall include in their reports to the Faculties the effects
of any proposed plan, or plans, for the future on such matters as:

a. further academic cooperation and institutional ties with
Haverford College;

b. the quality of academic education;
c. adm i ssions prospects and policies;
d. the education of women;
e. the role of the Graduate Schools;
F. the academic organization and government of the College as set

forth in the Plan for the Academic Government of the College.

4. That the Committee and its Subcommittee, in the course of their deliberations,
shall consult with the Ad Hoc Committee on Financial Planning (Healy
Committee); the Committee for the Middle States Evaluation; and other
appropriate Committees of the Faculty, Board, Alumnae, and Students.
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A STATEMENT BY THE

BOARD OF MANAGERS OF HAVERFORD COLLEGE - December 10, 1976

1) The College will admit women transfer students into the upper three

class-years, beginning in the fall of 1977.

2) We propose formation of a joint council by the Haverford College Board

of Managers and the Bryn Mawr College Board of Trustees. This council will meet

regularly to further develop the unicue relationship that exists between the

two colleges.

3) At the start of its meeting, today, this Board received the report of

a Special Ad Hoc Committee. This committee, headed by Robert MacCrate, had

been appointed by the Board to study possible changes in the College's admis-

sions policy. The Board now asks that this report be distributed to all members

of the Haverford and Bryn Mawr College communities -- both for information

purposes and as a basis for further discussion.

4) In addition, this Board recommends formation of a joint committee con-

sisting of students, faculty members and administrators from both colleges. The

committee will study the issues raised by the report.

(The report of the Special Ad Hoc Committee is attached)



Report to the Board of Managers from the
Special Ad Hoc Committee of the Board 

A Proposal for General
Policy Guidelines for Haverford College

It is increasingly apparent that - Haverford is

called upon at this time to make, with both care and clarity,

long-range decisions which are far more comprehensive than

a decision as to admissions policy to which the Kosman

Committee report and the faculty recommendations upon that

report are primarily addressed. It is clear that a great

service-has been rendered to the College by the leadership

of the President and the College Administration, the work

of the Kosman Committee and the involvement of the Faculty

in searching consideration, shared in by the entire Haverford

community. These actions have significantly heightened

awareness and understanding of the problems which Haverford

faces and, as a direct result, new opportunities and possi-

bilities for action have been opened to Haverford.

In these circumstances, the Board of Managers

must make significant decisions. The background and basis

for such long-range decisions at this time extend back

over a number of years and include the discussions,

deliberations and decisions relating to Cooperation between

Haverford and Bryn Mawr, to the importance of the education
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of women to the Eaverford community and to the need of

Eaverford modestly to expand its student body in order to

maintain its financial and educational vitality.

The background and basis for any such decisions

also include the emergence of a two-college-community in

which the strengths and potentialities of Eaverford and

Bryn Mawr have tended to become inextricably intertwined

by the voluntary action of the students, faculty and administra-

tion, confirmed by Board policy. The recent affirmations

by the Bryn Mawr Trustees and the Bryn Mawr Faculty of the

importance of this unique two-college community are warmly

• welcomed by Eaverford and call for a response from Haverford.

that demonstrates our determination to maintain and to enhance

this partnership of .mutual interest and respect.

With a view to all these circumstances it .is

proposed that the Eaverford Board of Managers expressly

recognize the wider dimensions of the issues with which

the Eaverford community and the Two-College Community of

Eaverford and Bryn Mawr have been concerned and set forth

certain general policy guidelines for Eaverford which • will

serve to bring together cur concerns, our objectives and

our resolves with respect to Haverford and Haverford's role

in the Two-College Community with Bryn Mawr.
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A Statement of Concerns and Objectives 

The continued strength and even the survival of

private liberal arts education in the United States are

seriously threatened. The small liberal arts college is

particularly vulnerable. Only by creative action, taken

with an awareness of the dynamics of change in higher

education--in its economics, in its teaching content and

requirements, and in its demography--can Haverford continue

as a strong caring community of excellence.

We are seeking to address both the survival and

the strengthening of Haverford College as a unique and

useful institution and the directly related survival and the

strengthening of the Two-College Community in which it has

become joined with Bryn Mawr College with its own distinctive

and greatly respected institutional qualities.

Our concern and responsibility is for Haverford.

We must act to assure its strength and survival. We

believe, however, that the Two-College Community is and

will increasingly be crucial . to Haverford's strength and

survival, and we therefore are profoundly concerned with

what happens to that community. Haverford must remain strong

both financially and educationally for its own institutional

integrity and also so that it may remain an attractive and

contributing partner to the Two-College Community from which

it draws unique benefits. Our policy guidelines for Haverford
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should address these explicit concerns and objectives.

The Specific Problems which Must Be Addressed 

A central problem, which we share with other

private liberal arts colleges, is the extraordinary infla-

tion in the cost of a Haverford education and its compara-

tive pricing beyond the reach of students whom we want and

need to attract. We hear counsel that these costs will be

further profoundly affected by technological demands par-

ticularly for the teaching of the sciences as the parameters

of knowledge continue to be expanded. We can look forward

to no amelioration of these established long-term trends.

They are a fact of the educational environment in which

Haverford seeks to live and to flourish. Continued firm

budgetary controls and a careful husbanding of resources

is essential to survival in such an environment.

In this context we have given careful attention

to the relation between the size of student body and the

cost effectiveness of Haverford's operations and concluded

that a modest expansion in size is important to Haverford's

financial well-being.

We have recognized the importance of pooling

resources with other institutions and of developing coopera-

tive relationships with others if we are to retain the
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cherished benefits of smallness and at the same time to

provide the depth and diversity of academic options and

opportunity that quality education requires.

We have been mindful of the changing role of

women in society, and we have been anxious to participate

in shaping this change and to contribute significantly to

the education of women. We have also been sensitive to how

a coeducational environment in which men and women are equals

relates to the Quaker ideal and to the attitudes engendered

and reinforced by the college experience. We have recog-

nized the accompanying growth in the number of young people

who desire a coeducational experience and the way in which

this particularly affects the choice by young men of the

colleges which they seek to attend.

One response to these changes and to these con-

cerns, and in many respects the simplest, is to adopt a

fully coeducational admissions policy. This is the course

that a number of institutions have followed and the course

that we are once again urged to adopt. Up to this time,

we have pursued a different course in seeking coeducation

through a new kind of cooperation with a sister institution.

The results to date and the potential and prosmects of this

course for the future are a central concern of those who

urge today the direct admission of men and women to Haverford

on an equal basis. However, in the circumstances which now

exist and which the very strength of this constructive
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challenge has created, we perceive that the potential and

prospects of coeducation through cooperation have been

significantly enlarged. We believe that the resulting new

opportunities for joint cooperative actions should be grasped.

We believe these can affect both the reality and the per-

ception of coeducation at Haverford and can provide a

meaningful additional response in meeting the continuing

admisSions problem with which we will be faced.

We say this with a full awareness that with other

private liberal arts colleges that aspire for excellence, we

are confronted with demographic changes and a shrinking of

the traditional pool from which candidates for admission are

drawn.

Haverford has a very special admissions process

which provides one of the distinctive qualities of the College.

The process characterized by a caring concern for the indivi-

dual applicant is precious to the kind of institution we want

Haverford to be. We are dedicated to its preservation. Our

admissions office while retaining these qualities has signi-

ficantly altered and expanded its method of recruiting students

over the past five years, but we face ever keener competition

for students who are being more aggressively recruited by

others. We must take new actions if we are to maintain the

admissions standards to which we subscribe, and we must be

prepared to trovide the financial support for such actions.
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Eaverford's Continuing Objectives
in Cooperation with Bryn Mawr 

Eaverford has stated its aims in Cooperation with

Bryn Mawr to be:

1. An enrichment of academic offerings to

provide a wider diversity both in content and in

teaching than the resources of one institution can

afford;

2. An enrichment of extracurricular activities --

drawing on the diverse strengths - and interests of

each campus;

3. Wider opportunity for a coeducational en-

vironment;

4. A significant contribution to the education

of women;

5. To continue to attract a student body of

high ability with strong motivation;

6. To provide more effective student and

administrative services with some economies in opera-

tion; and

7. An atmosphere of mutual respect for the

distinctive qualities of each institution.

We feel that this statement of objectives should

be renewed and reaffirmed at this time as a guide to our-

selves  and an assurance to Bryn Mawr of our continuing

sense of direction in relations with Bryn Mawr.•
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We acknowledge some substantial accomplishments

in the past three years in moving toward these objectives,

but it has only been in the past few months that we have

begun to sense--now strongly reinforced by the Bryn Mawr

Trustees in their joint meeting with us on November 23,

1976--from all levels of the Bryn Mawr community, Bryn

Mawr's firm commitment to cooperation with Haverford as a

basic principle of college policy.

Self-Perceptions of Haverford
and of the Two-College Community 

We believe that Haverford's perceptions of itself

and of its role in a Two-College Community have significantly

grown and matured in the past three years. We now sense

that Bryn Mawr has experienced a parallel growth in its

own perception of its role in this Two-College Community

and the importance of that community to both Colleges.

Despite the freqtent references to "them" and "us" and

the fundamental and healthy retention by each College of

its own distinctive identity, we sense a great growth among

members of the Haverford community in loyalty both to

Haverford and to the two Colleges joined in their unique

partnership. We find in this emerging dual perception, which

is apparent not only among those on campus today but among

alumni, an important new strength. We believe that the con-

tinuing growth in and encouragement of this dual self-Percent

will work to the benefit both of Haverford and of Bryn Mawr.
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A Choice to Be Made,

Priorities to Be Established 

In at least one respect we must choose between

conflicting desires of members of the Haverford family.

A clear conflict exists between those who feel the need

for women "who are full members of the Haverford community

through admission as freshmen" and those who oppose any

action which could place Bryn Mawr women at Haverford in

the role of outsiders "who are less than full members of

the Haverford community." For some, complete coeducation

as thus defined would suffer without that element of "full

membership"; for others, cooperation would lose an important

element of its appeal if Bryn Mawr women were to be regarded

as less than "full members."

In making this choice, we must take a long view

of what we believe will be in the best interests of Haverford

and based on that view as we see it today establish priorities

among competing objectives. We seek new and common ground

on which to stand together, reconciling differences and

charting a path for the future joined in consensus.

A Suggested Statement of
Policy Guidelines for Haverford 

Against the background of our shared concerns,

objectives 'and perceptions we have drawn up a Statement of

Policy Guidelines for HaVerford at this time. We emphasize

that  we seek to preserve a caring educationally strong and

financially viable Haverford for its own sake and so it
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may be a fully contributing member of the Two-College

Community with Bryn Mawr. To this end, after the most earnest

consideration, we believe that Haverford should pursue the

interrelated actions of prudent budgeting, modest enrollment

growth, energetic recruiting, the opening of enrollment to

women on a limited basis with due regard for the character

of the Two-College Community, commit itself to joining in a

confederation with Bryn Mawr and working for its strengthening

a unique educational opportunity for both men and women, and,

within this confederation, addressing in a friendly spirit the

resolution of emerging problems faced by each College.

Specifically,

1. Fiscal Integrity--As basic to its financial

and educational strength, Haverford should seek to

maintain a balanced budget. We realize that in recom-

mending the programs projected in these guidelines we

are eliminating a principal option (admission of women

as freshmen) endorsed by the administration and faculty

as a means of strengthening our budgetary situation. We

,believe, however, that there is inherent in our recom-

mendation another path by which to meet this problem.

In no case should our recommendations be construed as

obviating our previous commitment to seek a balanced

budget; and we encourage the administration and the

finance committee of the Board of Managers thoroughly

to explore and develop this other path which we have

suggested and to formulate specific recommendations to
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2. Size--An enrollment of 1000 students should

continue to be Haverford's long-range goal, but this

should be accomplished in a manner and at a pace con-

sistent with its other policy guidelines.

3. Priority to Cooperation with Bryn Mawr--

Recognizing that a significantly coeducational en-

vironment has been achieved in many aspects of

college life through Cooperation with Bryn Mawr, that

other aims of Haverford in Cooperation are being

increasingly realized and that substantially more can

in the future be accomplished in strengthening these

arrangements, we believe that Haverford should esta-

blish as its first priority the raising of the level

of cooperation and mutual respect between the two

Colleges. We desire that Bryn Mawr women on the

Haverford campus look upon themselves as full members

of the Haverford community. HaverfOrd should continue

specifically to support maximum educational opportunities

through cross-registration and other academic options;

cooperation in faculty recruitments, evaluations,

utilization and curriculum planning, class scheduling

and calendar; dormitory exchange and cross-dining

privileges; library cooperation; and shared extra-

curricular activities.
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4. Confederation with Bryn Mawr--Haverford

welcomes the Bryn Mawr initiatives in Cooperation of

October 1976, forcefully reaffirmed by the Bryn Mawr

Trustees on November 23rd, and desires to conclude

at an early time a Statement of Agreement to formalize

the Two-College Confederation and strengthen the

relationship between the two Colleges as proposed

by Bryn Mawr. With respect to the specific numbered

items in the Bryn Mawr Trustees' "Proposed Agreement"

we are in general accord with the principles set

forth and offer our comments and additional sugges-

tions for inclusion in the Statement of Agreement in

an appendix to these guidelines.

5. Increased Investment in Recruiting--Haverford

should increase its investment in recruiting and ad-

missions and, while taking care to preserve that special

quality of personal concern for the individual appli-

cant which marks the Haverford admissions process,

seek in ways consistent with the ideals and traditions

of the College to create increasing awareness of

Haverford in additional schools likely to provide

qualified applicants and, in particular, to call

attention to the Two-College Community as a part of

the Haverford story.
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6. Enrollment of Women at Haverford--While

continuing to place its primary reliance upon its

unique cooperative relation with Bryn Mawr for achieving

its objectives to participate in the education of

women and to achieve a genuinely coeducational environ-

ment, we believe that Haverford should at this time

widen the circle from which its students are drawn

including enrolling women as transfer students from

other institutions.

7. An Agreed Schedule for Implementation--

Fundamental to the adoption of these guidelines is

the assumption that Bryn Mawr is prepared to join

with Haverford in establishing promptly a schedule

for implementing the affirmative steps in the program

of Cooperation proposed to be set forth in the Statement

of Agreement. We propose that the Two-College

Confederation be promptly established and with it

the Joint Council of Trustees and Managers whose

initial responsibility will be to establish, in con-

junction with the Administrations of the two Colleges,

a schedule for action within the Two-College Community.

The spirit and resourcefulness with which these efforts

are implemented may well determine wehther these new

initiatives fulfill their promise.
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8. The Dual Percemtion--As a background to the

success of these policies, Haverford should encourage

the growth in all Haverfordians of a dual perception

which recognizes responsibilities both to Haverford

and to the Two-College Community in which it is joined

with Bryn Mawr.

Maxwell Dane

J. Morris Evans

Earl G. Harrison, Jr.

Benjamin S. Loewenstein

Robert P. Roche

David E. Stokes

Robert MacCrate

December -10, 1976



Appendix to the Policy
Guidelines for Haverford 

Planning for Cooperation 

Central to the course which we propose be charted

is the proposed agreement on cooperation between Haverford

and Bryn Mawr. We offer the following specific comments

on Bryn Mawr's proposals and our suggestions for inclusion

in the proposed Statement of Agreement, as, well as our

suggestions for establishing a schedule of implementation:

A. Formalizing the Two-College Confederation--

We urge the immediate implementation of this proposal and

would welcome a name for the confederation such as "The

Haverford-Bryn Mawr Consortium." (BMC Proposal 1) We

suggest immediate implementation so that both Colleges

may commence at an early time to refer to the confedera-

tion in their publicity and publications.

B. Creating a Joint Council of Trustees and 

Managers--We urge the immediate implementation of this

proposal as providing a continuing forum for Cooperation

at the Board'level and as a body to monitor the two

Colleges' planning and progress in Cooperation. (BMC

Proposal 2) We urge that the Council be immediately given

by the two Boards, as its initial responsibility, the respon-

sibility for drawing up in conjunction with the Administra-

tions of the two Colleges a program and proposed schedule
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for strengthened Cooperation.

C. Duration of the Agreement—We would hope

that both Colleges would make a fundamental commitment to

the Two-College Community, not for a term of years but for the

forseeable future. We seek an agreement which both Colleges

warmly embrace and upon which they can continue to build

in strengthening the two-College partnership. (BMC Proposal

11)

D. The Program and Schedule for Implementation- -

We understand that Bryn Mawr is prepared to join with

Haverford in certain immediate steps to implement the pro-

gram of strengthened Cooperation. .We share this desire

and suggest that the Joint Council of Trustees and Managers

be asked to settle the terms of the Statement of Agreement

and to draw up a proposed schedule for specific actions in

consultation with the two College Administrations. Drawing

from specific proposals made by the Bryn Mawr Trustees

in their "Proposed Agreement" and from the proposals made

by various members of the community in the course of the

recent discussions, we suggest that the following matters

should be given consideration by the Joint Council and the

two Administrations for inclusion in the proposed schedule.

1. Publicity, Admissions and Alumni-Alumnae Relations 

a. Joint Recruitment--We endorse and request immediate

joint action in the strengthening of cooperation
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in the recruiting of students, but we would

distinguish joint recruiting from the actual

selection and admissions process which we believe

each college would wish to remain its own separate

responsibility. (BMC Proposal 7)

Such joint action might appropriately include:

--Joint two-college announcement of the formation

of the confederation.

--Preparation of joint listings for college guides.

--A joint distribution to secondary schools of

a report on the cooperative relationship.

--Composition of a two-college admissions flier.

--Preparation of a two-college slide presentation

(or alternatively, expansion of the treatment

of Cooperation in currently used slide

presentations).

--Organization of joint recruiting by students

of the two Colleges and by alumni and alumnae.

--Report from a working group which would consider

means by which college catalogs could be revised

to stress the richness and diversity of curriculum

offerings and other activities based on the two

traditions of the Colleges and provide joint

listings of courses.
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b. Upper Division Transfers of Either Sex--While we

.do not believe that the transfer option alone can

solve Haverford's current admissions problem, we

appreciate the responsiveness of Bryn Mawr in

advancing this proposal in response to the problem

with which Haverford is faced, and we propose that

Haverford open enrollment to women after the fresh-

man year.	 (BMC Proposal 6)

2. Increasing Coeducational Opportunities for Freshmen 

We welcome the expressions of concern from Bryn

Mawr and of willingness to explore ways in which to enhance

the coeducational opportunities for freshmen. This is an

important concern of Haverford's today. The sharing at

Haverford of a coeducational environment in which men and
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women are equals must commence in the freshman year.

We suggest that such joint exploration include

--A reexamination of the possibilities for dormitory

exchange at the freshman level.

--A reexamination of available options in beginning

courses to increase the opportunity for coeducational

classes for both students and faculty.

3. Broadening of Educational Options 

The Bryn Mawr proposals included a series of

actions directed to strengthening academic cooperation.

These included

a. Creating a Joint Faculty Council--Without attempting.

to define the Council's specific responsibilities,

which involve important questions of educational

policy to be addressed by the faculties, we endorse

this proposal for a Faculty Council which we be-

lieve could be an important contributor to the level

of academic cooperation, working in conjunction with

the Dean and the Provost of the two Colleges.

(BMC Proposal 3)

b. Cross-Registration, Cross-Majoring and Joint Degrees-

These matters of educational policy require the

responsive attention of both faculties. Cross-

registration of students without fee is the corner-

stone of the increased educational opportunities

provided for the students at both Colleges by
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academic cooperation. We are committed to this

program and would welcome the expansion of these

opportunities with respect to cross-majoring.

Without addressing the specific issues of edu-

cational policy presented, we also endorse the

concept of offering the possibility of joint

degrees as a further boradening of educational

opportunities and as heightening the awareness of

the academic partnership within the Two-College

Community.

c. Enrollment in Graduate Courses--This opportunity

for enrollment on the same basis as Bryn Mawr

undergraduates in graduate courses without fee,

which has been provided for under the existing

cooperative arrangements, is another valued benefit

which we are most anxious to preserve. (BMC

Proposal . 5)

The creation of a Joint Faculty Council to work with

the Dean and Provost and defining its responsibilities and

relation to the faculty organizations of each college should
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be regarded as a priority matter. We would anticipate that

the Faculty Council would play a significant part in fur-

thering the cooperative efforts in the ways visualized in

the Bryn Mawr proposals. We look to the faculties to

provide leadership in establishing a scheduled agenda of

matters to be addressed. We suggest that such agenda might

include an examination of long-range curriculum trends and

making recommendations as to how the two Colleges may by

planning together more effectively and efficiently meet

these developments; as well as increased joint analysis,

department by department, to further the pooling of course

offerings and the more effective use of both faculties.

4. Operational Improvements in Cooperation 

a. Fair "Terms of Trade"--Haverford is committed to

the goal expressed by the Bryn Mawr Board that

equity be done between the two Colleges and appro-

priate recompense be provided with a view to the

overall use by each College of the other's resources

and facilities, with respect to both academic

offerings and student and faculty services. (BMC

Proposal 8) A plan and schedule of implementation

should be established which will permit the budget

for the 1977-78 academic year to reflect the agreed

terms of trade.
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b. Achieving Economies of Size--We join the Bryn Mawr

Trustees in urging the two College Administrations

to seek the combination of all business functions

that can result in savings to the two Colleges and

to establish a schedule for examining the possi-

bilities. (BMC Proposal 9)

c. Joint Fund-Raising for Special Projects--We desire

to pursue joint fund-raising for special projects

and welcome the opportunity to explore a Two-

College approach to Bryn Mawr's Associated Fellows

Program. (BMC Proposal 10)

D. Progress Reports from the Joint Council of Trustees and 

Managers--The guidelines assume, as we have noted, that

there will be early and sustained joint action by the two

Colleges. The first step is for the specific program of

cooperation to be established and a proposed timetable

projected. We suggest that March 1, 1977 be fixed as the

date by which the Joint Council of Trustees and Managers

would report to the Boards of the two Colleges as to the

program and the schedule for its implementation. We suggest

that the Joint Council thereafter make periodic reports to

both Boards on the program and its progress.
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FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE
Regular Meeting	 20 January 1977
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, Presiding 	 4:15 P.M.

1. The Clerk presented thoughts on consensus from weighty Friends. The Secretary
thought the faculty would like to have these passages for later reference.

Philadelphia Yearly Meeting Faith and Practice:
Advices: "In meetings for business, and in all duties connected with them

seek again the leadings of the Light, keeping from obstinacy and from harshness
of tone or manner; admit the possibility of being in error. In all affairs of
the Meeting community, proceed in the peaceable spirit of Pure Wisdom with for-
bearance and warm affection for each other." p.200.

Queries:	 As difficult problems arise, is your Meeting careful to meet them
with hearts and minds open for creative solutions, without being hurried by undue
pressure of time? Is your ... Meeting aware that it speaks through its inactions
as well as its actions?

Do you attend your meetings for business in a spirit of love and understanding,
seeking a right course of action through a patient search for unity? Do you recognize
that this search may require you to accept with good grace a decision of the
Meeting with which you are not entirely in agreement?

Further reference: "Information for members of the Faculty," Appendix I, p. 30.

2. The Secretary asked permission to postpone presentation of minutes for the meeting
of 16 December in order to prepare a shorter version. Approved by the Faculty.

3.	 Marcel Gutwirth, calling attention to the resignation of President John R. Coleman,
which was announced at Collection, 18 January 1977, said:

"We must take notice of the fact that we lose a president of this College and
must share a deep sense of regret that this decision had to be made, and that it had
to be made under the circumstances under which it was made. I believe the faculty
will share my heartfelt good wishes to President John Coleman as he leaves this
College. The ten years he has been president have been storied years, wild years;
we should honor and celebrate the leadership which brought the College through
such difficult times. Sometimes he advocated policies not everyone approved. Yet
all will surely recognize that John Coleman sought to make the College represent
the best in us. He upheld the humane tradition which has been the glory of this
College. He came to us at a time of great disorder, a time of political and
ideological crises. It should be recorded that he took us through this unharmed,
indeed strengthened. He leaves us at the time of greatest economic crisis since
the Depression, which has literally decimated faculties at other institutions; yet
under his leadership, we have shown modest growth both in numbers and in salaries.
I hope the faculty will eagerly show the sense, President Coleman, that we are
greatly in your debt." 1

The faculty responded to this invitation with enthusiastic applause.

The Clerk asked the President if he wished to respond. He replied simply,
"I could not."

1 Somewhat shortened and edited by the Secretary.
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Acting Provost Harvey Glickman: 
a. He congratulated the faculty on promptness of tendering grades. He said it

was the best response in Dean Potter's 10 years.
b. The Faculty Activities Report was promised in early February.
c. The Provost's Office has put together a number of small group discussions

between Board members and faculty. The first will meet on Saturday, 22 January.
d. He suggested relocation of faculty coffee room to the Dining Center, to

accomodate the Dining Service. The faculty authorized the Acting Provost to
renegotiate the geographical position of the coffee room.

e.	 He said that the Board was beginning to set up a Presidential Search Committee;
first steps will be taken 21 January. He urged the faculty to consider its
representation and how it would be selected, so that its thinking could be
carried to that Board meeting. There followed debate on (1) number of

representatives and significance of the number; (2) manner of choice (election,
appointment by the Academic Council, etc.)

5.	 Report of the delegation appointed to meet with the officers of the Board.
Profs. Linda Gerstein, Richard Bernstein, Marcel Gutwirth, and Robert Gavin met
with the Chairman and Vice-Chairman of the Board, and two other members of the Board,
at the Union League in Philadelphia, Sunday, 16 January, for two and one-half
hours (over coffee). Marcel Gutwirth reported:

He believed the delegation had been authorized by the faculty to present to
the Board the faculty's dismay at the 10 December decision, but had not been
authorized to negotiate any new settlement with the Board. In the absence of minutes
he could not be certain of this mandate, but he was certain the delegation stayed
within it. There is no danger that the Board will ignore faculty opinion. The
delegation had said that the exclusion of campus representatives from the MacCrate
Committee and sessions with Bryn Mawr was the source of faculty disquiet and
appeared revelatory of intent to ignore on-campus advice. The delegation was
assured this was not the intention. The Board believed it had digested on-campus
opinion; but it had inadvertently isolated itself from information and advice. 	 The
error is regretted. The Board chairman asked why, if the error was so troubling,
camplaint was not made at the time. The decision, Gutwirth repeated, may be un-
palatable, but it stands. For the faculty to drag its feet or to sabotage a rapproache-
ment with Bryn Mawr College would be extremely destructive, in the Board's view.
Appearance of division will not help the fund campaign. His interpretation of the
Board's situation: confusion is the case, rather than a determined collision-course
with the faculty, as earlier assumed by faculty discussion. He sees no need for
the faculty to guard itself against Board encroachment on educational policy or
conspiracy to ignore faculty advice; indeed, the Board is eager to cooperate in
new decisions.

Robert Gavin added: Chairman Whitehead understood the agreement of faculty
groups. The Board, alumni, and friends of the College are badly divided. Whitehead
is convinced the 10 December decision is absolutely the best decision which could
be got. The Board meeting tomorrow is crucial for improving deteriorated relations.
The Board is open to hear the faculty through its representatives: faculty
representatives are to be present at all executive committee meetings; or, the Board
officers are prepared to meet faculty representatives at any other time if necessary.

Further discussion by the several members of the delegation: Board Chairman
sincerely desires to work with the faculty; the Board prepared to recognize the
faculty's competence in educational policy -- e.g. the Chairman raised the issue
of faculty representation of the Search Committee; and, if temporary leadership is



needed, the Board understood the faculty's interest.

The Board was under too many pressures: it especially feared alumni disaffection.
Alumni are perhaps not well-informed. The Board vacillated under pressure from
Bryn Mawr, alumni, and divisions on the Board.

Discussion.	 How shall the representatives to the Search Committee be apportioned?
E. g. should each representative present the views of different groups on the faculty?
One member noted his disagreement with those who describe the purposes of the College
as essentially academic, while devaluing such programs as inner city outreach or gurus
in the Religion department, And added "There is nothing I hate more than having my
position represented by someone trying very hard to represent it but who doesn't
agree with it."

A delegate: it was the considered judgment of the Board Chairman, which was
decisive, that the Board could not go farther, and this was still his opinion.

If this is correct, said a faculty member, the breach between Board and faculty
is not healed, and will not be healed until some agreement on the substantive issues
is reached. He asked: had the delegation raised with the Board Chairman the clear
conflict of interest inherent in the presence of Bryn Mawr Board members on the
Haverford Boardat moments of decision of issues crucial to Haverford's future?
What are to be the financial consequences of the decision? We have been told that
harmony, and financial responsibility, are necessary for the success of the fund
campaign. What will be the effects of a Presidential resignation, division between
campus and non-campus, and the necessary deficits on the fund campaign? Is what
Bryn Mawr has promised going to be delivered?

A delegate: The Board was told it appeared as if the Board had placed the
interests of Bryn Mawr College before those of Haverford. This was indignantly
denied. The Board thinks that there will be a deficit, but the Board thinks it
will be manageable; concerning Bryn Mawr's promises, the faculty's "wariness of
the likelihood of the production of bountiful cooperation" is understood by the
Board leadership.

If the faculty wishes to have impact on the Board's structuring of the Search
Committee, it must speak today.

A faculty member urged that the Board be asked to join the faculty's demand
for implementation of Bryn Mawr's promises by a certain date, and that it revise
the "idle dream" of getting a president by September.

Professors Gavin, Shumer and Gerstein are to meet at 6 P.M. with the Bryn
Mawr Committee, to speak about any and all issues concerned with cooperation and
admissions. They will also ask the Bryn Mawr committee if they wish to expand the
committee to include students and administration, as Haverford already has.

The faculty was reminded, as the discussion of number of representatives to
the Search Committee proceeded, that legally the Board will choose the new president,

but that it has no intention, as some seem to fear, of choosing a president in
secret and parachuting him on campus. Extensive, accessible interviews and thorough
consultation will be  carried on.
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Decision: a.	 The faculty directed its representatives to propose to the Board
that three faculty members be named to the Presidential Search CommittP and to
express the hope that the Board will feel comfortable to name a like number from
the Board to serve with student and administration representatives. While the faculty
hopes that the search begin quickly, it is pessimistic about finding a successor
to President Coleman by 1 September, and therefore urges the importance of a
thorough search for the right person.

b.	 The representatives to the Presidential Search Committee are to
be chosen in the same manner as the faculty representatives to the Board.

Adjourned at 6:10 P.M.

Richard Lumen
Secretary.



FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE 1
;PECIAL BUDGET MEETING 	 3 February 1977
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, presiding 	 4:25 P.M.

Two processes were carried on simultaneously: election of faculty representatives
to the Presidential Search Committee, and a discussion of the proposed budget.

1. Election. The Board has asked the faculty to choose three representatives. The
results of the election were as follows: Representatives: Marcel Gutwirth, Robert
Gavin, Richard Bernstein.
1st alternate: Linda Gerstein; 2nd alternate: Sid Perloe.

2. The Budget. a. President Coleman thanked AAC for its work, explained the percentage
and distribution of salary increases, the justification for the Board's mandate of
$150,000 deficit, and his decision to ask that that be raised to $175,000 (specifi-cally
faculty appointments and development/ admissions expenses). [Annexes I and II] !J ( ( : °-e'k

b. Chairman Partridge: AAC reports to the president, not the faculty.
One's attitude toward the size of the deficit is determined by his belief concerning
the duration of the deficit. A belief in the permance of the deficit leads one to
fiscal conservatism.

c. Discussion. How can faculty organizations that represent faculty
interests be more effectively consulted (e.g. the housing council on rents or
subsidies) since AAC seems no longer to be a faculty committee? What about cross-
registration payments? What about educational decisions (e.g., in relation to faculty
ad hoc committees) and EPC? What is the constitutional role of AAC, since it seems
to be deciding such issues, and perhaps pitting faculty groups against one another?

3. Decision: The Academic Council is directed to look at the terms of reference of
both AAC and EPC, to reconsider their mandates, and to report to the faculty,
recommending any changes thought wise. Approved.

4. The President said he believed the College to be in good financial shape; he has
hope that the budget situation can be improved, through the tuition increase and
because he hopes the needed fifty students will appear. Admissions Director
Ambler echoed this restrained optimism.

5.	 Sam Gubins reported the resolution of the tax case between the College and local
governments.

Adjourned at 5:40 P.M.

Richard Luman
Secretary.

1 The Secretary regrets that, owing to his increased responsibilities this semester,
he can no longer continue to prepare extensive minutes for the frequent faculty
meetings. He wishes to thank Mabel Hanscom and the Central Services staff for
their efforts. He still believes, as a historian, in the value of such minutes
for revealing the faculty's thinking and character during this interesting time,
but agrees with the Clerk on the necessary wisdom of brevity.
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REPORT TO THE PRESIDENT AND TO THE COLLEGE COMMUNITY .

OF THE ADMINISTRATIVE ADVISORY COMMITTEE

Nature of the First Draft Budget, 1977-78 Fiscal Year 

In September of each year, heads of departments are asked to submit
budget requests for the following fiscal year. These requests are assembled
into a first draft budget. The first draft budget for the fiscal year 1977-78
was based on an average student enrollment of 850, and on the assumption that
the average rise in faculty and staff salaries would be 7 percent. Total cost
to the students would also rise by 7 percent ($420). It also included modest
expenditures for new facilities for Haverford women students expected to arriv
the fall of 1977. The expected revenues in this first draft budget were $8.4
million, and expenditures were $8.8 million. AAC thus faced a $400,000 budget
deficit.

About one half of this deficit can be explained by a sudden increase
in expenditures in one line of the budget: student aid. It happens that the
class of 1977 at Haverford has needed much less student aid than the average
class. From a budgetary point of view, it is unfortunate that the class of '.7
will leave us this spring. It is logical to assume that the incoming class of
1981 will need an average amount of student aid; that is, much more than the
graduating class, and this increase was included in the first draft budget for
fiscal 77-78.

The other half of the budget deficit may be ascribed to a large
number of different items, both downward changes in revenues and upward change
in budget requests. In connection with the latter, it is vitally important to
remember that the first draft budget was based on unexamined requests. Not
surprisingly, it contained a few extravagances or long hoped for luxuries--
the Bigelow on the floor, the 18 vol. set of Medieval Croatian Puns, the gold
plated spectrohelioscope we've always wanted. To the steely eye of AAC, a
committee used to encountering first draft budget deficits of this magnitude,
the 77-78 first draft budget looked balanceable, once the fat, frills, Bigelow
and exuberances had been cut away. In this connection, it is worth noting tha
the first draft budget deficit last year was $350,000; the budget finally
presented by the President to the Board of Managers was in the black.

Second Draft Budget 

This relatively cheerful state of affairs was changed by the
December 10 decision of the Board of Managers to admit to Haverford transfer
women, but not women in their freshman year. First, the decision to limit the
admission of women to transfers will make it very difficult--probably
impossible--to reach our original enrollment goal of 850 in 1977-78. Prudentl
enrollment estimates were lowered to 825, a change that added $70-80,000 to th
deficit.	 If Bill Ambler's current very abbroximate estimates of next year's
freshman class size are correct, our average enrollment for 1977-78 may in fac
reach 825.

Second, the Board of Managers on December 10 mandated increased
efforts to locate qualified applicants for the College. To try to meet this



challenge, Bill Ambler has asked for a substantial increase in funding for
his office and for greater efforts in public relations. The increased efforts
to attract qualified applicants would add about $130,000 to the expenditure

. side of the budget.

Third, because the Board of Managers did agree to admit some women
to Haverford, the second draft budget, like the first draft, contained modest
expenditures (such as $22,000 in athletics) to try to ensure that the facilities
and programs we provide Haverford women are equivalent to those we now provide
Haverford. men.

While these were the major changes in the second draft budget, there
were some additional minor changes, some for the good, some not. When all
these changes were taken into account, we discovered that revenues in the
second draft budget had dropped by $80,000, and planned expenditures had- gone
up by $70,000--so that the second draft budget deficit was $542,000. This is
the much larger problem we've had to wrestle with since mid-December.

Guiding Principles 

We naturally sought to reduce the budget deficit without causing
serious harm to the college, whether in the educational program, maintenance
of the buildings and grounds, or services provided to members of the college
community. We believe the reductions we suggest below can be lived with; they
will be uncomfortable, but not destructive. We have also tried to share the
burden fairly. While not all departments have been reduced equally, all
segments of the Haverford community will be asked to bear part of the weight.
In an effort to assure fairness, we asked. the head of each of the college
departments (Steve Cary, Elmer Bogart, and Harvey Glickman, for instance) to
suggest to us reductions they thought reasonable in their programs. We
proceeded by examining the suggestions, rather than by attempting to impose
reductions from above. Needless to say, the success of our work depends in
very large measure on the cooperation we receive from the heads of departments.
Finally ; despite the large deficit we faced, we were not afraid to suggest
modest additions to the funding of some offices. However, all requests for
increased expenditures were looked at with extreme care--we suggested additions
only where we felt they were absolutely vital to maintaining the quality of
the education offered at Haverford.

Changes in the Second Draft Budget Recommended 	 AAC

The following items are-changes, mostly reductions, recommended in
the second draft budget. The number in parenthesis preceding each item is
the number of the line on which that item appears in the second draft budget.
A summary of the suggested changes, without explanation, appears on the next
to last page of this report; the second draft budget, as it stood before the
changes we suggest, is the final page.

(2) Tuition: raise an additional $30 so that the total in-
crease from the last fiscal year is $450. Since neither
room nor board has been increased from last year, $450
represents the total increase in cost to the student (a
7.7% increase). The resulting increase in revenues will
be partially offset by an increase in expenditures for
student aid (see line 44). + $24,750
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(14)	 Dormitories: Reduce income by $20,000. Both the first and
r the second draft budgets were based on a slight increase in the

numbers of students to'be housed in on-campus dormitories. The
suggested increase was from 680 to 700 students. We recommend
maintaining the present policy with 680 students in on-campus
housing; hence there will be 20 fewer students on campus than
planned.	 $	 20,000 

(20)	 Revised Total Revenues . -   	 $8,318,450

(24) Provost's Office: Since there are likely to be few ad hoc
committees working next year, we suggest making a small reduction
in the funds set aside for candidates' visits to the campus.	 3,000

(25) Vice Presidential Functions (Business Office). Reduce
Operations. Save	 4,350

(27)	 Admissions. Haverford's Admissions office is smaller than
similar offices in most comparable colleges, in particular
those liberal arts colleges with which we compete for students.
The Board of Managers, recognizing this, and recognizing the
difficulty of attracting enough qualified male aprlicants, urged
a substantially increased effort in admissions. Bill Ambler has
requested an increase in the budget for admissions of $130-150,000.
For a number of reasons, however, AAC is reluctant to recommend
granting the full request. A sum of $50,000 was earmarked for an
increased effort in public relations, particularly relating to
admissions. This program had not been worked out in detail by the
time we were required to make a decision about budgeting for it, so
we recommend against this increase. Also it seems to us that any
such substantial increases in public relations costs ought properly
to be borne by Bryn Mawr as well as Haverford. In addition, it
seems unwise to us to double the size of the Admissions Office in a
single year. In particular, it seems foolish to fix the structure.
of the Admissions Office at a time- when,admissions policies of the
college are likely to be changing. So, our decision is to recommend
an increase in the size of the admissions staff by one, and an increase
in the budget for travel by both Admissions officers and students for
recruiting purposes. We further urge that one of the four Admissions
officers should have as his or her full-time task the recruiting of
qualified minority students for the college. We have every reason to
believe that if the college continues to admit only male freshmen, further
additions in Admissions will be required in future years. However, the
reduction in this year's budget reauest is substantial:	 100,000

(29)	 Dean of Students: We have agreed with reluctance to deny two requests
for additional budget items made by the Dean of Students: a small
sum for extra psychological counseling time, and a sum to cover
increased nayments to Bryn Mawr College for infirmary services.
We are denying the latter in part because no satisfactory accounting
of. the monies transferred to Bryn Mawr College for the use of .their
infirmary by our students has yet become available. In addition,
we are recommending a reduction in the travel and entertainment
budgets of the offices within student services. Finally, we note
that we have approved a reauest for an associate dean in this
office. We have urged the President to ensure that a nrimary
responsibility of this office be the concerns of minority group
students. 9,500



(31)	 Development: We recommend a $40,000 reduction in the
requested budget for this office. Some of this decrease
is offset by a $10,000 increase in the separate capital
budget for the $20,000,0000 campaign. Thus the net change
in the total budget for Development is a decrease of only $10,000
from last fiscal year. 40,000

(36)	 Insurance: This is a new line in the budget. Expenditures appearing
here were formerly divided among dormitories, physical plant,
dining center, etc. Hence those line items should appear
somewhat smaller, but there is no net change in the budget.

(38) Faculty Salaries: First, the Provost has told us that if we
maintain the present firm policy on leave replacements and on
the hiring of part-time faculty, we can reduce the requested
sum for faculty salaries by $59,500. Note that this does not
represent any change in policy from the present, although the
numbers of FTE faculty members will fluctuate slightly from year
to year. With these reductions, the faculty strength will be
69.2 full-time equivalents next year, so that the student-faculty
ratio will be 11.9. This year's figures are 71 and 11.6. Second,
the committee recommends eliminating the payment to Bryn Mawr
College for imbalance in cross registrations. It is not clear
to us how much of the imbalance is due to Bryn Mawr policies
concerning cross majoring. Until the matter of free access by all
students to courses offered on either campus is finally settled, we
feel Haverford should not be obliged to make this payment. Third,

. the committee looked carefully at the new appointments in anthro-
pology, classics, and history. We could not agree on whether or
not to recommend that these appointments be suspended. Arguments
on both sides of this question appear at the end of our report. 87,500

(39) Instructional Support: On advice from the Provost, we recommend
a flat 5% reduction in all departmental budgets: savings, $6,500.
Other minor changes produce a further $3,000 saving. 	 9,500

(42)	 Library: AAC recommends that $17,500 be cut from the library's
proposed - budget for 1977-78. AAC recommends that these reductions
be accomplished in the following ways: 1) $5,000 can be cut by
asking a member of the library's professional staff to teach a
freshman seminar each semester; 2) $5,000 can be cut by binding
half of the journals in a less satisfactory manner than at present;
3) $2,500 can be cut at the discretion of the librarians (in any of
the ways they have already suggested); 4) $5,000 can be cut from subscriptions
item #426, page 2 of the library's proposed budget. This cut
would not represent a real reduction in any library activity; rather the
reauested $3,000 represents an over-estimate of the amount that
the library will have to pay to Bryn Mawr during the next fiscal year
to support the joint purchase of periodicals. AAC recognizes that
these funds will probably have to be restored in the 1978-79 budget.

17,500



(43) 7--", 	Physical Plant. We are recommending five major reductions
here. First, the amount of money set aside for major repairs
has been reduced from $50,000 to $25,000, We recognize that
it is unlikely that this reduction can be maintained next
year. Second, a position in the housekeeping staff made
vacant by retirement will not be filled. Third, we propose
to eliminate one daytime shift in security. This change will
not reduce coverage in the evening and night hours, or during
vacations, the times when most on-campus crime occurs. Fourth,
we have not accepted a recommendation for increases in expend-
itures for the campus beautification program, and indeed have
reduced the budget very slightly. 	 Fifth, we are
calling for a reduction in the maintenance budget of $10,000.
In suggesting this reduction, we have also strongly urged the
administration not to change the present policy on redecoration
allowances for faculty housing. Finally, it should be pointed
out that roughly $30,000 of the insurance payments which appeared
in this line (43) of the budget last year have been transferred
up to line 36. Thus the actual reduction in the Physical Plant
budget is not as large as it might at first seem. If all of
the recommended reductions, plus a few additional small ones,
are made, the change is: 	 68,795

(44) Student Aid. An increase in tuition will result in an increased
need for financial aid provided we maintain the college policy of
meeting the financial needs of all incoming students. This change
will raise requirements for student aid by about $6,000. However,
a recalculation of the student aid budget on the basis of more
recent and more accurate data. has resulted in a $5,000 saving.
Hence the net change to this line item is only $1,000..

(46)	 Athletics. AAC recomends an increase in the fUll-time staff in
athletics from four to six. One post-:should be filled by a female
coach, whose salary will be:part of a $22,000 allocation for women's
athletics. The other post reflects an upgrading of a part-time
position. However, we recommend that the increase in total
compensation for all full-and part-time staff together (excluding
the female coach's salary) should not exceed the campus-wide
average increase. There will thus have to be a small decrease
in the part-time staff. We also recommend that the athletics
department establish a small contingency fund to cover occasional
large equipment or repair costs in the future. Even with this
addition, our recommended changes reduce the second draft budget
request by

We further recommend that the allowance of $300 per year paid to
some members of the faculty and staff who live off-campus be
eliminated. Most of these individuals hold low-interest college
mortgages, so the change does not seem unjust.

1,000

8,700

6,000

(54)	 Revised total expenditures 	 $8,501,624

Remaining Deficit 	 183,174



Although there are other possible budget reductions, AAC judges that all
would be seriously detrimental to the college. So, the proposed deficit for 1977-78
remains at more than $180,000.

The consequences of such a large deficit are considerable. An $180,000
reduction in the college's endowment implies that college income for operating expenses
will be permanently reduced by approximately $9000 a year (five percent of the endowment
reduction). Also it is likely that the financial, situation' of the college will worsen
next year, unless the Board changes its decision of December 10. Thus it is not reasonable,
AAC argues, to expect the large deficit to be temporary. Because administrative functions
of the college have already been reduced to a minimum, future cuts will come either at the
expense of the faculty, or by crippling student services. To incur large deficits now
may impose even more faculty reductions (in salary or in numbers) in the future.

In view of these serious concerns, we:outline four proposals for further
action, no one of which gained the support of a large majority of the members of the
committee:

1) Staff and faculty salaries would be increased by 7%, as planned,
and the faculty openings in history, anthropology, and classics would be filled with
regular three-year appointments, as planned: the resulting deficit would remain unchanged
at approximately $180,000.

'Despite the obvious appeal of this proposal, AAC. warns that it would have'
two detrimental consequences. First, as mentioned previously, such a deficit imposes

. a permanent $9,000 reduction in college onerating income. Second, the three, three-
year, appointments lock the college into an expensive commitment. Should the financial
situation remain stable, let alone worsen as AAC expects, the college would be left with
very few options. Since the new appointments would be immune, at least for a three
year period, cuts in the faculty already deemed unacceptable by AAC would, in fact,
have to be considered in the near future.

2) Staff and faculty average compensation would be increased by 7%, but
the appointments in history, anthropology, and classics would be postponed. The
resulting deficit would then be approximately $130,000. The disadvantage of this proposal
relative to the previous one is that the educational program is harmed. If AAC's
recommended cuts in part-time positions and leave replacements are made, then the
appointments in history, anthropology, and classics are needed just to keep the student-
faculty ratio at 12 to 1 next year, which is present policy. (If the present cross-
registration imbalance continues, the effective student-faculty ratio would in fact be
only 11.2 to 1). Not hiring these three faculty members would involve a change in
educational policy for the college by driving up the student-faculty ratio to 12.5
The advantage of this proposal, on the other hand, is that the college is not committed
to hiring these three faculty members for three Itoar terms. Thus the need for further
budget cuts next year will be lessened, and the college gains flexibility in its future
budget deliberations.

3) Faculty and staff salaries would be increased by 7% and the openings
in classics, history, and anthropology would be filled with one-Year aapointments.
The relative advantages of this proposal are: a) a student-faculty ratio of 12 to 1
would be maintained -- and the educational program of the college thereby enriched -
but without committing the college to three-year contracts; b) the college would
retain its flexibility in budgeting; and c) one-year appointments are slightly cheaper than
permanent appointments (we estimate a $3000 total savings for the three positions).
The educational disadvantages of temporary appointments are obvious.
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4) Salaries would increase by only 5%, not the 7% originally planned,
and the three faculty appointments would be postponed. Since each 1% change in
the college-wide level of total compensation results in a $42,500 saving, this
proposal would reduce the projected budget deficit to about $50,000. This figure
is the minimum feasible deficit any member of AAC has suggested. The major advantage
of this proposal is that an immedicate reduction of the deficit would minimize losses
of endowment, and therefore of future omerating income. The disadvantages are obvious.

Two final caveats: Although actual budget deficits during the last two
years have been less than planned deficits overall, we fear that as a result of pruning
contingencies, unforeseen events might tend to result in actual expenditures being above
budget during 1977-78. The difference could easily be in the tens of thousands of dollars.

Also, there is a long-term question. On the one hand, if budget deficits
can be considered temporary, no one wants to take drastic steps like sharp reductions
in the faculty and staff. On the other hand, if deficits can be controlled only by
cuts in expenditures, to postpone these cuts makes the situation worse: we lose
endowment income. AAC predicts the latter course is more likely unless the Board of
Managers changes its decision of December 10 in a way that will realistically permit
us to expand enrollment.

Chris Cairns	 Art Palmer

Mark Gould
	

Bruce Partridge

Samuel Gubins	 Sylvia Schnaars

Richard Nathan
	

Michael Weinstein

January 31, 1977



Report to the President and the College Community

of the Representative of the Staff Association 

to the Administrative Advisory Committee

Why this separate report The Administrative Advisory Committee is the

committee of the Faculty which advises the President on financial affairs.

The committee of the Staff Association most comparable is the Budget Committee,

known as SABUC (Staff Association Budget Committee). Unlike AAC, however,

SABUC does not advise the President directly, but, rather, through its

chairman, who is a member of both committees, the results of SABUC's delibera-

tions are conveyed to the President as part of AAC's report.*

Such an arrangement makes for optimum coordination of effort. Iwould also

carry the danger of making the Staff Association representation a token member,

or "rubber stamp", if this representative did not have the opportunity bS filing

a separate report, a report which, for the first time, is berg forwarded to

the President along with the report of AAC.

SABUC supports AAC in most cuts suggested.

SABUC respectfully disagrees as follows:

Salary increases — SABUC does not support the proposal of AAC that a
campus—wide salary increase of 7%, the percentage used in preparing
the present 77/78 budget, be cut to 5%.

When department , heads were asked to submit figures for the first
draft of the college 77/78 budget, it was suggested that they use
as a guide their budgets for 76/77, plus 7% for inflation. This
formula has been considered by the majority of the staff as a
promise of a 7% cost of living raise.

The Board of Managers, in recognizing that its _Policy regarding the
admission of women as transfers would necessitate increased exzenditures
by some departments to enable them to move in new directions, has
stated that it would accept a budget deficit of 3150,000 for 77/78.

The Administrative Advisory Committee (AAC) is made ub of a Faculty
member as chairman, three other Faculty members, three members of the
student body, and one member from the Staff Association.



Report to the President and the College Community of the Representative 	 .2

of the Staff Association to the Administrative Advisory Committee

Salary increases (cont.)

SABUC's budget deficit of 5I86,174 is $36,174 over this.

In the interest of campus morale, SABUC requests that salaries for
77/78 continue to reflect a 7% increase over 76/77, as shown in the
present budget.

Line 25 — Vice—Presidential function 	 Restore 34,550 
This represents the salary of one position in the Busines Office.
SABUC would like this cut restored, pending a more explicit guarantee
on the part of the College that the person involved will find
alternative employment on campus.

Line 29 Dean of Student Affairs 	 Cut an additional 31 .0,000 
The figure approved by AAC allows for three deans by the Fall of 1978.

It is hoped that the Student Affairs Office can be budgetted for 2/2
deans, rather than three, either through a joint appointment with
Bryn Mawr, or by arranging the duties of one dean so that half of
his/her salary can be paid from the instructional budget.

Line 43 - Physical plant	 Restore $8,600 
This is the salary of one security guard and reflects the desire of
the staff for a safe campus.

In conclusion While the differences between SABUC and AAC are important enough

to justify separate reports, they are not so large nor so rigid that compromises

cannot be made. In working on this year budget, AAC and SABUC have created

a document which, it is hoped, will prove useful to those in charge of tie

College. In addition, and perhaps this is more important, great progress has

been made in establishing patterns of communication between faculty and staff,

and this nrogress must be counted as an asset now, and in the future of the

Haverford we love so well.



Aleuort to the President and the College Community of the Representative 
of the Staff Association to the Administrative Advisory Committee

SUMMARY

Budget deficit - second draft $541,769

Income from a $30 increase per student in tuition (line 2) 24,750

Less decreased income from dormitories (line 14) 20,000

Yields a deficit of $537,019.

Expenditures may be decreased as follows:

Line Budget - 2d draft
Suggest cuts

AAC SA3UC

24 - Provosts office 85,355 3,000 3,000

25 - Vice-presidential
functions 304,710 4 ,359 N0 CUT

- Admissions 688,421 100 ,000 100,000

29 - Dean of Student Affairs 234,270 9,500 19,500

31 - Development office 256,52.8 4o,oco 40,e00

38 - Faculty salary &
fringes 2,051,675 87,500 87,500

39 - Instructional support 371,375 9,500 9,500

42 - Library 511,740 17,500 17,500

43 - Physical plant 879,779 68,795 60,195

44 - Student aid 853,000 -1,000 -1,000

46 - Athletics 285,000 8,700 8,700

Eliminate off-campus housing allowance 6,000 6,000

DEFICIT
	

133,174	 186,7:4
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TO: The Faculty and Students

SUBJECT: Budget for 1977-78

DATE: February 3, 1977

Here is the draft budget we now propose to take to the Executive
Committee of our Board of 	 on February 11. Also attached are our
comments on those few places where our current position differs from the
advice given us by AAC on January 31. While we had a chance to discuss these
differences with AAC yesterday, I do not know which of the changes they might
now think wise.

This is a prudent budget -- and it is one that still lets us do
most of the core things we want to do for next year. It seeks to live up to
our commitments in faculty growth, to diversification, and to making the first
women transfers feel they are fully a part of Haverford.

However it falls short in our hopes for salary increases. While the
average increase will be greater than the cost of living rise in the Philadelphia
area, that wage increase will still be less than we hoped for.

Note that the deficit figure is $25,000 higher than that approved by
our Board on January 21. I am prepared to defend that larger deficit vigorously
-- but I can offer no assurances that the Board, charged with maintaining our
fiscal strength, will agree.

John R. Coleman

JRC:nc



Tiaverioni College.	 -
John R. Coleman	 Samuel Gubins

TO: 	 FROM: 	

1977-78 Budget: President's Version Compared with
DATE February 2, 1977RE: 	AAC Recommendations

Your budget is in substantial agreement with AAC's recommendations. The differences are:

Revenues 
Line 5 - Gifts & Grants - Error in estimate for second draft. Too high by 	 - $10,000

Line 15 - Dining Center - Accepting AAC's recommendation that we maintain
dormitory occupancy at 680 students implies a reduction of students on
board by 20 (See Line 48 below) 	 -	 19,000

Line 18 - Faculty/Staff Housing Rentals - Rise by 5% rather than 7% in second
draft to keep pace with average salary increases 2,400  

Revenues are below AAC's recommendation by 	 $31,400

Expenditures 
Line 27 - Admissions - Accept $90,000 of AAC's recommended cut of $100,000
from the Admissions office request. This raises expenditures by 	 +	 10,000

Line 31 - Development - AAC recommends a $40,000 cut of which you have
accepted $30,000. This raises expenditures by

Line 38 - Faculty Salaries - AAC recommended an $87,500 cut, based on elim-
inating the $28,000 cross registration payment and reductions in part-time
faculty by $59,500. You have accepted reductions in part-time faculty by
$35,000. The net effect is to reduce this line by $63,000 rather than
by AAC's $87,500.	 24,500

Line 39 - Instructional Budget - To AAC's recommended $9,500 cut, $2,000
additional savings has been found in a revised estimate of the costs of
operating the Blue Bus. $5,000 has been added to the Orchestral/Choral
Budget. The net effect is to reduce this line by $6,500 rather than by $9,500.+ 	 3,000

Line 43 - Physical Plant - AAC's recommended cut of $68,795 has been reduced
by $3,795 to $65,000. (In the final draft of the budget this cut will be
allocated among Line 43 - Physical Plant, Line 47 - Dormitories,
Line 48 - Dining Center, and Line 51 - Faculty/Staff Housing.) 	 3,795

Line 48 - Dining Center - 20 fewer students on Board reduces outlays to
the food service by	 5,800

Expenditures are above AAC's recommendation by	

▪ 

45,495

Summary 

AAC's remaining deficit is
	

$183,174

Revenue Reductions	 + 31,400
Expenditure Increases	 + 45,495

Remaining Deficit
	

$260,069

To bring the deficit down to $175,000 you are recommending that salaries increase,
on average, by 5% rather than the 7% estimate built into the 2nd draft budget.
This results in savings of	 -85,000

3rd Draft Deficit	 $175,069

.+	 10 ,000
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THE FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE
.egular Meeting	 17 February 1977

Edwin Bronner, Clerk, Presiding 	 4:15

1.	 The minutes of previous meetings
a. 16-17 December 1976. The clerk acknowledged his surprise at the identification

of his "raucous whistle". Admitting (he did not deny but admitted) that he
was the clerk and had indeed summoned the faculty, he denied the whistle,
ascribing it to a person or persons unknown. Grave suspicion was directed
by some toward Professor Gerstein, who cleared herself with a great oath and
many oath-helpers. The whistler remains unidentified to this day.

With that single reservation, the minutes were approved.

b. 20 January 1977. Approved s as distributed.

c.	 3 February 1977. Approved as distributed with the following addition supplied
by the Acting Provost. To the last item in the minutes is to be added:
"...such that for the present college-owned faculty housing remains tax-
exempt."

2.	 President Coleman announced the publication of John Spielman's biography of the
Kaiser Leopold I.

He further reported the warm reception given to the new budget by the executive
committee of the Board. He noted that the Board had been pleased at the restraint
shown in the budget proposals but that some had been concerned about the small
percentage of raise in salaries; and about the relatively modest increase
accorded to admissions. They asked that a study be made to find ways to increase
the salaries, perhaps from a further tuition raise if the college's tuition is
not excessive compared with that of similar institutions. The President commended
AAC for its work.

3. Acting Provost Harvey Glickman reported on current arrangements for faculty
coffee, saying that they were experimental, and asking for comments.

4. The clerk called attention to negligence in locking doors in Hall, thus creating
security problems in the nighttime.

5. Faculty representatives to the Board also conveyed the Board's concerns about
possible erosion of salaries and fringe benefits. Professor Gerstein reported
the schedule of meetings, including a retreat to be held on campus in April (rather
than in March) to consider the search for a president and the report on cooperation
(that meeting will be 15-16 April). She further reported plans to establish a
John R. Coleman endowed chair, referring to Horizon, Vol. 74 t14.

6. David Fraser, for the Library, on the difficult cost structure of periodical
subscription. He explained the need for practicing continence; the exploitation
of libraries, as a captive subscription audience, by publishers; the creation
of new journals for the convenience of academic authors, needing to be published,
but without expectation of being read; the differential rates, one for libraries
and one for private subscribers; and called attention to an article describing
these problems, which he had distributed to the faculty.

Questions: what happens to the money saved? Will be used to establish, among
other things, new cooperative subscriptions.

Is Bryn Mawr prepared to cooperate? They are not ready to cancel any subscriptions

as yet.
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John Wells Gould: the Presidential Search Committee
Chairman: Maxwell Dane
Executive Secretary: John Wells Gould, '61

Board members: Jonathan Rhoads, '28
Robert P. Roche, '47
John C. Whitehead, '43, ex officio 

Faculty: Richard Bernstein
Robert Gavin
Marcel Gutwirth

Students: James M. Johnson, Jr., '78
Marin R. Scordato, '79

Alumni aepresentative: Samuel Foley, Jr. '73
David Potter, '56

All affirmative action guidelines will be followed, including advertising.
Any recommendations for candidates and/or criteria should be forwarded to the
faculty representatives.

	

8.	 Eductional Policy Committee, Jerry Gollub. Report on minority interests in
the curriculum -- Chairman Gollub called the manner of the Minority Coalition in
the discussions "extremely constructive." [Report: Annex I] The committee proposed:
(1) Courses thought to be related to minority issues to be listed in the catalogue.
(2) Henceforth any proposals for course changes should include some estimate of

significance for minority issues.
(3) The college's curriculum should receive outside evaluation.
(4) Funds set aside for leave replacements might be used to bring minority

faculty to the campus.
(5) The extent of interest in and awareness of minority issues might be evaluated

through a series of informal meetings.

The discussion centered on (1). A large group of the faculty, representing a wide-
range of political and educational/philosophic positions, found the categories
used by the committee to delineate issues and designate courses, problems, and
remedies conceptually unpersuasive and practically inadequate. The committee
was asked to reconsider these categories, and was directed not to release the
list of courses already prepared. The remaining four recommendations were returned
to the committee without action, asking that they be reconsidered in the light
of revisions asked for in the discussion.

	

9.	 Sarah Shumer, representing the cooperation committee. They are still building
procedures. She believed, however, that the committees were coming to work
together, and that they would have something concrete to report in four weeks.

Richard Luman
Secretary

Adjourned 5:45
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FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

Regular Meeting --72----------------

Edwin sI5T-anaer-,--Cierk, Presiding
24 March 1977
4:17 P.M.

1. The clerk explained that we were meeting in the very pleasant large hall of
the Music Building rather than in the Common Room, because the latter is set
up for a fund raising "telethon."

2. The clerk announced that Douglas Chaffee of Chatham College, Pittsburgh, was
present, to observe and to study how faculty perceive "normal operations."

3. The minutes of the meeting of 17 February were approved as distributed.

4. Report of the Acting Provost:
(a) He announced new appointments (Astronomy -- Keith Despain, Assistant

Professor) and promotions (History -- Linda Gerstein, full professor;
Biology -- Dietrich Kessler, full professor).

(b) Coffee hour: coffee cake is to be served, 10-11 A.M., Tuesdays and
Fridays, from 25 March to the end of the semester. It was suggested
that the old faculty coffee room be refurbished as a freshman seminar
room.

5. Upon being asked by the clerk, the President said he had nothing to report.

6. Report of the Faculty Representatives to the Board -- Linda Gerstein.
There will be a request for a special faculty meeting on 14 April.

The Board will soon be considering the appointment of an Interim President.
The faculty representatives (and alternates) to the search committee will be
talking to all faculty members in the near future for views and suggestions
concerning the appointment of an Interim President.

7.	 Report from the Householders' Association -- Sid Perloe.
He reviewed the history of the discussion of faculty compensation and

housing problems. He reminded the faculty that these discussions had consumed
such large portions of faculty meeting that the Faculty had erected the
Administrative Advisory Committee and the Householders' Association to provide
a forum for discussion and to represent faculty interests. Referring then
specifically to issues concerning faculty housing, Perloe said that it was his
considered judgment that the Householders' Association had not been effective
in representing faculty interests. He cited: (a) proposed nt increases
substantially beyond limits set in the guidelines agreed to last year (rent
increases to equal no more than faculty salary increases; he understood the
increases might be as much as 15%, that thus this significant element of
faculty compensation was being rapidly eroded; and the Board committees were
not receptive to the faculty view); (b) sale of faculty housing unit without
consulting the Association: (c) failure to insulate faculty housing units
despite agreements; (d) other actions done without consultation. Perloe
said that he did not accuse the Administration of deliberate tyranny; rather ,
he said, the Association, with little faculty support, is easily passed over
and forgotten; whatever the reason, the Association is not an effective agent
for faculty interests, and it may be even less so in the temporarily leaderless
situation now developing.



Steve Cary, offered opportunity to present the Administration's policy,
related the extraordinary rent increases to the legal fees in the recent
tax case, and the proposed gift to local taxing authorities.

After some discussion, which indicated a wide range of questions, problems,
complaints, and educational concerns, led the clerk to propose the topic be
taken up at a special faculty meeting (rather than an Association meeting),
the date to be set by Perloe and the clerk. Approved.

8. Gest Committee -- Wyatt MacGaffey (Annex I)
Considerable discussion about possibilities of using the fund for budget

support and of questions about the educational usefulness of a bequest of this
sort and of the specific program proposed by the committee, led the clerk.to
propose that the committee recommended by the report be approved (461 on the
first page of the Report), and points 2-8, the substantive content of the
report, be discussed in the May faculty meeting. Approved with the deletion from #1
of the sentence "Such appointments will be of indefinite duration."

9. .Educational Policy Committee -- Jerry Gollub (Annexes II, III, and IV).
(a) Annex II: proposal to revise academic regulations on the evaluation of

courses taken in summer school. Approved as presented by the Committee.
(b) Annex III: "Course changes". Approved with the following exception:

"C", on page 9, sent back to the Music Department. There were questions
about the case made for written evaluations.

(c) Annex IV: "More course changes". Approved with the following exception:
#12b on page 2: sent back to the Biology department for clarification of
the class size limit requested.

In reply to the clerk's question, the faculty decided not to extend the meeting
beyond 6 P.M.

	

10.	 Co8peration committee -- Robert Gavin.
(a) He presented a schedule for presenting the committee's report to the faculty.

He asked the faculty to extend the 1 April deadline to 8 April, and to
schedule a special faculty meeting 14 April.

The question was asked: what will be the decision-schedule at Bryn
Mawr College? Their committee hopes to have meetings on 11 April and 18
April, with recommendations then being sent to their Board, thus roughly
paralleling the Haverford schedule. Gavin said that Bryn Mawr's procedures
were different, that the committee had come to agreement that there would
be no attempt to bye-pass or revise traditional procedures at either college
in securing agreement, and that it was inconceivable to ask Bryn Mawr to
precede Haverford's decision.

Others pointed out that a faculty meeting on 14 April, with the Board
meeting scheduled for that weekend especially if the faculty did not reach
a clear agreement -- might lead Once again to failure of effective communication
between the faculty and the Board. It was decided to move the special faculty
meeting to 11 April, 4:15 p.m., leaving 14 April open if further discussion
needed, and to accept the committee's revised schedule.

Bruce Partridge stated his refusal to join the the consensus approving
the revised schedule, unless there was firm assurance that Bryn Mawr College
will complete its work before 11 April. He rested his reservation on the
faculty's minute of 16 December, which he read as requiring that response, and
on the experience of three years ago, which he thought led one to be sceptical.
Other faculty did not accept his reading of the minute; so he withheld himself
from consensus.



„.”
(b)	 Gavin then listed some topics being discussed, including "open access";

the distinctions between "cooperation" and "merger"; the maintenance of
peculiar institutions and ways, but with increased consultation, especially
before any major educational changes at either college.

He said there were three sub-committees working to produce agreed-
upon, common wording. He said there was broad general agreement, and
agreement on many details.

Adjourned 6:05

Richard Lumian
Secretary



Haverford College
	 Aniu...4	

3/234/

To,  The Faculty	 FROM: Wyatt MacGaffey

RE :  Gest Program	 DATE.  22 March'77

The income from the money left by Miss Gest, amounting to about
$80,000 p.a., has recently been made available to the College. The
bequest is intended to provide a series of "lectures" on the world's
religions. Miss Gest hoped that as many as possible of the lecturers
would be adherents of as well as authorities on the beliefs they
represented. The various lectures, while not negating the differences,
should make clear and stress the similarities in the mind and spirit
of humanity, to promote better understanding among peoples.

The Gest Program, therefore, is to be interdisciplinary and cross-
cultural, rather than a series of discrete and separate studies.
"Religion" is not restricted to the "great" or "world" religions and
may include some systems of thought and practice not usually described
as religious at all. The lecturers need not be specialists in reli-
gious studies.

In anticipation of the eventual development of the Program, the
College, with the assistance and encouragement of the late Miriam Thrall,
has in recent years created the Gest Center as the physical locus for
the future program, and has given much thought to the part it would play
in the life of the College.

A series of preliminary meetings convened since last November
by the Provost and Vice-President for Finance prepared the way for this
report and recommendation, which the Faculty is asked to endorse with
or without convenient modification. Participants in the preliminary
meetings have included S. Cary, H. Glickman, R. Bernstein, P. Desjardins,
A. Gangadean, R. Lumen, A. Kosman, S. Gubins, R. Thiemann and W. MacGaffey.
It was established that the Program should be in harmony with the cen-
tral educational purpose of the College, to whose educational and
cultural life it should make a substantial contribution; it will add
to existing activities and will be integrated with the programs of
several departments. Further, that the Program should be supervised by
a permanent committee reporting to the Provost and providing annual written
reports showing how the College is meeting its responsibility to put the
income to uses consistent with the testator's desire and the College's
need. The Program should not become a separate institute, nor should it
simply subsidise existing activities, but the committee should carefully
consider how currently available educational and physical resources might
be developed to realise the aims of the Program.

It is specifically recommended to the Faculty that

1) The Gest Committee be appointed by the Provost, in consultation with
the Academic Council, and consist of members of the faculty whose
personal and departmental interests in research and teaching in the
cross-cultural study of religion fit them to be active participants
in the Program. Such appointments will be of indefinite duration.

2) The Committee also call upon, as consultants, other persons whom the
Provost recognises as able to help it in its task.
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3) The Committee appoint annually a Convener responsible for planning
and carrying out the Program for a given year. Members of the faculty
will be asked to propose such plans to the Committee, which will select
and coordinate the resulting annual programs. Conveners will be given,
consistently with the College's needs and the availability of funds,
enough money, released time and administrative assistance to carry out
their proposals. It is intended that they fulfil a creative and
scholarly role, not merely an administrative one. In appropriate
instances, summer stipends and travel funds may be provided. It is
essential that the Program be planned thoroughly and well in advance.
The Committee will therefore entertain proposals for activities to
be carried out in one, two or even three years' time.

4) The Program normally provide for the presence on campus of at least
one, preferably two long-term visitors, possibly to be called Gest
Fellows, who would, in conjunction with the Convener, teach at least
one course each and give such lectures or seminars as may be convenient.
The term of the visits may vary from one semester to three years. To
provide an audience for the Gest lectures, in the midst of the normally
busy activities; to promote serious and extended reflection upon the
content of the lectures or seminars; and to integrate the visitors'
contributions with the teaching program of the departments, course
organisation and course credit must be provided. To offer the
faculty and the students sufficient opportunity to learn from and
cooperate with the visitors in cross-cultural and interdisciplinary
activities, and to stabilise the teaching program, the principal
visits or fellowships should preferably be longer rather than shorter.
The visitors should live on the campus.

5) The Convener, and the Fellows, should bring to the campus, in connexion
with their own teaching and research, a reasonable number of short-
term visitors, in the usual manner of the College. The visitors need
not be "distinguished" nor even academically trained, but the Committee
should be convinced of their ability to communicate well and with
authority.

6) The Committee favor, in both the long and the short run; programs
that will eventually represent, consistently with Miss Gest's desire,
as many religious traditions as possible, and will tend to develop,
on this campus and elsewhere, methods for and substantive contributions
towards cross-cultural understanding. To this end, attempts may be
made to gather competent persons from different traditions at one
time, or to foster such unconventional programs as seem desirable.

7) The Librarian establish a permanent unit of the Library devoted to the
acquisition and care of books, texts and other materials, including
films, needed to support the Program, at its expense.

3) The Committee and the Convener actively publicise the activities of
the Program, including the names and qualifications of the visitors,
to cause it to be widely known.

In the year 1977-78, it is too late to prepare an adequate program
,f the scale envisioned for subsequent years. The Gest Committee,
Lowever, will entertain proposals for visitors and other uses of the income
:onsistent with intentions here outlined.

fM:vb
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Faculty of the College

Special Meeting	 11 April 1977
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, Presiding	 4:16 p.m.

Prelimiraries

1. The Clerk recognized Jeffrey Geezer, who thanked the faculty for attending
the various dorm meetings on alleged racism on campus and announced other
open meetings on the same issue scheduled for the next few days.

2. The Acting Provost informed the faculty that at the request of the President
he, Harvey Glickman, Stephen Cary, Asoka Gangadean, and Sara Shamer would
meet with the Minorities Coalition in the Presidentt's Office on the evening
of the 11th.

3. On behalf of the faculty the Clerk welcomed a visitor, Mary Maples Dunn,
of the Bryn Mawr cooperation committee.

Discussion 

4. The main business of the meeting concerned A Proposal for Two College
Cooperation, dated April 6, 1977, prepared jointly by the Bryn Mawr CAP
and the Haverford Cooperation Committee (see Annex I).,T7T7- - /

Introduced by Robert Gavin, Mary Dunn reported that all members of the
Bryn Mawr committee were solidly behind the Proposal and would support it
at the faculty meeting that same evening. No action would be taken, however,
since Bryn Mawr procedure calls for a minimum of two meetings on any proposal
requiring faculty action.

Robert Gavin presented the Proposal for discussion, first pointing out tbAt
the document omits consideration of the Freshman Year, a lack to be supplied
by the joint committee later.

5. Tiro sentences in the document, reproduced below, provoked the following
questions and answers.

a) Under "Objectives," p. 1: "It is proposed to develop more fully the
potential of the two colleges to generate a novel and exciting
educational-social environment which could achieve a viable alternative
to conventional coeducation."

Q. What is meant by "conventional" coeducation? Why not omit the
"which" clause? Isntt this statement "out of line"?

A. Note the sentence that follows. Be cautious about tinkering
with the text. Both sides mast be open to possibilities.

b) Under "Agreement," p. 2: "Each reviewing or deciding body will require
a statement from the appropriate body at the other college giving its
advice and recommendation before any action may be taken."

Q. What does "require" mean?
A. It means *must request."

A general caution: "Dontt object to the wording unless you think it puts
the whole document in jeopardy and you want it to."



Special Meeting	 11 April 1977

6. The Clerk then proposed that the various sections of the document be
taken up seriatim. Thin was done, and the following queries and affirmations
emerged from the discussion:

Queries:
Would the Haverford decision-making process be adversely affected?

(No. We will use consensus, taking BM into account but not being
unduly influenced. Neither college has veto power over the other.)

Would not the mandated exchange of documents between the colleges lead
to stalling and delay? (Not necessarily, or even probably.)

Would present sophomores be able to major in counterpart departments?
(Yes, if the faculties approve the Proposal.)

What does a Haverford education mean if the bulk of the student's work
is done at BMC? (No easy answer.)

Thy no admissions policy? (See Appendix on Mutually. Agreed Upon
Admissions Procedures. This is the best we can do at this time.)

What has this document to do with coeducation? (While intended to
further cooperation, not coeducation as such, the Proposal does in
fact move part of the way toward open access: it permits cross-
majoring.)

Affirmations:
There were compliments to the committee and strong expressions of
approval of the document as providing a direction if not a final
solution, coupled with the exhortation that we now get down to the
business of working out what the Haverford Faculty said it wanted
last December.

To prevent division over the interpretation of details, historiarn in
our midst likened the "Objectives* section of the Proposal to the
Declaration of Independence and the "Agreements" section to the U.S.
Constitution. No definitive detailed interpretation is possible at
this time. The "Agreements" section especially will be interpreted
and re-interpreted. 'tin is as it should be.

At this meeting no consensus was sought, none was determined. The faculty
agreed to adjourn until 4:15 p.m. Thursday, April 14.

The meeting adjourned at 6 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary pro tem
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Two-College Cooperation 

Objectives 

The central objective of this plan is the strengthen-
ing of'the academic programs offered at both colleges so
as to provide greater diversity of intellectual pursuits
while also maintaining the distinctiveness and enhancing
the excellence of each college.

Increased educational diversity and enrichment can
be achieved in the face of difficult fiscal realities
through the sharing of educational resources. Planned
cooperation will permit each college, not only to broaden
its programs, but to maintain common traditional strengths
based in such factors as small size, close student-faculty
relationships, high academic standards for both students
and faculty, and student and faculty responsibilities for
self-government. In addition, it will permit each college
to maintain its distinctive traditional strengths: Haver-
ford's tradition of Quakerism in its decision making and
community affairs and its dedication to undergraduate
education exclusively; Bryn Mawr's traditional role in the
education of women and its commitment to both graduate and
undergraduate education.

It is essential to strengthen each college's position
in the competition for highly qualified students. Both
colleges face major problems in admissions because of the
projected shrinkage of traditional applicant pools and
increased competition from other colleges and universities.
It is hoped that cooperative recruiting efforts will
strengthen and enlarge the applicant pools of both colleges
and will help to mitigate these admissions problems. Further-
more, the two colleges seek through this plan a stronger
educational program, with the advantages of a small college
and the academic resources of a much larger one, that will
be more attractive to students and will make intellectual
life more attractive to scholar-teachers than programs
achieved by either college on its own or by merging the two
into one institution. It is proposed to develop more fully
the potential of the two colleges to generate a novel and
exciting educational-social environment which could achieve
a viable alternative to conventional coeducation. It is
recognized that in the future it may become necessary, in
the interests of both colleges, to change admissions policy.
The cooperative plan is viewed not only as an end in itself,
for the strengthening of academic programs, but, once it



becomes truly functional, as a means of paving the way
with a minimum of disruption to any change in admissions
policy which may become necessary at either or both
colleges.

Agreement 

As part of the new institutional relationship, the
two colleges agree to full consultation with each other
at all appropriate faculty and administrative levels be-
fore any decision is made concerning policies which will
have a significant effect on the other college. Such
policies will include, but not be limited to, standards
and policies of admission, major curriculum changes and
staffing decisions. Consultations should seek agreement
and not mere notification. However, each institution
will retain the authority to make its own final decisions
as neither institution seeks veto power over the decisions
of the other. Each reviewing or deciding body will require
a statement from the appropriate body at the other college
giving its advice and recommendation before any action
may be taken.

Academic Plan of Cooperation 

The academic plan involves the development and co-
ordination of three different types of programs.

Noncounterpart Programs 

Each college will continue to have some majors and
programs that do not exist at the other and, through
joint planning, will seek an equitable balance of
such programs. These majors and programs will be
open equally to students of both colleges.

New Federated Programs 

New, bi-college majors or programs when developed,
will be staffed with faculty of both colleges and
administered by a single chairperson elected by the



joint faculty of that program (for three year terms).
Again, these programs will be open equally to students
of both colleges.

Counterpart Programs 

Cooperation at the level of counterpart departments
aims at strengthening and enriching the major at each
college by broadening the range of coverage of the
discipline; eliminating unnecessary duplication of
effort; and increasing diversity of approach to the
subject matter.

Because of differences in the nature of the subject
matter in the various major-areas of study and in the
current composition of counterpart departments, no
single model of cooperation is likely to be appropriate
for all departments. Therefore, several approaches to
joint planning are presented, among which departments
may choose. One approach is for counterpart departments
to reduce nonessential overlap in areas of specialization
of the faculties and course offerings and for each
department to offer courses for major credit in areas
not offered in the other department. Under this scheme,
counterpart departments may choose to develop either
a single major in the subject matter or two different
majors. In either case, a primary outcome is that the
program of the major(s) will have become broader in
scope, providing greater diversity of coverage to
each student majoring at each college. A second ap-
proach is to maximize the distinctiveness of two, less
interactive departments. Under this scheme, diversity
would be provided in the choice by the individual
student between two (necessarily) narrower, but self
contained majors which contrast (by design) either in
philosophy of approach to the subject matter or in the
content emphasized in each major. Still a third ap-
proach is for counterpart departments with essentially
self contained majors to concentrate on increasing
efficiency in the use of faculty time. As many courses
as possible would be shared by the faculties of the
two departments (i.e., given alternately, as opposed
to simultaneously, on the two campuses or, in cases
such as senior conference, parts of a single course
given by Bryn Mawr faculty and parts by Haverford
faculty). This would afford individual faculty of
both departments greater freedom to pursue special
academic interests which could serve to enrich the
majors. Other approaches, or combinations of those
described here, are possible, but in each instance
the final design of the major(s) must be directed to
meeting the goals outlined in the preceding paragraph.



These programs will be open equally to students of
both colleges as outlined in the section on imple-
mentation.

Implementation of Academic Plan 

A two-college committee will be formed, consisting
of the presidents of the two colleges, the dean of Bryn
Mawr and the provost of Haverford, four faculty members--
two from Bryn Mawr and two from Haverford--and four stu-
dents, two from each college. This joint committee, as
a whole, will be responsible for initiating and supervising
the development of Noncounterpart Programs and New Federated 
Programs.

The procedure for reviewing Counterpart Programs will be as
follows. The dean of Bryn Mawr and the provost of Haverford will
call upon representatives of counterpart departments to
initiate joint planning aimed at determining which approach
is most appropriate for them. The representatives will
present their plan in writing to the dean and provost for
their approval. Statements describing how the plan serves
the objectives of the Academic Plan of Cooperation will be
included in the presentation. In those cases in which the
dean and provost determine that counterpart departments
are making insufficient or inadequate progress, departmental
representatives (together with the dean and provost) will
be asked to explain their difficulties to a joint sub-
committee of Bryn Mawr's Curriculum Committee and Haverford's
Educational Policy Committee. In such cases, this joint
body will have the authority of final approval of the plan.
Initial planning shall begin immediately and be completed
by November 15, 1977. Final approval of all plans shall
be obtained no later than January 16, 1978. As a cooperative
plan for a given major(s) is approved, that major(s) will
be open equally to students of both colleges. Under ex-
tenuating circumstances, as determined by the joint sub-
committee of the Curriculum and Educational Policy Committees,
departments may be granted an extension by that body not to
extend beyond March 31, 1978, by which time all major pro-
grams shall be open equally to students at both colleges.

All curricular changes which result from the develop-
ment of the Academic Plan of Cooperation will be submitted
to the appropriate college bodies for final approval.



Appendix 

Notes on Mutually Agreed 

Upon Admissions Procedures 

The two admissions directors have instituted a
practice of meeting every other week to discuss plans
and concerns. Each has attended an admissions committee
meeting at the other college when decisions were being
made in order to become more fully informed about
admissions procedures. In addition, they have agreed:

1. To publish a joint brochure by August 1, 1977.
The two publications officers are working on
this. In the meantime, each college will mail
the other college's prospectus in addition to
its own as part of this year's Search mailing.

2. To conduct .a joint meeting for alumnae/i district
chairpersons on campus in May, 1977.

3. To organize joint alumnae/i recruiting efforts
in'three districts of the country by September 1,
1977. The districts chosen are Kentucky/
Indiana/Ohio/Michigan; Washington/Oregon/Wyoming/
Idaho/Montana plus San Francisco and Los Angeles;
and Pennsylvania/Delaware. They are working on
the organization and expect that it will serve as
a model for additional areas in the future.

4. To organize joint student recruiting, the admissions
directors have met with the two student government
presidents who are in the process of choosing a
student coordinator for each college. They expect
to implement the plan before May 1, 1977.

5. To attend six college fairs or college nights
jointly this spring in Pittsburgh, St. Louis,
Springfield, Hartford, West Chester County, and
Long Island, New York.

6. To publish a joint report to secondary schools in
September, 1977.



7. To encourage each college to publish in its
magazine an article about the other to raise
alumnae/i awareness levels.

8. To exchange freshman inquiries. Letters of
women who inquire about freshman admissions to
Haverford will be sent to Bryn Mawr, and a
similar procedure will be followed for men who
inquire about freshman admission at Bryn Mawr.

9. To exchange data on experiences with the College
Board Search program.

10. To require our financial aid officers jointly to
review aid applications of transfer students to
both colleges, so that there will be common
assessment of need. This will eliminate the
chance of competitive bidding for candidates.

11. To suggest to freshman applicants to Bryn Mawr
who express an interest in transferring to
Haverford that they see a Haverford admissions
officer before enrolling at Bryn Mawr.

It is proposed that these efforts, together with plans
for future efforts, shall be reviewed on a periodic basis
(probably yearly) by the appropriate faculty committee at
each college.



Proposal for Two College Co-operation 	 ....Insert on Page 4

Through an oversight the following three paragraphs,
agreed upon by the Bryn Mawr CAP and the Haverford Co-
operation Committee, were omitted from the report already
distributed. Please insert these three paragraphs on
page 4 of the "Proposal" before the heading, "Implementation
of the Academic Plan."

General college distribution requirements will be those
of the college at which the student is matriculated. With
respect to specific major requirements, departments are free
to set those prerequisites they deem essential to the major
and which may not be met by the general distribution re-
quirements of the other college.

The student's major plan will be developed with an
advisor from the department within which the student majors.

Students majoring at the opposite campus will have
this noted on their transcripts and diplomas.
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Faculty of the College

Special Faculty Meeting resumed	 14 April 1977
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, presiding 	 4:18 p.m.

1. The Clerk recognized John Diggs, of the Minorities Coalition, who promised
for the morrow a document from the Coalition for the faculty's consideration
at the next faculty meeting. It will propose that all faculty hiring be
suspended until the Coalition's demands are met.

The faculty agreed to make the promised document an agenda item for the
next faculty meeting.

2. The Acting Provost proposed that the Academic Council appoint a committee
to respond to the Coalition's document. Approved.

Robert Gavin re—introduced the topic of the Special Faculty Meeting
adjourned on April 11. The joint cooperation committee's document on its
recommendations for the Freshman Year was not yet ready; an oral report
would have to suffice for now. In response to Gavin's request, the
faculty agreed to hold a Special Meeting on April 28, at which time the
by—then completed Proposal for Two College Cooperation would be submitted
for faculty approval.

4. David Hamilton, student member of the Haverford Cooperation Committee,
delivered an oral report on the Freshman Year recommendations of the joint
committee. The report dealt with the following points:

Aims. To provide conditions for each student to assimilate the distinctive
ethos of his or her home college; to introduce the student to the wider
range of options available through two—college cooperation.

Residential Requirements. Students will live on their he campus for the
first semester of their freshman year. A voluntary dorm exchange between
campuses is recommended for the second semester.

Distribution Requirements. These differ between the two colleges. So that
students will know which courses at the other college fulfill the
requirements of their he college, Haverford's Educational Policy
Committee should assign dimension points to Bryn Mawr courses and the
Bryn Mawr Curriculum Committee should determine those courses in the
Havwrford curriculum that are acceptable as satisfying Bryn Mar
divisional requirements.

Freshman lriting Programs. These are not compatible as at present
constituted. But English 0l5R, the introductory course for the English
major -which fulfills the writing requirements at both colleges, might
be enlarged by adding a coeducational section on each campus.

Recommendations to Departments. The language and math departments should
adopt identical placement exams and should strive to mAke their first
and second year courses comparable. Science departments likewise are
urged to consider making their first and second year lab courses
comparable.



Special Meeting resumed	 14 April 1977

Advising, The freshmen of each college should be thoroughly informed
about the programs and offerings of the other college. During
Haverfordts Customs Week and Bryn Mawr's Freshman Week advisors from
each college will be available to the freshmen of the other college.
Advisors on both campuses will be available to students for consultation
throughout the freshman year.

5. The oral report elicited a variety of expressed concerns.

Are the stated aims compatible? One aim is to enable each college to put
its imprint on its own freshmen; the other is to maximize the coeducational
aspects of cooperation. The committee gave the first priority. Is this
defensible? Student members of the committee stressed the importance of
living on the home campus the first semester—which furthers the first aim.

Will the proposal merely uphold the status quo? No. Three courses out of
four for each freshman will become more coed. The proposal fasters free
access, though short of fall realization.

The English Department on educational grounds would favor making the
Haverford Freshman Writing Program a full-year program. It would thus be
compatible with Bryn Mawrls program and the two could be integrated.

noubts were expressed about the wisdom of making English 015R the focus
of coeducational endeavor. This is not an appropriate course for most
freshmen.

Concern was forcefully expressed that Haverford is in danger of losing its
distinctiveness. A study of alumni reports of the continuing impact of
the college shows that the Haverford experience is valued not so much for
its academic program, though that is not devalued, as for its religio-ethical
emphasis as reflected in the Honor System and faculty and student ethos.

Several speakers commended the committee on accomplishing a difficult task
and expressed general satisfaction with the Proposal. Now, they said in
effect, Letts turn once more to the issue of coeducation.

As before, no faculty action was sought at this meeting, which adjourned
at 6 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Se=etary pro tam



FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

Regular Meeting
	

21 April 1977
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, Presiding
	

4:22 P.M.

1. The Clerk presented the minutes of the Regular meeting of March 24, 1977.
They were approved as distributed.

2. A member of the faculty suggested that the faculty adjourn its session, citing
the difficulty of having free discussion under pressure from students. After
discussion the Clerk did not find sufficient support to accept the recommendation.

3. The Acting Provost informed the faculty
(a) That the Board of Managers had appointed Stephen Cary to be Acting President

of the College for 1977-1978. The faculty greeted the announcement en-
thusiastically.

(b) An appointment: Frank Fisher of Harvard has been appointed Luce Professor
for Ethics in the Professions. The Acting Provost expressed his praise
for the work of the Search Committee.

4. The Clerk proceeded to the main business of this meeting, a faculty response to
the concerns expressed by the Minorities Coalition, members of which group
joined the meeting at this point.

A member of the Coalition read to the faculty a document dated April 14,
1977 and presented it to the Clerk (See Annex /1) and also a petition with the
signatures of nearly 500 students who supported the Coalition's proposals.
Members of the Coalition indicated their willingness to respond to any questions
the faculty may have relating to the demands in their April 14 document.

A proposed response to that document, prepared by a faculty ad hoc committee
named by Academic Council (Ashoka Gangadean, Chairman, Sara Shumer, Aryeh Kosman,
Tom D'Andrea) had been distributed to the faculty (Annex #2) -

After discussion of procedure the Clerk accepted the April 14 document as
a proposal on the floor and explained the consensus procedure. He then asked
for response or questions to that document.

[Rather than attempt to reconstruct the flow of discussion, the secretary pro
tem has attempted to abstract the main points queried and the responses to them.]

Q. How are minorities defined for the purpose of these demands?
A. Interpreted here to mean Blacks and Puerto Ricans.

Q. Would the proposed plan for hiring minorities (points lb and 2) not create
intense competition among departments?

A. Open search procedures have not produced diversity on the faculty. (A. from
faculty member: Departments already compete for new positions.)

Q. What would be the meaning of a moratorium on hiring?
A. No hiring, save exceptions noted in April 14 document, until the five-year

timetable had been established.

Q. Would the ethnic character of candidates take precedence over the academic
needs of the College?

A. Academic needs are paramount, but not an excuse for failure to hire minority
faculty.
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Q. Why did the Coalition address only the issue of minority faculty and not the
recruiting of minority students?

A. Faculty change is important in attracting and supporting minority students.

In the course of discussion the issue of "closed" or "targeted" searches
was interpreted variously, as were questions about the evaluation of existing
faculty positions at the time of reappointment or tenure decisions.

Some faculty members suggested interpretations which, if correct, would
eliminate their objections to accepting the Coalition's proposals. Others found
the interpretations offered at variance with the wording of the April 14
document.

The Clerk asked if there was a sense of the meeting; it was clear there
was not. The faculty agreed to adjourn until 4:15 P.M. the following day.

Adjourned 6:00 P.M.

John P. Spielman, Jr.
Secretary pro tem
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• April 14,1977

To the Haverford Comm unity,

"Haverford College is a community of friends but we are friends

only by means of our 3ocializationi The socio-educational

process V of the institution emerges from this idea. This process

presupposes a commonality of the experience of each member of

this community. The assumption, then, of this community is

not diversity but homogeneity."

This quote was part of a memo from the Haverford College

Black Students League presented to the administration during the

1972 boycott. This lack of diversity was the major concern of

minority students in 1972. We still face this same problem

today in 1977.

Our brothers in 1972 started a movement to change these

conditions because of the following:

1) They felt ailoaated from the rest of the communityi

2) They felt a lack of opportunity to express their

individuality..

3) They felt their existence demeaned.

4) They felt the community was alienating itself from them.

Their attempts to change were met by a lack of understanding

on the part of the community - faculty, administration, as well

as students. As a consequence, they were forced to take the

drastic action of bOyCotting all non-academic activities.

After the boycott, the College agreed to institute reforms

to diversify the community. In 1972 110 of the student body was

black. Today, 3% is black. In 1972 Haverford had one black

faculty member. Today there is still only one. These are the

results of haverfordes attempts to implement diversity.

Because of the obvious need to continue the struggle,

members of the Black Students' league, Puerto Rican Students at

Haverford, %% the Asian Studies Group, and the Social Action Caucus
formed a coalition of minority students last year. Our efforts

have been, are still, and will continue to be focused on the attain-

ment of these same institutional changes that were promised five
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years ago.

In line with Haverford's 1972 commitment to diversity and

Haverford's subsequent failure to implement diversity, the Coalition

put forth these proposals in April of 1976:

a) The recruitment of more minority students to be achieved

through hiring a full-time minority recruiter and

through instituting special scholarships for minorities.

b) The incorporation of an English as a Second Language

courser

c) the redruitmen-b of a minority counselor with experience

in dealing with problems of students who come from

minority and working class backgrounds.

d) A re-evaluation and reconstruction of the curriculum

in order to incorporate materials relevant to minority

gt	 groups in both existing and new courses.
e) An increase in the number of minorities and women on the

faculty.

f) The allocation of funds to be used for increasing the

number of minority related cultural events (such as

films, concerts, and lectures).

In short, we sought to improve the quality and scope of

education at Haverford, making it more attractive to minority

students and to students from working class families.

As of today, not one of these 1976 proposals has materialized.

Again, and again, we have to ask what kind of priority

Haverford actually places on diversity, President John Coleman

has stated, "...we think it unrealistic, in a school which is

necessarily among the most expensive in the nation and which is

faced with the urgency of maintaining balanced budgets from here

on, to aspire to having a total student body that is an accurate
reflection of the economic mix in this country."

We cannot accept this! Other small institutions of Haverford's
calibre have successfully attracted a sufficient number of minority

students to approximate their representation in the nation.

Haverfprd Collgge has failed to achieve this same representation.
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-- -- -A. major cause of this failure arises from an attitudinal

problem on the part of the entire community -- students, faculty,

and administration. These attitudes, which can be termed racist,

have brought about the alienation of minority students at

Haverford College and the alienation of perspective minority

applicants,

For the past two years the Coalition has attempted to bring

this issue to the forefront. The community as whole was

unresponsive, As a consequence, a symbolic confrontation was

Staged by the Coalition last Tuesday. This action was meant to

provoke a response from the community other than that of apathy.

While a few individuals in the community have been responsive, the

community as a whole has not.

To those responsive elements in the community we say the

following;	 For over two years the college has had an Affirmative

Action program for hiring decisions; However, this program has

been ineffective in adding minorities to the faculty and

administration;

The failure of Haverford's Affirmative Action program has

left us no alternative but to demand that the college impose a

moratorium on all faculty and tenure decisions, and administrative

hiring decisions until the following procedures are are

implemented:

1) The college must develop a five-year timetable for adding

mist minorities and women to the faculty and administration,

with the understanding that,

a) vacancies and reappointments on the faculty and admin-

istration will not automatically be filled; instead,

the desirability of filling or continuing an already

extant position will have to be weighed (by an

appropriately constituted body) against the desirability
of making the campus more diverse.

b) all new openingswithin the faculty (from positions

not continued and new positions created) will be

placed within a general pool. Departments will submit

proposals for these positions, and these proposals
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will be evaluated in terms of their capacity to bring

diversity to the campus.

2) Open search committees haVe not succeeded	 in making

Haverford a more diverse communitY. Therefore, gne

basis of evaluating proposals for the new openings_

will be a departments capacity to identify attractive

minority (and Women) candidates to -fill these positions.

We will, in other woeds, attempt to hire specific per

 at the appropriate rank) to fill specific

positions) If these persons are not aymilab&e ) .:the

position will be transferred to the department -fOrn.--z

warding the next most attractive proposal.

- In all open searches to fill continuing positions, the

widest net MR must be cast to attract minority and

women candidates. It is essential that the current

Affirmative action programs be supplemented, not

diminshed. The college must make every effot.t- to

c'Dcome a more attractive place for these applicants.

LO The college must move toward the goal of having

minotities represented in the same percentage at all
l evels of the faculty and administration as they are

in the United States population. A new timetable
3 11ould be drawn up after five years, if this goal has

not yet been achieved.

1This moratorium should be effective immediately. It should

not include the Black Literature professor, the minority admissions

recruiter, the woman coach, nor the student deans currently being

saugnt. Tneir presence on campus will be crucial to the success-

ful implomntation of our goals.

In th past, Haverford College, as a Quaker institution dedi-

cate to the principles of Quakerism and governed primarily by

Quakers, was in the forefront of the fight against racism and
inequality of opportunity. In the Y	 1950's Haverford was

one of very few prestigious private colleges in the nation to
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hire one black faculty member,, Some 25 years late:, it appear s.:

that we will have on: .y one black faculty member next year

Quakerism is stil: dedicated to the fight against racism -

What has happened to Quakerism at Haverford!?:?i

On these principa:L3' we stand united and will direct our action: .

accordingly,

The Minorities Coalition

We expect a respone by T7.riday : Aprell 22, 1977,



April 21, 1977

Recommendation of the Faculty Ad Hoc Committee 
on Minority Group Concerns 

The faculty, recognizing that previous efforts to increase minority
representation on the faculty have been unsuccessful, now commits itself to
the discovery of successful ways to bring this desired end about. This
commitment takes effect immediately in the following way:

A college planning committee consisting of three faculty, three
students, the Provost and the Dean of the College will be constituted im-
mediately to develop a new plan for increasing minority representation on
the faculty. The Minorities Coalition plan, which is the result of much
thought and work will serve as the basis for discussion and development of
this new plan.

The plan developed by this committee must specify criteria for
evaluating success within five years. It is to be presented to the faculty
at the October 1977 faculty meeting for discussion and approval. No ad hoc
committees for regular positions are to be appointed until this plan has
been developed and approved.

The committee should also address itself to the following concerns:

1) what has been effective and ineffective in present procedures
for determining and defining available faculty positions?

2) what has been effective and ineffective in present search and
hiring procedures?

3) where has the Affirmative Action program been effective and in-
effective, and why?

4) how can we increase the attractiveness of the college to prospec-
tive minority candidates?

5) in what ways can we assist new faculty to function effectively in
the institution, and thus increase the likelihood of their success
as well as our ability to keep them at the College?

6) in what ways do we need to reevaluate criteria and procedures of
review and reappointment, especially concerning the appropriate
weight to be given to contributions to diversity?

The committee should seek information from other institutions which have been
successful in hiring and keeping minority faculty.

Ashok Gangadean
Sara Shumer
Aryeh Rosman
Tom D'Andrea



FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

Continuation of Regular Faculty Meeting 	 22 April, 1977
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, Presiding 	 4:20 P.M.

1. The Clerk opened the meeting by reading a statement indicating his understanding
about where the faculty was at that moment and suggested that it proceed now to
hear a report from the ad hoc committee. (Annex 3) (.7c (,,,L.

2. Ashoka Gangadean reporting for - the ad hoc committee explained the rationale
behind the response drafted by the committee and distributed to the faculty.
Present appointment procedures clearly have not worked, new procedures would
be but a first step in addressing the issues raised by the Coalition's state-
ment. The committee considered the Coalition statement along with a variety
of suggestions for alternate arrangements. The committee's response, prepared
after consultation with representatives of the Coalition, was intended as a
direct response to the Coalition's demands for a moratorium and the proposal
for planning new measures.

The Clerk asked if representatives of the Coalition had a response. Among
the objections raised were: 1) the committee report envisioned too long a
period (October 1977) for structural cnanges, 2) Using the Coalition demands
merely as a basis for "discussion and development" of a plan was too weak a
response, 3) the moratorium covered only regular faculty positions, not part-
time appointments. While the proposals were consistent with the Coalitions
demands, they were not an adequate response.

Members of the ad hoc committee indicated that they did not regard their
report as an alternative to the Coalition demands but a response to them, others
suggested returning to the Coalition document.

The Clerk reminded the faculty that it had not been prepared to endorse the
Coalition proposal, and expressed the hope that an approach to the issue through
the ad hoc committee report would be fruitful.

Several faculty members then indicated specific reservations about the
Coalition report, indicating concern for commitments made to individuals currently
on the faculty, the need for adequate procedures to weigh carefully academic needs
and the desire for diversity, a fear that only stalemate could result in con-
sidering the Coalition proposals in isolation, the lack of specificity about the
appropriate body to make the plans, concern about the conflicting interpretations
offered about points lb and 2 in the Coalition document.

Others, both faculty and Minority Coalition representatives, indicated that
the ad hoc committee's report reverted to the kind of language which has been
used before, that it does not accept the intent of the Coalition's statement.

The committee in responding, said it had understood its proposals to be
compatible with the Coalition's demands and would delete the words 'discussion
and" and add "by means including targeted searches." in the appropriate place.
(See Annex if 2a)
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.ALY	 The Clerk attempted a summary of views. The faculty expressed--its-
approval of 1) the concern to take immediate steps, with a moratorium on
hiring until such steps have been planned. 2) To accept the goals of the
Coalition report, including specifically the initiation of targeted searches,
and 3) the formation immediately of a planning committee to begin working now
to make an interim report in Nay.

The Coalition representatives, indicated that this summary of the ad hoc
committee's report with amendments was not a response they could accept, and
did not reassure them of the good faith of the faculty.

The Clerk then asked that the ad hoc committee meet again, if possible
with fhe Minorities Coalition, to report back on Tuesday, April 26 at 4:15.

Adjourned 6:05 P.:1.

John P. Spielman, Jr.
Secretary pro tem,



Recommendation of the Faculty Ad Hoc Committee 
on Minority Group Concerns 

The faculty, recognizing that previous efforts to increase minority
representation on the faculty have been unsuccessful, now commits itself to
the discovery of successful ways to bring this desired end about. This
commitment takes effect immediately in the followin g 	 voimnithi cz, t4.03Lean

A college planning committee consisting o(three faculty, three
students, the Provost j4416-the Dean of the CollegeAwill be constituted im-
mediately to develop a new plan for increasing miWority representation on
the faculty The Minorities Coalition plan, which is the result of much
though	 d work will serve as the basis for 444011004m1m4Mg-development of
th new plan.

The plan developed by this committee must specify criteria for
evaluating success within five years. It is to be presented to the faculty
at the October 1977 faculty meeting for discussion and approvalNONo ad hoc
committees for regular positions are to be appointed until this I:7
been developed and approved.

ft\ 7,	 15 ,
ly1' eb 61	 Øttn Pry t c-).:...

PAA
The committee should also address itself to the following concerns: uac, 145

ta	 '
VW"

•
	

1) what has been effective and ineffective in present procedures
for determining and defining available faculty positions?

2) what has been effective and ineffective in present search and
hiring procedures?

3) where has the Affirmative Action program been effective and in-
effective, and why?

4) how can we increase the attractiveness of the college to prospec-
tive minority candidates?

5) in what ways can we assist new faculty to function effectively in
the institution, and thus increase the likelihood of their success
as well as our ability to keep them at the College?

6) in what ways do we need to reevaluate criteria and procedures of
review and reappointment, especially concerning the appropriate
weight to be given to contributions to diversity?

The committee should seek information from other institutions which have been
successful in hiring and keeping minority faculty.

Ashok Gangadean
Sara Shumer
Aryeh Kosman
Tom D'Andrea
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John P. SD elman, Jr,
secretary •ro tem of the faculty

Haverford College
THE LIBRARY

HAVERFORD. PA . 19041 215-649-9600

April 25, 1977

The Minorities Coalition
Haverford College

Dear Friends:

This is to acknowledge receipt of the April 14, 1977,
document prepared by the Minorities Coalition, which was trans-
mitted to the faculty by one of your members on that day. Because
the faculty regarded this proposal as a very important one, it
asked the Academic Council to name a special ad hoc committee to
prepare a proposed response, and set aside the whole of the regular
faculty meeting on April 21, 1977, to consider how to respond to
your statement.

We appreciated the open and full discussion between members
of the faculty and members of the Minorities Coalition which we held
on Thursday, April 21, and Friday, April 22. It became evident
during those discussions that members of the faculty are ready to
support the aims and goals of the Minorities Coalition.

It was clear, however, at the end of the April 21 meeting,
and again at the end of the April 22 meeting that the members of
the faculty were not able to reach a concensus in support of the
April 14 document in its entirety.

At the same time, the members of the faculty wish to respond
to the concerns of the Minorities Coalition in a positive way, and
hope to create a committee, lay down guidelines, and set up deadlines
in order to implement that response when it meets on Tuesday, April 26.

In the meantime, we wish to repeat the invitation expressed at
the faculty meeting, and hope that representatives of the Minorities
Coalition will continue to meet with members of the faculty ad hoc
committee to prepare a proposal which will be acceptable to all concerned.

Sinc	 -y yours,

(322-7.71-1
Edwin B. Brunner
presiding clerk of the faculty

EBB ;Ini
_5P/ 't. An A A./ V



FACULTY OF THE COLLEGE

kegular Meeting (continuation)
	

26 April 1977
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, Presiding
	

4:23 P.M.

1. The minutes of the first two sessions of this meeting were corrected. The
Clerk noted the addition of the words "seemed to be moving toward approval"
at the end of line 1, p. 2 of 22 April, 1977.

2. The Clerk reminded the faculty that there would be a scheduled special faculty
meeting on Thursday, 28 April at 4:15 to consider the cooperation committee
report and hold elections for 1977-78.

3. The Clerk reported that he and the secretary pro-tem had sent a letter to the
Minorities Coalition acknowledging receipt of their document of April 14,
thanking them for discussing it with the faculty, and expressing the hope
that further dialogue would produce a resolution of the issues raised.
(Annex 3)

4. Ashoka Gangadean reported for the ad hoc committee, presenting a document
(Annex 4) which had been produced in the course of extensive meetings with
representatives of the Minorities Coalition. This document was now presented
as a proposal from the ad hoc committee, whose original report (Annex 2)
would be considered as a second proposal if this first one were accepted.
After the proposal was read and explained, the Clerk invited questions, which
focused on several issues:

a) The curricular impact of assigning new positions:
Q. Would the College Committee on Faculty Appointments (CCFA) bypass the

EPC and faculty as a whole in making recommendations?
A. Not insofar as the EPC remains charged with formulating policy and

reporting to the faculty; liaison with CCFA could be written in to
the document; in any event the Academic Council retains its role as
arbiter over personnel recommendations.

b) In point 3:
Q. Will diversity be a positive criterion in open searches?
A. Yes, with special emphasis on Affirmative Action guidelines.

c) In point 4: considerable objection was raised to the establishment of a
proportional quota. The ad hoc committee asked for appropriate alternate
wording which would achieve the result desired. (see below)

d) In point 6b: will the Coalition elect members of CCFA from among all
minority students, including those who may not be members of the Coalition?
(see below)

e) In point 6c: should there not be equal representation from students elected
at large? (see below) -

Among the general concerns expressed were a fear of discrimination in any
form, direct or reverse; a concern that this proposal might limit the hiring of
women; that the proposal did not address the crucial issue of recruiting minority
students, only faculty; anxiety that we may be setting unrealistic goals given
the relatively small pool of minority Ph.D.s; concern that we may be creating
overly cumbersome machinery while responding hastily in a coercive environment.



It was pointed out, in response, that our present procedures were quite
inadequate and seemed to guarantee failure to attract minority candidates. The
CCFA sets up an institutional base for minority concerns analagous to the General
Programs Committee. Our failure over five years to live up to our commitment
does amount to an emergency requiring us to act with dispatch and a sense of moral
urgency. We are not the first institution to attempt such goals, which can be
met if we are in earnest about our will to do so.

The Clerk called for a ten minute intermission at 6:00 P.M. When the
faculty reconvened Ashoka Gangadean offered four proposed amendments in the
wording of the document to meet some of the objections raised. They were:

Point 4: change lines 2-3 to read: "in numbers commensurate with the
need to achieve significant presence--8 or 10 full time equivalents
given the present size of the faculty."

6a: add: "In addition a fourth faculty member will be chosen by EPC
as its representative on CCFA."

6b: wording changed so that the Coalition will conduct elections among
all minority students to select two persons to serve on CCFA.

6c: change one to two students.

6d: omit: "dean of the College."

7: add: "The Council will report to the faculty on proposed faculty
allocations before searches are officially begun."

After further discussion of these changes in wording, the Clerk called for
an expression of faculty sentiment. The proposals as revised were approved.
(Annex 5)

Sidney Perloe and Ariel Loewy asked to be recorded as dissenting from the
consensus.

With no further discussion the faculty approved the second proposal of the
ad hoc committee as an expression of concerns to put before the newly constituted
CCFA.

At the point of adjournment there were expressions of gratitude and admiration
for the work of the ad hoc committee and for the Clerk of the faculty.

Adjourned 7:20 P.M.

John Spielman
Secretary pro tem



26 April 77

The failure of Haverford's affirmative action program to bring minorities
(as defined by the federal government) to the college has left us no alternative
but to demand that the college impose a moratorium on all faculty appointments
and tenure decisions until the following procedures are implemented:

1) The college must develop a five—year timetable for adding minorites
. to the faculty with the understanding that,

a) vacancies in the faculty will not automatically be filled;
instead, the desirability of filling or continuing a vacant,
but currently extant position, will have to be weighed (by an
appropriately constituted body, ACB) against the desirability
of making the campus more diverse. In the rehiring and 17..c
promotion decisions of those currently on the faculty, failure
to contribute to diversity will not affect the decision to rehire
or promote. In the rehiring and promotion decisions of those
added to the faculty contributions to diversity will constitute
one of the four criteria of evaluation, the others remain as
currently defined: scholarship, teaching and community service.

b) all new openings within the faculty (from positions not continued
and new positions created) will be placed within a general pool.
Proposals for these positions will be submitted and these proposals
will be evaluated in terms of their capacity to bring diversity
to the campus.

c) In situations of exceptional curricular need, the ACB will
_ allocate positions to departments to be filled in open searches.

2) Open search committees have not succeeded in bringing more minorities
to Haverford. Therefore, one basis of evaluating proposals for the
new openings will be the capacity to identify attractive minority
candidates to fill these positions. We will, in other words, attempt
to hire specific persons, at the appropriate rank, to fill specific
positions. If these persons are not available, the position will
be transfered to the department or other group forwarding the next
most attractive proposal.

3) In all open searches to fill continuing positions, or positions
created in accordance with lc, the widest net must be cast to
attract minority and women candidates. It is essential that the
current affirmative action progrAing be supplemented, not diminished.
The college must make every effort to become a more attractive
place for these applicants.

4) The college must move towards the goal of having minorities
represented in the same percentage at all ranks and categories
of the faculty as they are in the United States population; this
percentage is the goal mandated for the ACB's first five year program.
A new timetable should be drawn up after five years to insure that
this goal, once achieved, is maintained.



A body will be constituted to implement this proposal; it will
have the following functions:

a) It will administer la and lc above.

b) It will administer lb and 2 above, i.e., it will serve as the
body evaluating proposals for filling positions within the
general pool.

6) The ACB will be constituted in the following fashion: -

a) The faculty from each of the college's three divisions will
elect one of their number'to the ACB. Eadh.person- elected will
serve a five year term. Thus the primary responsibility for
administering the program and for successfully implementing
its goals will be vested in the hands of three faculty members.

b) The minorities student coalition will elect two persons to
serve On the ACB. Each person.- will serve a one year term.

c) The student body will elect one person to serve on the ACB.
This person will serve a one year term.

d) The president, the provost, the dean of the college and the
director of minority affairs will serve as ex officio members
of the ACB.

7) Academic Council will retain its current role in recommending
faculty appointments.



April 26, 1977

rt- A, Ni
Recommendation of the Faculty Ad Hoc Committee 

on Minority Group Concerns 

The ad hoc Committee on Minority Group Concerns, after serious consultation
both with the Minorities Coalition and members of the faculty, recommends adoption
of the following resolution:

The faculty has received the statement of the Minorities Coalition and
acknowledges the urgency of the problem as expressed in that statement.
We recognize the failure of Haverford's Affirmative Action Program to
bring minorities (as defined by the Federal (overnment) to the College.
The faculty therefore adopts the following procedures, with a moratorium
to be imposed on all faculty appointments and tenure decisions until the
committee herein described is established and functioning.

1) The college will develop a five—year timetable for adding minorities
to the faculty with the understanding that,

a) vacancies in the faculty will not automatically be filled; instead,
the desirability of filling or continuing a vacant, but currently
extant position, will have to be weighed by the College Cormittee
on Faculty Appointments (see 5, below) against the desirability of
making the campus more diverse. In the rehiring and promotion
decisions of those currently on the faculty, failure to contribute
to diversity will not affect the decision to rehire or promote. In
the rehiring and promotion decisions of those added to the faculty,
contributions to diversity will be considered only favorably as one
of the four criteria of evaluation; the others remain as currently
defined: scholarship, teaching and community service.

b) all new openings within the faculty (from positions not continued
and new positions created) will be placed within a general pool.
Proposals for these positions will be submitted to the College
Committee on Faculty Appointments and these proposals will be
evaluated in terms of their capacity to bring diversity to the
carnal-LS.

c) In situations of exceptional curricular need, the College Committee
on Faculty Appointments will recommend allocating positions to
departments to be filled in open searches.

2) Open search committees have not succeeded in bringing more minorities
to Haverford. Therefore, until we have achieved the goal in (4)
below, one basis of evaluating proposals for the new openings will
be the capacity to identify attractive minority candidates to fill
these positions. We will, in other words, attempt to hire specific
persons, at the appropriate rank, to fill specific positions. If
these persons are not available, the position will be transfered to
the department or other group forwarding the next most attractive
proposal.

3) In all open searches to fill continuing positions, or positions
created in accordance with lc, the widest net must be cast to attract
minority and women candidates. It is essential that the current
affirmative action programs be supplemented, not diminished. The
College must make every effort to become a more attractive place for
these applicants.
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4) The College will move towards the goal of having minorities repre- •
sented at all ranks and categories of the faculty in numbers commensu-
ate with the need to achieve significant presence--8 or 10 full time
equivalents given the present size of the faculty. This is the goal
of the College Committee on Faculty Appointments' first five year
program. A new timetable should be drawn up after five years to
insure that this goal, once achieved, is maintained.

5) A body to be called the College Committee on Faculty Appointments,
reporting to the Academic Council, will have the following functions:

a) It will administer la and lc above.

b) It will administer lb and 2 above, i.e., it will serve as the
body evaluating proposals for filling positions within the
general pool.

6) The College Committee on Faculty Appointments will be constituted in
the following fashion:

a) The faculty from each of the College's three divisions will elect
one of their number to the College Committee on Faculty Appointments.
Each person elected will serve a three year term, with elections
to be staggered. In addition a fourth faculty member will be
chosen by EPC as its representative on the College Committee on
Faculty Appointments. Thus the primary responsibility for adminis-
tering the program and for successfully implementing its goals
will be vested in the hands of four faculty members.

b) The minorities student coalition will hold an election among all
minority students to elect two persons to serve on the College
Committee on Faculty Appointments. Each person will serve a one-
year term.

c) The student body will elect two persons to serve on the College
Committee on Faculty Appointments. Each person will serve a one-
year term.

d) The president, the provost, and the director of minority affairs
will serve as ex officio members of the College Committee on
Faculty Appointments.

7) Academic Council will retain its current role in recommending particular
faculty searches and final faculty appointments. The Council will report
to the faculty on proposed faculty allocations before searches are
officially begun.

Ashok Gangadean
Sara Shumer
Aryeh Kosman
Tom D'Andrea
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Faculty of the College

Special Meeting	 28 April 1977
Edwin Brunner, Clerk, presiding 	 4:18 p.m.

1. Minutes of the Special Meetings of April 11 and 14 were approved as
emended. Under "Freshman Writing Programs," Minute 4, April 14, the last
phrase should read: ". . . adding an additional coeducational section on
each campus."

fit the suggestion of the Clerk, who noted that the faculty was slow to
assemble, the scheduled elections were deferred till later in the meeting
(see Minute 4) to ensure maximum participation.2

2. In a brief statement the President of the College commended (1) the work
of the faculty ad hoc committee named by the Academic Council to prepare
a response to the demands of the Minorities Coalition, and (2) the action
of the faculty at the Special Meeting of April 26 approving the revised
proposal, which subsequently proved acceptable to the Minorities Coalition.
The College was well served by both committee and faculty.

3. Announcements and Reports:

a) Stephen Gellman of the Customs Committee thanked members of the
faculty for responding positively to plans for in-coming freshmen
to be entertained in faculty homes, and announced Monday,
September 5, 11 a.m. - 12 noon, as the day and the hoar for
faculty meetings with freshmen.

b) John Chesick issued a call for Distinguished Visitors proposals.
For committee action these must be submitted by departments, not
by inOlviduals. The deadline for such proposals is May 10.

c) The Clerk announced that the Academic Council was not yet ready
to propose a reallocation of the responsibilities of the
Administrative Advisory Committee.

4. Elections were held at this point, with the results as indicated:

a) Faculty representative to the Board (2-yr. term): Glickman
First alternate: Gutwirth
Second alternate: Partridge

b) Representatives to the Academic Council:
Humanities: Kosman

Alternate: Malard
Natural Sciences: Gavin

Alternate: Partridge
Social Sciences: (Wyatt MacGaffey, continuing]

Alternate: Dixon

c) Representatives to the new College Committee on Faculty
Appointments:

Social Sciences: Spielman (3 yrs.)
Natural Sciences: Loewy (2 yrs.)
Humanities: Brooks (1 yr.)



Special Meeting	 28 April 1977

5. The Faculty chose Edwin Bronner by acclamation to continue as Clerk for
the first semester of next year (he will be on leave the second).

6. Robert Gavin unhappily announced a further delay in the submission of
the Cooperation Proposal for faculty approval. The Bryn Mawr half of the
joint committee, apparently seized by "second thoughts," found themselves
unable to go united to the meeting of the Bryn Maur faculty on April 27;
hence no proposal was submitted and no action taken.

Responding to a request for delay by the Dean of BMC, Gavin asked that
firAl consideration of the Proposal for Two-College Cooperation be set for
Friday, May 6, at 4:15 p.m. The faculty approved. Meantime the joint
committee will meet again to try to compose their differences.

7. The Clerk suggested that a Memorial Minute for Harold Evans be read at
the next regular faculty meeting. John Gammere and John Lester will
prepare it.

Adjournment at 5:20 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary pro tam
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Faculty of the College

Special Meeting
	

6 May 1977
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, presiding

	
4:20 p.m.

1. The minutes of the Special Meetings on April 26 and 28 were approved,
with an added notation under Minute 4, April 28: Richard Bernstein,
continuing Faculty Representative to the Board of Managers.---

2. Sara Shumer briefly presented "A Note of Concern to the Faculty in
General" from thirteen women of the faculty (Annex I). The Note
distributed at the meeting and intended for the new College Committee
on Faculty Appointments, calls for a reaffirmation on the part of
Haverford of its commitment to the role of women in education and to
the reasonable representation of women on the faculty of this college.
The Note further proposes specific measures designed to ensure "reasonable
representation.*

3. Robert Gavin introduced the Cooperation Committee's final report, drawing
attention to a document previously distributed, "Suggested Changes in
the Proposal and Additional Notes," dated April 28, 1977 (Annex

The "Suggested Changes," endorsed by the joint committee, are in the
main intended to provide for greater student participation in the
consultative process.

The *Additional Notes" relate to "Financial Matters" and to the
"Clarification of the Section on Objectives,* the latter the interpretation
of the Haverford Cooperation Committee only. Faculty discussion started
with the "Note of Clarification* and threatened to end there—not, however,
before certain scholiasts, aiming to clarify the committee's clarification,
revised sentence 4 to read: "The cooperation agreement, once accepted by
both faculties, provides in the section headed 'Agreement' a framework
within which proposals for changes in admissions policy may be discussed
on a joint basis." This was approved, despite lingering dissatisfaction
with the phrase "on a joint basis."

4. Faculty discussion ranged over such questions as:

Why would we want to institutionalize Bryn Mawr influence on Haverford?
How will Bryn Mawr respond to the Cooperation proposal? to the

"Note of Clarification"?
Suppose Bryn Mawr rejects the Proposal, what then?
Has our Board of Managers been kept informed of the joint committee's

deliberations specifically of the differences that have arisen
within the committee? (Yes to both.)

Would a change in our admissions policy endanger cooperation?

Members of the committee and others in favor of the Proposal countered
with appeals to turn from these fruitless surmises to the substance of the
Proposal, emphasizing the benefits that would accrue to students from its
adoption and the sound educational reasons for supporting it.



Special Meeting	 6 May 1977

5. The possibility that the faculty might be ready to approve the Proposal
was put to the test at 6:00 p.m., bat no consensus emerged, the dissenters
having been vocal though few. The faculty agreed to reconvene on
Monday, May 9, at 4:00 p.m.

Adjournment at 6:08 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary pro tea
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To:	 Haverford Faculty 	 Date: April 25, 1977

From: Cooperation Committee

Re:	 Suggested Changes in Proposal and Additional Notes.

The Haverford Cooperation Committee and Bryn Mawr CAP suggest the following

changes for the Proposal.

Page 2, Agreement, line 3; add the word "student":
"at all appropriate faculty, student and administrative levels ..."

Page 2, Agreement, line 12;
"Each reviewing or deciding body will be required to request a state-
ment from the appropriate body ... ."

Page 4, Implementation, paragraph 2, line 4, insert "after consultation with
students"

"initiate joint planning, after consultation with students, aimed at...

Page 4, Implementation, paragraph 2, line 14, insert "composed of student and
faculty members"

"subcommittee composed of student and faculty members of ..."

Note on Financial Matters

The chief administrative officers of the two colleges have agreed to prepare
a statement for joint board approval outlining the financial implications of this
new two-college relationship and the methods proposed for fair compensation on
imbalance in cross-registrations, dining and other joint activities.

Note of Clarification of the Section on Objectives

The agreement commits each college to seek agreement from
the other before changing a policy which may have significant
impact on the other institution.	 On the other hand, it does
not grant to either college veto power over policy changes.
There is no period mentioned in the document during which Pro-
posals for changes in admissions policy cannot be raised by
individual faculty members or by the entire faculty of either
college.	 The cooperation agreement, once accepted by both
faculties, provides a framework within which proposals for
changes in admissions policy may he raised and discussed on a
joint basis.	 Proposals for changes in admissions nolicv should
be made in the context of a careful examination of their Possible
impact on the benefits of the plan.

The agreement does not reguire Bryn - Mawr College to abandon
its commitment to the education of women or for Haverford College
to abandon its commitment to coeducation. 	 It is assumed that
cooreration can Proceed for solid academic reasons despite the
fact that each college seeks to establish different: educational
atmospheres.
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Faculty of the College

Special Meeting reconvened from May 6
	

9 May 1977
Edwin Bremner, Clerk, presiding

	
4:15 p.m.

1. Doubtless mindful of the - proceedings of May 6, the Clerk opened the
meeting with several timely quotations. William Penn said: "If thou
thinkest twice before thou speakest once, thou wilt speak twice the
better for it." He also said: "In all debates let truth be thy aim,
not victory or an 	 interest; and endeavor to gain rather than
to empose thy. antagonist." And Anonymous said: "Do not forget that
the silence of some is often of greater significance than the speeCh
of others.*

2. In his introductory remarks at this the final meeting on the Cooperation
Proposal, Robert Gavin sought to meet previous objections by establishing
a broadly favorable perspective. The plan combines flexibility -111th all
the educational advantages of cooperation. Cooperation does indeed limit
freedom to some degree, it neither college has veto power over the other.
The Proposal is not recommended as an instant solution to anything, least
of all to the PriviRsions problem. But it is a move in the direction of
coeducation.

3. The Clerk prefaced faculty discussion with a gentle admonition to sneak
to the prdpsall and to avoid speculations about possible responses that
the Board of Managers or Bryn Mawr might make.

[In what follows the Secretary attempts to distil the main points of the
discussion rather than to follow its progress.,]

Interpretation

A revision revised: sentence 4 of the "Note of Clarification" now finally
reads: "The cooperation agreement, once accepted by both faculties,
provides a framework within which proposals for changes in Pr+eissions
policy may be discussed 2 with consultation as provided for in the section
entitled 'Agreement.'" (Cf. eirrite 3, May 6, 1977.)

A larger issue: what does this Proposal commit us to? "Cross-majoring
and consultation" was one answer. It doesn't commit us to mach." Another
viewed the Proposal as a weightier document, a "treaty," not a "constitution,"
calling 'for "ball consultation, intensified joint plenning, and reciprocal
cross-majoring."

Criticism 

The criticism levelled against the Proposal seemed to be of one sort or
another depending upon whether (a) means or (b) ends were stressed.

a) Given cooperation as desirable in itself, the plan proposed is
too cumbersome. The burden of liAilon work will prove onerous;
consultation at every level is a recipe for frustration. Why a
comprehensive plan at all? Why not proceed pragmatically and
cooperate on specific issues and occasions as the felt need arises?
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b) Diversity, breadth, coverage—these are the "bribes" offered by the
Proposal. But "a large smorgasbord is not necessarily desirable."
A college that is em=11, coeducational, and distinctively
Haverfordian is a better model for us than the one in effect
proposed.

The real question is, ',tat makes a liberal edmcation2 Integral
to it are not only academic excellence it veins commitments and
the formation of character. Not diversity bat coherence is the
desideratum. *People must be tooether if character is to be
affected.* The_freshman-year proposal would disperse our freshmen
over two campuses. Ponder the "Statement of Purpose for Haverford
College" (p. 4 of the 1976-77 Catalog) and note that the Cooperation
Proposal rune counter to it.

Defense

Advocates of the Proposal variously

tried to rescue the word consultation from its "bad" connotations:
Isn't it folly not to consult? Isn't the need for joint planning
legitimate? Shouldn't this need be met?

argued that far from diluting our identity, cooperation mould tend
rather to make us more aware of our distinctiveness and more alert
to preserve it.

reaffirmed the value of cross-majoring, of enlarging the field of
choice, of enriching and diversifying the curriculum.

eaphasized that the Proposal calls for planning, which is only
workable on the basis of mutual trust, understanding, and good will.
These desirable qualities, like plants, must be cultivated.

4. At 5:48 p.m. the Clerk asked: are you willing to approve the total
document? Tice answer was an emphatic yes. Tamara Brooks and Douglas
Heath did not join in the consensus. NOTE: *Total document" embraces
3A Proposal for Two-College Cooperation" (April 6, 1977) plus an Insert
on p. 4; "Note on the Freshman Year Agreement" (April 26, 1977); and
"Suggested Changes in Proposal and Additional Notes" (April 28, 1977)
as emended (see Minute 3 above).

Adjournment at 5:50 p.m.

Edgar Smith Rose
Secretary pro tern



Faculty of the College

Minutes of Regular Meeting
	

12 May 1977
Edwin Bronner, Clerk, presiding
	

9:05 a.m.

1. Minutes of the special faculty meetings of 6 and 9 May, 1977 were accepted as
distributed with a vote of thanks to Ted Rose who acted as secretary pro tem.

2. President Coleman presented to the faculty nominations for:
a.) Murray fellowship: Steve Curran
b.) First Cope Fellowship: Mark Hulbert, second Cope fellowship: Jon Darrow.
The faculty approved all of these nominations.

3. The secretary Pro tem extended to the faculty an invitation from Bryn Mawr
College to attend its commencement on May 16, 1977 at 10:00 a.m. (Annex 1)

4. John Chesick for the Distinguished Visitors Committee reminded the faculty
that proposals for 1977-78 were due.

5. Jack Gummere read a memorial minute for Harold Evans (Annex 2). The faculty
approved the minute and asked that it be transmitted to Nathaniel Evans and
Harold Evans' other children.

6. Louis Green, having asked for a fewmoments to speak, talked about many dis-
tinguished graduates of Bryn Mawr College whose careers have shown deep social
concern. He hoped that these examples might help overcome what he felt was
this faculty's lack of appreciation for the spirit of social concern at
Bryn Mawr.

7. Harvey Glickman, Acting Provost, recommended that the faculty approve awarding
degrees to students who have completed the requirements and are certified by
the Committee on Student Standings and Programs as being eligible for the
degree. The faculty approved.

8. Harvey Glickman reported that Bryn Mawr College had approved the report of the
Cooperation Committee, and had taken note of our statement of clarification.

9. Harvey Glickman expressed his special gratitude to the Administrative Assistant
(Judy Young) and the secretary (Jean Zinni) in his office, and to the staff in
Central Services for their efficiency in keeping communications moving at
the College. He also thanked the faculty for its support during his yea''' . as
Acting Provost. Marcel Gutwirth added a special note of appreciation to
Harvey Glickman for his service during the year, which was warmly applauded by
the faculty.

10. Douglas Heath, for the Committee on Honors, Fellowships and Prizes, reviewed the
committee's work for the year, noting our students' success in competition for
national fellowships.

Given the large number of nominees (47) for College honors, .the committee revisec
its procedures somewhat, feeling it could not rely entirely on grades. A
written examination was given to all, supplemented in five cases by an oral
examination. There was no recommendation for summa. The following students
were nominated for magna cum laude:



Roger Eric Breitbart, Charles Henry Chodroff, Ira Bart Forstater, Mark Jeffrey
Hulbert, Michael Aaron Leeds, Jonathan David Reichman, David Elwood Titus,
Stephen E. Tukel, Marshall John Walthew, David Max Wertheimer.

Asked whether the committee had considered any candidates who did not receive
departmental honors, the committee replied that it had not taken departmental how
as a prerequisite for college honors. The Clerk reminded the committee that
there is a procedure for nominating students for-college honors who may not, be
given departmental honors. Next year's committee will be asked to clarify
this point.

There were questions raised about giving honors at all, and the purpose of the
grading procedure. The expression of concern was referred to the Educational
Policy Committee. The Honors, Fellowships and Prizes Committee was commended
for its searching work.

The faculty accepted the report of the committee and agreed that the Acting
Provost could make the information public.

11. Tamara Brooks reported on the activities of the newly established College
Committee on Faculty Appointments and asked for faculty approval of -a change
in the composition of the Committee, the Administration to be represented by
the Affirmative Action officer, the Director of Minority Affairs, and one other
administrator for a total of three. The faculty approved.

12. Marcel Gutwirth reported for the Educational Policy Committee:
a.) A report on actual procedures for the freshman year will be available

shortly.
b.) Presented for faculty approval a recommendation to maintain a single

transcript rather than two as is currently done.
(Annex 3)

This recommendation reopened a familiar discussion about grading procedures,
the numerical scale and the system of translating from one scale to another.
The faculty approved, asking the E.P.C. to bring in a report on grading policy.

c.) Presented for faculty action a revised report on the Gest center program.
(Annex 4).

It was proposed to add on page three of the report a statement to the effect
that the committee will, in each subsequent year, present for review an assess-
ment of the program.

Item 7 on page 3 of the report was queried; the reference to a "permanent unit of
the Library" was clarified to mean a special collection analogous to African
Studies and similar special projects, not a separate library facility.

The faculty approved the report as supplemented and clarified.

13. Ashoka Gangadean reported for the Academic Council a problem presented to it
concerning Bryn Mawr students on Faculty Committees. The Student Council has,
following its usual procedures, appointed a Bryn Mawr student residing at' Haverfc
to be one of the student representatives on the Educational Policy Committee.

This presented a situation for which there was no clear policy or precedent.
Some faculty supported the Student Council's right to select its representatives
however it chose, others suggested that there is a problem of categories and
eligibility. When the policy of student representatives on faculty committees
was initiated, it was assumed that the definition of students meant Haverford

- 2 -



students. In the meantime the student association had changed the definition
of its membership to include Bryn Mawr students resident at Haverford.

After considerable discussion, the faculty approved a proposal by Sandra Malard
that 1) the faculty accept the Student Council's nominee to E.P.C. for the
present, and that 2) that the Academic Council and the Student Council .devise
a policy proposal clarifying the issue.

Adjourned: 11:15 a.m.

John Spielman
Secretary zra tem.



BRYN MAWR COLLEGE

BRYN MAWR, PENNSYLVANIA 19010

DEPARTMENT OF CHEMISTRY

May 5, 1977

Professors Douglas Miller and John Spielman
Haverford College

Dear Professors Miller and Spielman:

The General Faculty of Bryn Mawr College wish to
thank you for your welcome and invitation to the Haverford
College Commencement on May 17. We are pleased to extend
the same welcome and invitation to the faculty of Haverford
College to attend the Bryn Mawr College Commencement on
Monday, May 16, at 10:00 a.m.

Sincerely yours,

1\	 f.

tka.,1	 ,C;Lt`rt"I'l

Jay Martin Anderson
Marshal of the Faculty,
Bryn Mawr College

JMA/ i i
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HAROLD EVANS

Harold Evans died on 28 April 1977. He graduated from

Haverford College in 1907, and had a distinguished career

as a lawyer and a staunch supporter of the Quaker way of life.

He was a member of the Board of The American Friends

Service Committee from its inception in 1917, and was for

four years its Chairman. He joined the Quaker mission to

Europe in 1941 to try to find ways for the Service Committee

to feed the people starving in occupied zones. He went on

another mission to Greece and Yugoslavia in 1950.

In 1948, the United Nations appointed him Muncipal

Commissioner of Jerusalem, a post he held for about a year.

He was Presiding Clerk of Philadelphia Yearly Meeting

from 1944-1949, and an Overseer of The William Penn Charter

School from 1911-1960, a period of forty-nine years.

His son, Nathaniel Evans, graduated from Haverford

College in 1939.

Asa long-times member of the Board of Managers of the

College, and as its Counsel, represeing his firm of MacCoy,

Evans, and Lewis, his loyalty to Haverford, and his interest

never flagged. Even in less complicated times, it was essen-

tial to have expert legal advice, and to be able to call upon

Counsel thoroughly versed in the Acts of local, State, and

national legislation, and to maintain the most scrupulously

careful adherence to the requirements of the Statutes. In

such matters, Harold Evans gave generously of his time and,

thanks to his keen, penetrating mind, and his long experience,



offered sound and conservative advice to ensure the proper

actions at the proper times.

There must have been, and must be, a special genius in

the Quaker way of education to lead it to what it has become.

It must keep together a total commitment to human wisdom and

intellect "far as the human eye can see" with an abiding re-

spect for the wisdom,xightness, the !'that of God in every

person" which we come to know. Harold Evans had these two

things, kept these lights alive whenever we met and talked

with him. This miracle of synthesis is what our College

needs in its life, and it is what it found preeminently in

Harold Evans in his many great years with us.

For, like his classmate. James P. Magill, Harold Evans

believed deeply in Haverford, carrying this belief into

action in his loyal support and vigorous belief in Haverford's

Quaker message.
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April 6, 1977
To: The Faculty

From: Educational Policy Committee

Re: A recommendation that we maintain only one academic transcript for each student.

Background: Beginning with the Class of 1971, the . College began a system of keeping
two academic records for each student. One was the transcript (sent to parties out-
side the College at the student's request). The other was the grade report (or
in-house transcript) sent to the student, his advisor, and kept in his file in the
Office of the Dean of the College.

The practice was begun because the grades of the first two years were
intended then for internal college purposes only. (The external transcript showed
only whether the courses were passed or failed.)

Several changes have occurred since. It is sufficient here to say that
the dual bookkeeping system no longer serves any important function, and that it is
inefficient to operate.

Recommendation: EPC recommends to the faculty that, beginning with the first semester
of 1977-78, the College maintain only one academic record for each student which will
be the official transcript.

The transcript will reflect grades as it now does in the 4.0 notation.
NNG grades will, as at present, print as "P" or "F". Written evaluations will be
attached. Semester and year averages will be provided as at present. The dimension
points earned will be entered.

The Recorder will keep grade sheets on file for at least five years.
These, together with lists of NNG grades, will be available for inspection by the
Committee on Student Standing and Programs, The Committee on Honors and Fellowships,
and by advisors. In addition, a print-out showing the grades in the 100 notation
for each student listed alphabetically by class will be kept for each semester, and
will also be available for inspection.

The change proposed here entails no change of any sort in grading
practice by members of the faculty.

On an .admamistrati .siematter, EPC has recommended to the Dean of the
College (who has agreed) that students who wish a grade changed must make their request
within two weeks of the mailing of grades at the end of the semester.
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TO:	 All Faculty
	 DATE: May 10, 1977

FROM: Educational Policy Committee 	 RE: Gest Program

Background 

The income from the money left by Miss Gesti, amounting to
about $80,000 p.a., has recently been made available to the
College. The bequest is intended to provide a series of
lectures on the world's religions. Miss Gest hoped that as
many as possible of the lecturers would be adherents of as
well as authorities on, the beliefs they represent. The
various lectures, while not negating the differences, should
make clear and stress the similarities in the mind and spirit
of humanity, to promote better understanding between people.
The Gest Program, therefore, should be interdisciplinary and
cross-cultural. According to the will, "religion" need not
be restricted to the "great" or "world" religions and may in-
clude some systems of thought and practice not usually described
as religious at all. The lecturers need not be specialists
in religious studies.

In anticipation of the eventual development of the Program,
the College, with the assistance and encouragement of the
late Miriam Thrall, has in recent years created the Gest
Center as the physical locus for the future program and has
given much thought to the part it would play in the life of
the College.

A series of preliminary meetings, convened since last November
by the Acting Provost and Vice-President for Finance, prepared
the way for this report and recommendation. Participants in
the preliminary meetings included S. Cary, H. Glickman,
R. Bernstein, P. Desjardins, A. Gangadean, R. Luman, S. Gubins,
R. Thiemann, W. MacGaffey, M. Gould, A. Loewy, L. Green and
E. Bronner.

It was established that the Program should be in harmony with
the central educational purpose of the College, to whose
educational and cultural life it should make a substantial
contribution; it will add to existing activities and will be
integrated with the programs of several departments:. The
Program should not become a separate institute, nor should it
simply subsidize existing activities. In the administration
of the Program, care should be taken to consider how currently
available educational and physical resources might be developed
to realize the aims of the bequest.

In May, the Acting Provost asked EPC to review all aspects of
the report and to make its own recommendations to the faculty.
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EPC specifically recommends that:

L) A Gest Committee be appointed by the Provost, 1 in con-
sultation with the Academic Council, to consist of three
faculty members whose professional and teaching interests
are in the cross-cultural study of religion, and two
additional faculty members.

2) The Gest Committee call upon interested persons outside
the College, whom the Provost recognizes as able to help
in the task, to act as consultants or to form an Advisory
Board.

3) The Gest Committee annually appoint a Convener responsible
for planning and carrying out the Program for a given year.
Members of the faculty will be asked to propose plans to
the Committee. The Convener will be given, consistent
with the needs of the College, released time, funds and
administrative assistance to carry out the proposals.
It is intended that the Convener fulfill a creative and
scholarly as well as administrative role. In appropriate
instances, summer stipends and travel funds may be pro-
vided. It is essential that the Program be planned thor-
oughly and well in advance. The Committee will therefore
entertain proposals for activities to be carried out in
one, two or three years' time.

In the Spring of 1978 the Gest Committee will propose an
articulated and coherent Program for review and approval
by EPC.

4) The Program normally provide for the presence on campus
of at least one, preferably two, long term visitors, to
be called Gest Fellows, who would teach at least one course
each semester and give additional lectures or seminars.
The term of the visits may vary from one semester to three
years. Courses offered must be approved by the faculty.
To offer the faculty and students sufficient. opportunity
to learn from, and relate to, the visitors in cross-cultural
and interdisciplinary activities and to stabilize the
teaching program, the principal visits or fellowships should
be long rather than short, and Gest Fellows should live on
campus.

It is expected that this proposal will help the College
attain its goal of increasing the number of minority group
representatives on the faculty.

5) The Convener and the Fellows should bring to the campus, in
connection with their own teaching activities, short'term
visitors in the usual manner of the College. The visitors
need not be "distinguished" nor academically trained, but
the Committee should be convinced of their ability to com-
municate well and with authority.

1There are particular legal advantages in having the senior
academic administrator of the College be responsible for
the supervision and administration of the bequest.



6) The Gest Committee favor both long and short range pro-
grams which, consistent with the bequest, will contribute
to the eventual representation of as many religious tradi-
tions as possible, and that the Committee favor programs
which will, on this campus and elsewhere, facilitate
methods for substantitive contributions toward cross-cultural
understanding. To this end, attempts should be made to
gather competent persons from different traditions at one
time or to foster such unconventional programs as seem
desirable.

7) The Librarian establish a permanent unit of the Library
devoted to the acquisition and care of books, texts and
other materials, including films, needed to support the
Program, funded by the Program.

8) The Gest Committee and the Convener actively publicize
the activities of the Program, including the names and
qualifications of the visitors to cause it to be widely
known.
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